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ABS3£JU3T
A ooneldurable In t^ e e t  has b e ^  siiown In the study of 
Kultllaartir th lnrfllm  distributed paraBeter (Iff) nicroelectroxilc 
circuitB, as they are suited for nodarn dectron ic  devices.
Zhis thesis ,l8  devoted to the study of new nu ltilayer IP 
structures and tiie ir  subnetworks. The in d e fin ite  admittance 
n a trix  techuiqiue is  extended to find  the in d e fin ite  adodttance 
matrix o f the in ter connected networks, once their corresponding 
matrices are available. This techniq^e( is  exploited to study 
the various interoonneetions o f DP networks, which are not 
yet reported in  the lite ra tu re . The analysis o f the subnetworks, 
whose SP structures are already available in  the lite ra tu re , 
l8  also Included.
In  particular, the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix technique 
l e  extended to study the various interconnections Involving 
uniform BC, R- C- HR and C- H- HC DP micro-structures. The 
characteristics o f tiiese interconnected networks, have been 
investigated. These are found to exhibit low-pass, high-pass, 
band-stop and phase comp ^ sa tin g  d ia ra c t^ ls t lo s . These 
properties make the Interconnected I>P networks desirable, 
fo r  use in  communication and control systems.
(▼)
A number o f subnetworke o f uniform and non-uniform 
R- C- HR and C* fi- HC HP structures are also studied, resvating 
In  notch and band*pass rei^onses, Xhe e ffe c t  of 
loads on the notch behaviour, Is  pointed out| while on the 
other handy the tunability of the notch f i l t e r s ,  is  also 
examined by connecting an additional yariable res istor.
The three-layer R- C- HR and the five -la yer  C- R- NC- 
mioro-etructuree with circu lar geometry and goremed by 
the second ordti: modified Bessel's equations, are proposed 
and their in de fin ite  immlttance matrices are evaluated.
These in d e fin ite  immlttance matrices, are u tilized  to study 
the frequency characteristics o f the various subnetworks 
derired from these structures. These subnetworks give rise  
to low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, band*eliminatlon, notch 
and llnear-phase f i l t e r  characterlsties, in addition to 
phase la g  and lag-lead type o f responses. Most o f these 
characteristics are superior to those obtained fo r earlier 
subnetworks, involving uniform or exponential RC, B* C- NB 
and C- R- HC DP structures. iSome o f these characterietlcB, 
cannot generally be achieved using lumped components circuits.
The other proposed non-ninifora IP micro-structure , 
governed by a fourth order d iffe ren tia l equation, is  the 
fiv e - la y e r  exponentially tapered Rg« 
structure, for which, the In de fin ite  immlttance matrices 
are formulated. The necessary modifications in the results,
(v i)
are pointed out, to take Into account the Btrsy parasitic  
capacitance e ffe c t, existing among the constituent layers.
The perfornance characteristics o f two o f *ttie subnetworks 
o f this mlcro'^structure, are studied eaplc^ing the in defin ite  
adndttance matrix. These subnetworks, resu lt in  band*stop 
and n o toh -filte r  characteristics* The n o tch -filt «r  
characteristics, are found to be superior to tho&e obtained 
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CHAPTS^  1 
INBIODDCTIOH
1.1 GUIHtAL
The growing importance and complexity o f electron ic 
c ircu itry  in  advanced eysteme bsts created the necesBity of 
using the miniaturized and rd ia h le  c ircu its  in  their design. 
This idea leads to integrated circu its which are the 
combinations of interconnected dements inseparably 
associated on or within generally a contimous substrate. 
Integirated circu its  are in  a single s^conductor piece or 
deposited thinrfilm  c ircu its , or combinations o f bo-tti.
Ihus, integrated c ircu its  can broadly be c la ss ified  in the
"tti-r-et
fo llow ing categories.
■r
Monoliliiic seniconductor devices consisting of a block 
of semiconductor crystal with appropriate doping. The 
doping is  a function o f the coordinates o f the crystal.
That is ,  i t s  magnitude and type vary from point to point.
In this way a single small *chip* of crystal can contain 
great niimber o f transistors, diodes, resistors and caT>acitor£
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The second type o f integrated networic le  the film  type 
integrated networic, in  whicii film s o f conducting and insulating 
materials are deposited in  layers on an insulating substrate. 
The film  deposited may be c la ss ified  into two categories, 
depending on mettiod o f fabrication . Generally, film s with 
thicimeBs varying between 50A® to 20000A® are termed as tMn 
film s and -tiie film s whose thiclcnesB varies between 1P5000A® 
and 6S5CX)0A® are termed as thick film s The thick film  
components are rugged and capable o f working under odd 
conditions but, they do not compete with their th in-film  
counterparts in  terms o f components tolerance and long term 
s ta b ility . Th inrfiln  techzxique is  also capable o f proYiding 
considerably higher package d ^ s ity  and hence, resiats into 
e ffe c t iv e  reduction o f s ize.
Hybrid c ircu its  are fabricated by hybrid integrated 
c ircu it technology in  which active and passive elements are 
fabricated simultaneously by their respective techniques 
and a^ fe interconnected to form the fin a l c ircu it.
The advantages o f integrated c ircu its  are wd.1 known . 
Indeed one of their advantages is  that extremely complex 
electron ic devices o f reasonable s ize  and weight with low 
power consuB^tion can be b u ilt. The packaging density of 
such devices are very high, e .g ., fo r  th inrfilm  devices this
g
is  of the order o f 10 components per cubic foo t and for 
s^conductor integrated circu its  i t  is  o f the order o f
lo'^ to 10® components per cubic foot.^® However, there are 
other advantages which are often more important, in  
integrated c ircu it is  more rd .iab le  -ttian the conventional 
c ircu it and i t s  cost i s  much low ^ . One can obtain certain 
network responses from integrated c ircu its  lhat cannot be 
obtained from conventional networks. Also, the integrated 
c ircu its  due to their smaller sizes are considerably faster 
than their conventional Imped component counterpart. One 
of the important properties o f integrated circu its is  that 
components of a kind can be expected to track very closely 
indeed.
The th in-film  c ircu its  have more predictable high 
frequency performance with less  stray parasitic  e ffects  
and give r ise  to more phase sh ift fo r  a given attenuation 
than is  obtained from any f in it e  number o f discrete PC 
sections. The film  type c ircu it also of fers  a low overa ll 
temperature co e ffic ien t thus having a greater control over 
sen s itiv ity . By using highly stable film  materials and 
film  protective coatings, film  lype e lec tr ica l elements 
can be constructed which in  turn are highly stable.
Besides many advantages o f integrated circu its, there are 
of course disadvantages sudi as, delicacy In construction, 
low power capability and d if f ic u lty  o f internal testing.
The stray parasitic  e ffec ts  are In tensified  due to micro - 
m iniaturization and the discrete components model represent
-3
only a» approximation to the actual properties wbich are of 
the distributed nature. The UP networks by their very 
nature are in fle x ib le  and conventional mesh and node analysis 
are not ^ p lic a b le  in  this case. The eynthesis problem is  
particu larly  evkivardy not having been attempted u n til 196S.
By way o f comparison, the th in-film  resistors give 
higher allowable values o f resistance with less temperature 
dependence, fewer parasitics and more precision. Monolithic 
res istors are easier to fabricate and their ratios are 
determinable to a high degree o f accuracy. In lB-film  
capacitors are superior because of their high quality factor <of 
the order of hundreds as compared with the order of tens for 
the monolithic structure), in i t ia l  precision, h i^  s tab ility  
and better temperature coe ffic ien ts . In  thin->film 
technology, tolerances o f about 0.01°/o fo r  resistors and 
l°/o fo r  csq?acitors can often be readily obtained with 
precision components available i f  required. In the monolithic 
technology 10 to 3 0 tolerances are more common, while 
precision ra tios  (l°/oorm der) are read ily  obtained. Both 
philosophies make availab le PBT characteristics. With
Q
monolithic structure a s ize  advantage o f about 10 
components per cubic fo o t is  obtained over th in-fllm
g
structures nAiere the s ize  is  about 10 components per cubic 
36foo t. However, the higher precision o f th in-fllm  devices 
often makes up fo r it s  s ize  disadvantage.
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In  view of the varlouB advantages as outlined above, 
th in -filB  DP networks are assuming an important place in 
integrated micro"system design. The ob jective of this 
dissertation work is  to investigate the properties of multi­
layer IIP networks of various geometries and subnetworks 
interconnected in d iffe ren t ways, P ive-layer nonuniform 
exponentially tapered and some circular geometry thin-film  
n? structures are to be studied ejdiaustivd.y,
1.2 Em Eff OF THE EARLIER WOEK
As mentioned above the multilayer th in-film  DP micro­
electronic c ircu its  being a class o f integrated circu its, 
are considered suitable fo r  present day microelectronic 
system design and a large volume o f work is  reported In the 
lite ra tu re  in th is direction. I t  is  b r ie fly  reviewed in 
this section,
Hager, in  1959 discussed fo r  the f i r s t  time that
distributed resistance and c^acitance give networks with
22
new characteristics. He has pointed out transfer functions 
and Impedances formed by some KC networks with various 
tapering. Pew o f the networks have been analysed for hlgh- 
pafls, low-pass and notch f i l t e r s ,  EC distributed sections 
in  conduction with a discrete, series res is to r or shunted 
capacitor were developed to replace Twin-T, Bridged-T, 
Wien-Bridge and other lumped elements c ircu its  used as
notch f i l t e r s ,  Kauftaan studied PC lin e  In series with a
lumped res is tor fo r notch f i l t e r  realization,^®  Kaufman
and Garrett derived immittance matrices of an e^qjonentlal
and linear tcpered RC l in e .^  Exponential as well as
linear tapered BC lin e  connected to lumped resistor for
notch f i l t e r  rea liza tion  were also studied. I t  was also
pointed out that tapered RC lin es resu lt in  better notch
f i l t e r  characteristics as compared to uniformly distrl'baated
EC lin es  and have the additional advantages of smaller
s ize  and weight as cOTipared to Ivtmped elem ^t notch f i l t e r s .
K elley and Ghausi, analysed distributed HC networks with
27arbitrary geometric shapes. They considered one dimensional
spatial variation  and presented two port immittance parameters,
pole zero locations, steady state and transient responses of
these networlcs, Dutta Roy, and Shenoi also u tilized  uniform
and tapered BC lines fo r  notch f i l t e r  eqpplications and i t
was found that proportional tapering has no advantage over
uniformly distributed BC lines, but, e:xponential and
X7 X8parabolic t i e r in g  y ie ld s  better s e le c t iv ity , * Carson
studied tile e ffec ts  o f d i^ e c t r ic  losses on the performance
of th in-fllm  distributed RC notch f i lte r s ,^ ^  Su and Speights
investigated the e ffe c t  o f terminating impedances on the
low-pass voltage transfer characteristics o f tapered RC 
48lines, Nathan and Even rea lized  input impedances with 
substantially frequency-independent phase an^es over a 
f i n i t e  frequency range in the form of linear distributed
-6
38RC structurs, J. Stein, Investigated notch circu its
employing EC lin e  with lumped E and C elements; while
Wyndnim investigated a null network having control over
the null frequency by using a variable and C with an
RC distributed network,^®’  K.L.Su, u t iliz ed  two
uniformly distributed HC lin es  in  cascfi^e, with d ifferen t
47notch frequencies to achieve band-stop characteristics.
A distributed HC notch f i l t e r  with an improved frequency 
s e le c t iy lty  using a cascade o f lin ear RC and uziiform EC 
distributed network in  conjimction with a lumped res istor 
and a capacitor was presented by P a rk .^  He also showed 
that such a f i l t e r  can be used to produce an extremdy 
insensitive  band-pass Asip lifier. A two layer EC structure 
having circular geometry was analysed by Watkins, who 
presented it s  application as a fixed  or a variab le frequency 
notch f i l t e r  by employing a lumped series res istor or a 
combination of discrete res is to r and capacitor respectively,^^ 
Thus, a lo t  of work is  reported in  the lite ra tu re  on the 
f i l t e r s  obtained through EC distributed lin es  in conjunction 
with a lumped res istor or a capacitor.
In  the above class o f notch f i l t e r s ,  EC lines with 
a lumped res is tor or a capacitor were used. But, the idea 
of m iniaturization resulted in  a new class o f three layer 
IF networks. In  one case the d ie le c tr ic  film  is  sandwiched 
betvseen tito re s is t iv e  films| while in  the other case a 
r e s is t iv e  layer is  sandwiched between two d iti.ectric  film s, 
which are referred  to as E -C -K R  and C-E-3SC structures^
reepectively . Castro developed the liamittanoe matrices of
IPtmiform or, rectangular IIP R- C- NR and C- E- HC Btructures .
Castro and Happ discueeed uniformly distributed B- C* NK
structure and the application o f i t s  subnetworks as notch*
filte rs^® , Khanf studied the e ffe c t o f re s is t iv e  loading on
notch char act e r is t ic s  o f notch f i l t e r s  and
discussed optimum load s^ ec tion  to achieve good performance .
He also presented the notch f i l t e r  characteristics of miform
and exponential OP C-R-HC micro-structures and discussed
the e f f ec t  o f re s is t iv e  loads on their performance^® .
Ahmed and Agraw^, made an eaiperiment^ study of R- C- NF
notch f i l t e r  and examined the p oss ib ility  o f tuning this
th in-film  integrated notch f i l t e r  in  a narrow band of
frequencies by o*onnsctlng a variable lumped res istor or, a
capacitor with the grounded terminal o f the f i l t e r ^  .
Similar tunable R- C- HE notch f i l t e r s  obtained by other
subnetworks o f R- C- HE structure, are reported by Pal and
Khan, having a narrow band tuning achieved through a
40variable discrete res is to r . Woo and Bartlemay, investigated 
exponentially distributed E -C-HR,  micro-structure and 
derived i t e  in d e fin ite  admittance matrix, They,
also presented an application o f th is exponentially tapered 
R -  C~ NR structure as notch f i l t e r  and pointed out that 
the performance o f th is f i l t e r  is  better, as compared to 
unifcarmly distributed R« C~ KR case. Ahmed, studied 
subnetworks o f uniform and exponential di.strlbuted E- C- HR 
structure fa  verious combinations o f paramet^s and
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terminated loads fo r  band-'pase application. * Brown,
derived the in d e fin ite  immittance matrices o f the exponentially
distributed C- R- BC micro-structure and discuseed it s
applications including low-passy high-pass and notch-filters.^^
I t  was shown that sharper rates of out o f f  are obtainable as
well as notch characteristics which cannot be adiieved with
a uniform C- B.- HC morphology. Khan* proposed circular
geometry R- C- NR and C- E- NC micro-structures and
developed the in d e fin ite  immittance matrices for them.^^*®^
He also studied one o f the subnetworks o f th is R- C- NR
structure resu lting in  notch f i l t e r  characteristics.
Ahmed, evaluated 14ie matrix parameter functions for the
nonuniform R-C-NR circu lar geometry structure investigated
by Khan.® He also derived the two-port four terminal matrix
parameter functions o f solvable DP Z- T- KZ and T-Z-KT
networlcs. Googe and Su, worked on the double Kelvin*s
transmission lin e  network and presented one of i t s  application
in  notch f i l t e r j ir i i i le  Shenoi^® evaluated the of this
four layer structure in addition to i t s  frequency
43characteristics. Scanlan and Ramamurthy ^derived  the
transmission parameter matrix o f the double K e v in 's
3transmission lin e  network) while Abmed , derived the 
in d e fin ite  immittance matrices for -Gaie structure taking 
in to consideration the stray parasitic  capacitance e ffe c t 
existing among tiie constituent layers, Khan, extended the
7 8
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analysis of Atamed^ , to the exponentially d lstributtd
29
^2* ®2l" »1 -  «10 - » -  micro-structure. Ahmedf also
Investigated the immittance matrices o f the five -la yer
R g - u n i f o r m  DP micro-structure (consisting
of three resistive layers with two dielectric layers
separating the re s is t iv e  layers from one another) governed
by fourth-order ordinary d iffe ren tia l equations fo r currents
and voltages,^ The in d e fin ite  admittance matrix for the
same micro-structure was presented by Kamal and Ahmed, wh^
constrained to be governed by second*order linear d iffe ren tia l
equations for voltages, in  order to fa c i l i t a t e  the systematic
study of the characteristics of the various stubnetworlcs
24Obtainable from the simplified multilayer structure.
Computer generated solutions for real-frequency zeros of 
tile tr ip le  distributed HD network fo r  three types of 
connections were presented by Farlcin, who presented seme
AG
active low-pass f i l t e r s  incorporating these notch f i l t e r s .   ^
Chang and Wing, showed that an N layer uniform IJP structure 
may have low-pass, high pass and band-pass characteristics.^®
Thus, the advent of integrated c ircu its  has aroused 
iceen in terest in  the study o f the properties of multilayer 
th inrfilm  structures; while the a va ila b ility  o f the 
in d e fin ite  imnittance matrices o f these structures, serve 
as the basic too l to study a variety o f network functions 
and to search out useful characteristics associated with th e ir
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subaetworks. The fo llow ing work Is  malrdy rd a ted  with the 
investigation  o f new m u ltilaytf W  structures and the 
study of the characteristics and applicatians of these 
structures employing their in d e fin ite  immittance matricee.
A ziumber of subnetworks are also studiedf whose UB structures 
are alreadj' available in  the lite ra tu re  with their indefin ite  
immittaiice matrices.
l .S  OEGAiMZATIOK OP THE THESIS
In Chapter 2, of th is thesisf the application of the 
in d e fin ite  admittance matrix is  extended to study the 
various interconnected networks. The suggested technique 
is  a general one, which is  not only applicable to series, 
par a ll cascade and hybrid interconnection of n- port 
networks having tezminaLs, but, can also be applied to 
any other arbitrary interconnection o f terminals, provided 
the in d e fin ite  admittance matrices o f the individual networks 
are known. This technique is  applied to study the various 
interconnections of uniform IC, E- C- KR and C* R- NC DP 
micro "Structures with a view to evolve new circu its  which 
are simple to fabricate in  thin-film  form. The frequency 
characteristics o f these interco2inectcd networks sre 
investigated and their applications in  communication and 
control systaas, are pointed out.
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Chapter 3, ie  devoted to the study of a ziumbei of 
BubnetworiEB o f untfora and non-uniform KE and C- K- ND
laP structures iriiose in d e fin ite  iimnittanoe malaricee are 
already available in  the lite ra tu re . I t  includes the current 
transfer characteristics o f  two notch f i l t e r s  produced by 
three-layer uniform B -  C -  NR structure and the third one 
derived from the C-R-1»C uniform structure. The e ffe c t of 
terminated loads on their notch characteristics is  also 
studied. Another subnetwork o f uniform DP R- C- Nl structure 
with dual input Is  also analysed and i t  is  found useful for 
notch f i l t e r  applications. The two w ell fcnown notch f i l t e r s  
derived as subnetworks o f th in-film  DP B- C- HR structure 
are studied experimentally using crude models obtained through 
vacuum deposition technique. I t  is  also shoim that such 
a f i l t e r  can be made tunable simply by connecting a variable 
liimped res is to r in  series with the grounded terminal.
Lastly , two subnetworks obtained from the four-terminal 
e3q>onential and uniform DP R- C- HR mlcro-structure are 
analysed using d ig ita l cranputer. The frequency characteristlcB 
of these networks daow that they behave as band-pass f i l t e r s .
The exponentially tapered structure gives better characteristics 
fo r  negative taper factor as compared to uniform case.
In  Chaper 4» a new three-layer P -  C- HR circular 
geometry DP structure is  analysed and i t s  Indefin ite  
Immlttance matrices are derived using an eq\ilvalent one
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dimenBlonal formulation leading to the modified Bessel*e 
equation o f second order. A similar analysis is  also 
extended to drive the in d e fin ite  immittance matrices of the 
f i v e “layer 6^- C -R -  HC- circular geometry DP structure 
which is  supposed to be the dual structure of the above 
re ferred  R- C- UR structure, The network symbols are also 
proposed to represent these micro "structures and the nature 
of their duality is  c learly  esqplained using in defin ite  
immittance matrices.
The in d e fin ite  immittance matrices o f the circular 
geometry R- C- HR and C- E- UC- Cr^  DP micro-structures 
derived in  Chapter 4, are u t iliz ed  in  Chapter to derive 
Various subnetworks and to investigate their performance 
characteristics using a d ig ita l computer. Some o f the 
subnetworks of these micro-structures resu lt in  low-pass, 
high-pas8y band*pa88, band-stop and notdi f i l t e r s ;  iriiile 
others can be u tiliz ed  as phase compensating and linear phase 
f i l t e r s .
In  Chapter 6, another fiv e - la y e r  exponentially tapered 
DP, Bg- Cgj^- R^- C^Q- network, governed by a fourth 
order d iffe ren tia l equation is  proposed fo r  which the 
in de fin ite  immittance matrices are investigated. The 
parasitic  capacitance e ffe c t  existing among the constituent 
layers is  taken into consideration by making certain 
modifications in  the above resu lts.
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The indefix iite admittance matrix o f the fiv e - la y «r  
exponential DP ndcro-etruoture derived In Chapter 6, la  
employed to study the performance characteristlce o f two 
of I t s  sutjnetworics In Chapter 7. These subnetworks show 
notch and band-ftop f i l t e r  characteristics.
Chapter 8, contains a summary o f the investigations 
of th is thesis. Some suggestions fo r further investigations 
in  th is f ie ld  have been Included in  this chapter.
CHAPTIR 2
CHARACTH I^STICS AND APPLICATIONS OP 
INTERCONNECTED DP NETWORKS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The procedure to find  the reeu lting matrix, when a number 
of n-port network:B having 2n terminal 8;^  connected in  series, 
p a ra lle l, cascade and hybrid combinations are well icnown . 
But, this procedure is  res tr ic ted  to a lim ited  class of in ter­
connections referred  to above and cannot be applied to an 
arbitrary interconnection o f terminals o f a number of networks 
having unequal terminals to form a complex network. Secondly, 
this tedinique suffers the disadvantage o f conversion of so 
max  ^ matrices at intermediate stages to find the resu lting 
matrix o f -ttie complex interconnected network. In  the preseit 
chapter, the application o f the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix 
i s  extended to study the various interconnected DP networks. 
The applied technique is  a general one, which is  not only 
applicable to series, p a ra lle l, cascade and hybrid in ter - 
connections of n-port networks, but, can also be applied to 
any other arbitrary interconnection, provided the in defin ite
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admittance matrices of the individual networks, which are 
interconnected in  an arbitrary faahicm to fozm a complex 
network, are known and gives the fin a l matrix in  terms of 
i t s  admittance matrix. This procedure is  equally suited and 
d irectly  applicable fo r  analysing a number o f interconnected 
UP networks fo r which the in de fin ite  admittance matrices are 
already available in  the lite ra tu re . The technique is  
illu s tra ted  with a number of exajnples. These examples 
include various interconnections involving uniform HJ,
R- C- IIR and C- R- NC IIP networks, 53ie frequency 
characteristics of these interconnected networks are mmei i:: 
investigated. Some of these networics resu lt in  useful 
characteristics having applications in  communication and 
control systems. The organisation o f the chapter is  as 
follows.
Section 2,2 explains the application o f the in defin ite  
admittance matrices o f the individual networks to find  out 
the resu lting matrix o f the interconnected network. The 
procedure is  explained with a number o f examples involving 
two 2-port, 3-terminal type lumped networks fo r  sim plicity 
in  imderstanding and ease in  ve r ifica tion . In Section £.3, 
d iffe ren t interconnections involving SC, E- C- SB and 
C- R- MC HP networks are analysed numerically fo r  their 
voltage transfer functions. The frequency characteristics 
of these interconnections rea liz in g  various f i l t e r s  are
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presented In Sections 2.3.2 -  2.3,5, Lastly, concluding 
remarks are g iv ^  in  Section 2.4.
2,2 APPLICATION OF INDEFINITE AU5ITTA»CE MATRICES TO 
INTERCONNECTED NETWORKS
Let the in d e fin ite  admittance matrices o f the individual 
networks to be interconnected be [T^J • [Ygj , [Y^J , ,
[Yn] having orders of x , (mg x m^), (m  ^ x m^), . . .  ,
X respectively. Now, forma new matrix [Y  ] of order 
(mj <^-mg+m2+.,.4«m^ ) x (m^ +mg+m2+ . . by setting diagonally
the individual matrices, defined below :
0 0 0 . . . .
0 Yg 0 0 . . . .
0 0 Yg 0 . , . .
0 0 0 Y^ . . . .
...................................... \
(2.1)
Y ] is  the in de fin ite  admittance matrix of tlie set of 
networks having (mj^ +mg+mg+ . . .  ♦ m^ ) terminals, whose 
terminals are to be interconnected to form an arbitrary 
complex network.
To have the required admittance matrix o f the
-18
interconnected network involving a number of individual
networks, whose terminalb are interconnected in an arbitrary
manner to form ttie complex network, the basic operations on
in d e fin ite  admittance matrix as defined by Castro and Happ 
14are applied . Using a terminal as reference, implies 
cancelling the corresponding row and column of the matrix , 
shorting a set o f terminals implies addition of corresponding 
rows and columns of the matrix and the operation o f floa tin g  
a tennlnal requires the elimination o f the corresponding 
independent voltage by setting the current variable to zero.
The procedure is  e^ la in ed  with the follow ing examples. 
For the sake of sim plicity only two networks of £-port, 
3-tenninal type have been considered, but, the procedure can 
be extended to any number of networks having ^qual or unequal 
number o f terminals.
Example (a) .  The networks to be interconnected are shown in 
f i r s t  and second rows o f Table-I with their matrices. Let 
■these networks be connected in series to form a new network 
shown In third row o f Table-I,
Constructing the follow ing [ Y J as defined in Eqn,(2. j )
above
TABLE-I
2 -port, 3 -term inal interconnected networks
-19
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3/5 -  2/5 - 1/5
2/5 3/5 -  1/5
1/5 -  1/5 2/5
(^ .2)
The terminals 3 and 6 being shorted and thffifloated, 
implies the addition of third and sixth rows and coliimnB of 
matrix in  Eqn ,(2 .2 ) and then dLiminating the corresponding 
voltage variable by equating the current variable to zero. 
Thus, the matrix equation (2,3) can be obtained.
40/57 -  34/57 “  1/19 - 1/19
I* -34/57 46/57 -  2/19 -  2/19
1
a
-  1/19 - 2/19 11/19 -  8/19
I 5 -  1/19 • 2/19 -  8/19 U/19 '^6.
(2,3)
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The Impedance matrix [ Z ] of ttie in ter connected network i& 
now obtained by calculating V )^ and (Vg- Vg) from
Eqn. (2. 3) and noting that and Ig  »  * ^2 *
[Z j 16 same as giyen in  the third row of Table-I obtaiiied 
through the addition of impedance matrices o f the individual 
networks,
£xample (b ). Consider the interconnection of networks in 
pa ra lle l as shown in  the fourth row of Table-*!. The [ I  ~ , 
to start with, is  given in  £qn. (2 ,2 ). In  this case terminals 
3 and 6 are being used as reference. !Dius, cancellation of 
the corresponding rows and columns resu lts in  the 4 x 4  
sutmatrix o f £qn«(£«£). Teiminals 1 and 4 as well as 
tem lnals 2 and 5 are shorted which Implies the addition of 
corresponding rows and columns to fom a 2 x 2  matrix. This 
is  Uie resu lt in g [ Y ] o f the interconnected network whieh is  
same as given in  Table-I obtainable through the addition of 
admittance matrices o f the individual networks.
Example (c ) .  Consider the interconnection o f networks in 
cascade as ehown in  the f i f t h  row of Table-I. Employing 
matrix in  Sqn, (2,2) and cancelling the third and sixth rows 
and columns as terminals 5 and 6 are beijog used as reference 
terminals, results in  a 4 x 4  matrix. Since, the terminals
2 and 4 are shorted and floa ted , i t  requires the addition 
of the corresponding rows and columns resu lting in  a 3 x 3
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matrix and then d.iminating the corresponding voltage variable 
by setting the current variab le equal to zero gives the [T j 
of the interconnected network. I t  can also be obtained 
through the m ultip lication of the chain parameter matrices 
[A j , s of both the networks and then converting i t  to [T ‘
(v ide fifth row of Table«I) v e r if ie s  the resu lt,
Ezfonple (d).  Let an interconnection be as shown in the sixth 
column o f Table-I. Making use o f Eqn. (2, 2) and cancelling 
the sixth  row and column, because terminal 6 is  being used as 
reference, gives a 5 x 6  matrix. Since, the terminals 3,4 
and 5 are shorted and floated , tbe addition o f ttie corresponding 
rows and columns results in  a 3 x 3  matrix from which the 
corresponding voltage V6ria>^le is  ^im inated by setting the 
corresponding current equal to zero. This gives the admittance 
matrix of the interconnected network as given in  Table-I, vrtiich 
can easily be v e r if ie d  by d irect calculation.
The above eaopiples c learly  i l lu s tra te  and v e r ify  that 
the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix technique can be applied to 
any type of interconnection of networks and is  not restricted  
to only standard types o f interconnections,
2,3 iBEQU£2ICY OHAKACTHIISTICS OF INTl^CONHEGTED DP NETWOEKS
This section investigates the characteristics and 
applications of various intercoimections of RC, C- Iffi and
-23
C -H -  NC I3P networks employing their in de fin ite  admittance 
matrices and the technique explain in Section 2,2, There 
ex ist a number o f interconnections o f DP networks, but only 
a few are analysed fo r  the sake o f illu s tra tion .
2.3.1 INDEFINITE ADMITTANCE MATRICES OF RC, E- C- NB AND 
C- R- NC NETWC3RKS
In this section the in d e fin ite  admittance matrices of 
uniformly DP B-C, R~ C“ NR and C" R~ NC
networks v^ daich are availab le in  the lite ra tu re  are being 
given as they w ill  be u t iliz e d  in  the fo llow ing sections in 
the study of various interconnections o f these networks,
BC ISP Network.
The BC network can be fabricated by depositing a res is tive  
film  E on a d ie le c tr ic  f i lm C vrtilch'^W top of a conducting 
film  G as shown in  F ig .2 .1 (a ). The length of the DP network 
is  d.
The imiformly DP BC network is  symbolically shown in 
Pig. 2 .1 (b ). For such a network, the per unit length (PUL) 
resistance and capacitance are fixed  and are defined as
r (x )  »  r
c(x) »  c
where x is  the distance variab le measured from the input 






yy  > / . y  ^ r  
Subs trate
TV
F ig .2.1(a) Distributed RC Network
1 o- -02
30-
Pig, 2.1(b) Symbolic Representation o f Uniformly Distributed 
R.C, Network
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be conyenlently gLvgn as26
wiier e
y u ^12 ^13
[YJ - 3^ 21 ^22 ^23 (2,4)
^31 ^32 ^33.
*^ 22 “  ^0 TiTp (2.5a)
^12 “  ^21 ■ “
^13 '  ^31' y22f ^32 *■ '  *  1^2^
yS3^  ^ ( y j l ^  ^12^




where d ie  tiie length o f the nP network, p *  CT' 3w.
the complex frequency variable.
I f  another uniformly distributed 5C network hae the 
PUL resistance and capacitance values M tines the PUL 
values of the previous network (where M is  a dinensionless
-26
constant) having tlie [ Y j elemaitB values given by Eqne, (P .5), 
th ^  the element values w il l  be modified to
(2.6a)
^12 "  ^21 *  * '^ o (2.6b)
^32
^33 “  "^ 11 **■ ^12 ^
(2,6c)
(2.6d)
R -  c -  m  He-teayis
The B* C- HR Iff network consists o f a d ir ie c tr ic  f i lm
sandwiched between two re s is t iv e  film s in  which the PUL
resistance o f the bottom film  is  H times to that of the
upper film , idaere N is  a dimensionless constant. I f  liie
PUL resistance r and capacitance c o f the network are
not ft fimction o f i t s  length, but constant, i t  is  termed
as uniform R- C- ilR network*. The tiniform F- C- NE network
is  shown in  P ig ,2 .2 (a ) witii i t s  symbolic representation in
Fig. 2. 2(b). The in de fin ite  admittance matrix o f the uniform
12R- C- NE network, derived by Castro is  g lv « i  below.
% ^12 ^13 ^14
^21 ^22 ^23 ^24
% ^32 ^33 ^34
^41 "^ 42 ”^ 43 ^44
(2 .7 )
-27
Pig. 2. 2(a) Uniform R- C- NR Network
1 O-
R




Pig, 2. 2(b) Symbolic Representation o f Uniform R- C- NR Network
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where
1 1 1  »  «  1/(14N)E^[ e/tanh e + h] (P.8a)
^12 *  ^21 ** ^34 “  ^43 “  V (1+N )E .[1 - 0/tanh 0 J (P.8b)
'^ 13 *  ^31 •  ^24 *  ^42 “  V(1+N)R- [e/sinh 0 - 1 ]  (2.8c)
Y i4 -  ^41 *  • 1/(1**-»)R'[ e/sinh 0 + H ] (2,8d)
Ygg -  Ygg -  V (1 + »)R  [ e/tanh 0 ♦ 1/H ] (2.8e)
^23 “  ^32 *  "  l/(l+H)E [0/einh 0 1/N ] (2 .8 f)
and
0 .  .
3 is  the complex operator and w ie  the frequency of 
the sinusoidal input . R and C , are the same as defined in 
the case of BC network above.
C- R~ NC Network
The C- R- NC UP network consists o f a res is t iv e  f i lm 
sandwiched between two d ie le c tr ic  film s and is  known as the 
dual o f  the R- C- NR network. Conducting film s G are
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deposited on the outer d ie lec tr ic  film s C and HC for 
talcing out d e c tr lc a l contacte. Thus, phyeically C -P -NC  
network is  a five -la ya r device. The PUI parameters are 
kept constant for uniform C-B-HC network and the PUL 
capacitance of 'ttie lower film  is  N times that of the 
upper film , iriiere N is  a dlmensionless constant. The 
uniformly distributed parameter C- B- NC network is  shown 
in  Fig. £, 3(a) and i t s  symbolic representation is  given in 
Fig. 2 .3 (b ).
The in de fin ite  admittance matrix of the uniform C- NC
12network is  given by Castro as
T+









^11 * ^ 3  * « (2.10a)
1^2 =1 -  -  jwC/e . H tanh 9/2 (2.10b)
^13 “  ^ 1  ■ -  dwC/0 . (N4.1)/sinh e (2.10c)
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Pig. 2. 3(b) Symbolic Representation o f Uniform C- R- NC Network
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^14 *  *  ^ 4  “  ^ 3  ** -  3iK3/0.tanh0/£ (2.10d)
t ^2 -  jwC H / e-(e+2N ta»h 9/2)/ (H^l) (E.lOe)
«  • iwQ S/e (e -  2 tanh 0/2)/(H+l) (2.1Qf)
^ 4  -  JwC / 0 (N0 ♦ 2 tanh 0/2)/(H+l) (2.10g)
where the symbols have their meanings defined In  B- C- UK 
network case.
2.3.2 INTS?CONNECTIONS REALIZING LOW-PASS CHAEACTH I^STICS
In  thlB section three d iffe ren t Interconnections of 
unlfoim RC IjfP networks rea liz in g  low-pass characteristics 
are studied. The open c ircu it voltage transfer ftinctlons 
of these interconnections are obtained employing the procedure 
of Section 2.2 and the in d e fin ite  admittance matrices of 
Section 2.3.1.
jLfltfir,gqnn.8.s1A.m .MOjA*
This Interconnection is  shown in  Fig. 2.4. The complete 
















^11 ^12 0 0 0
y i2 y n  ° ° °
“ (y^j^^y^g) “ ^yii*'yi2) ^^yn***yi  ^ o o o
0 0 0 yJi y i2  “ ^yn‘*’yip^
0 0 ^ y{2 y n  - (yn ^ y lg )
0 0 0 - (y li+ y lg ) - (y ji^ y tg ) 2(y^i^-y^g)
.. . (2 .1 1 )
Applying the matrix operations as defined by Castro and
14
Happ t the admittance matrix o f the Interconnection Is  foxmd 
as e:q>lalned t>€Lom,
Temlnal 6 Is  being used as a reference terminal, thus, 
cancelling the 6th row and column of matrix (£.11) leads to 
a 5 X 5 matrix. Since, the terminals 3,4 and 5 are shorted 
and tben floa ted , I t  implies the addition o f the 3rd, 4th 
and 5th rows and columns. Hence, the fo llow ing matrix 
equation can be written  from which the corresponding voltage 






To ^Im lnate ttie voltage variab le . equate the 
corresponding current varlalsle to zero from Eqn, (2.12) gives
V, -  (yu + y ig ) < v v  / i :® (y u * y iE * y W £ ) ]
Thus, the resulting 2 x 2  admittance matrix o f the 
interconnection is  obtained keeping in  mind that terminal
1 is  being used as the input terminal and the terminal 2 
as the output terminal. Once tiie admittance matrix is  
available, the open c ircu it voltage transfer function of 
the interconnected network can be read ily  found out as
▼o / Ti “  ' ^ n "  y?2* ^^yu*^yi2^yi2^ yi2^^yu**’yi2^yn
(2.13)
S im ilarly, other transfer voltage ratios are.
Interconnection Ho.2.
The interconnection is  depicted in  P ig .2.5 and it s  





I t  l8  shown in  P ig ,2.6 and i t s  voltage transfer function
is
^o • "yi2/^yu^ ^
Do anelyee tbe above voltage transfer fiuxctione given 
by £qns«(2.13) ** (2.15) fo r  their magnitude and phase for 
sinusoidal input md fo r  various values of M in  a wide 
frequency range o f u, the y d.ementB are expressed Into
their real and imaginary parts as ;
y i i  - ^0 ^^IIP  ^ ^111^ (2.16a)
y i£  » ^0^^128 “*■  ^ ^121^ (2.16b)
y i i  - ^ l^OB  ^ ^111^ (2.16c)
yi2  - ^0 ^^lai ■*“ i  ^121^ (2.16d)
where,
^ llE  “  ^ (c0B h ^ -«0B^  X) (2.17a)






















■ -  einh X . cob X / (cOBh  ^ X- cos^ X) (2.17c)
^121 "  ^ V(coBh^ X- cOB^  X) (2,17d)
m Blnh(MX).co8h(MX)/ TcoBh^(MX)-cob^(MX) 1 (2.18a)
^ IH  — sin (MX). COB (MX) / [ coBh^(MX)-cob^(MX) j (2,18b)
^10R *  -  sinh(MX),c0s(MX)/[c0Bh^(MX)-c08 (^MX) ] (2.18c)
^121 “  coBh(MX). sln(MX)/[coBh^(KX) -  cos^(MX) J (2 .18d)
with
X *
and u »  i^C normalized frequency.
The analyBis of the above InterconnectionB is  carried 
out fo r  la rge variations in H from 0.01 to 100 and in  a 
wide frequency region fo r  u a 0.01 to 10®, The c ircu it 
No. 1 eahibits low-pasB char act e r is t ic s  fo r  small values of 
M only. One such characteristic fo r  M a 0,01 is  plotted in 
Pig. 2,4, The frequency response characteristics fo r  c ircu it 
No. 2, are shown in H g, 2,5 fo r  various values of M. An 
observation cai magnitude characteristics diows that the 
cut o f f  frequency decreases for increasing values of M.
The output o f the c ircu it tends to zero fo r  values, of M > 1 ,
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thereby res tr ic t in g  i t s  use fo r  higher values of M, The 
Interconnection Ho. 3 leads to low-pass characteristics fo r 
h i^ e r  values of M (o f the order o f 100). The output of 
the c ircu it Is  too small fo r  M < 10, Thus, I t  cannot find 
any u t i l i t y  fo r  raaaller values of M, One o f i t s  characteristlcB 
fo r M «  100 is  indicated in  P ig .2.6.
A comparison of the characteristics of the above three 
interconnections on the basis o f the fa l ls  in their magnitude 
ch aracter ls tl(^  shows that interconnection No. 2 has sharper 
ra te  o f cut o f f  (13.38 db/dec) while fo r  c ircu its  1 and 3, 
i t  is  5.77 db/dec. and 7.36db/dec, respectively . Interconnection 
therefore, has superior low-pass characteristics as 
compared to the other two interconnections.
2.3.3 INTUtcomb:HONS REALIZING HI(ffl-i>ASS CHiBACTlPISTICS
In  this section two interconnections rea liz in g  high-pass 
characteristics are analysed. One is  obtained by interconnection 
of two uniform H3 structures; irialle *ttie other is  a combination 
of uniform R-C-NH and C-E-flC structures.
Interconnection No.l
This interconnection of uniform RC networlcB is  shown 
in  F ig .2.7 and i t s  open c ircu it voltage transfer function is
^X2> / y y  (£.19)
-40
U
Hg, 2,7 frequency Redonse for Interconnection No. 1
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Interconnection Mo. 2
This interconnection o f imlfona E - C* HR and C- R- NC 
IP networks is  sbown in  Fig. £.8 and i t s  voltage transfer 
function can be obtained as
The above voltage transfer functions are numerically 
analysed fo r  their magnitude and phase versus normalized 
frequency. The computations fo r  c ircu it N o.l indicate that 
fo r small values of M, the c ircu it exhibits high-pass 
characteristics; iriiile fo r  high values of H, poor high-pass 
response is  obtained, A few of ttxe characteristics are 
shown in  Fig. 2,7. The frequency response characteristics 
fo r  inte*connection No. 2 are shown in  Fig. 2,8 fo r  d ifferen t 
values of M. An observation on phase sh ift characteristics 
shows that there is  always a phase sh ift  of 180® fo r u > 2.5. 
Thus, the c ircu it can be used for phase inversion also 
without a ffectin g  the magnitude. This c ircu it, therefore, 
has double application depending on i t s  magnitude and phase 
characteristics.
A ccHnparison of the characteristics o f c ircu it No.l and
2 shows that the characteristics o f c ircu it No,2 are
Pig, 2.8 Preq^eIlcy Re^onse fo r  Intercoimection IIo.^
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Buperior Bpeclally fo r  high values of H wlthrespect to
the cut^T o ff  rates and the h e l^ t  o f the magnitude character-
IstLce.
2,3.4 INTIRCONNBOinONS REALIZING BAND-STOP GHARACTERISITICS
This section includes the study o f s ix  interconnections 
reaXlsdng band**stop characteristics. Two o f the interconnections 
are based on im ifom  IC networks, whereas, the other two 
are combinations of uniform RC and R- C- HB networks. The 
f i f t h  is  an Interconnection of uniform R- C- HE networks, 
while the sixth Is  obtained by uniform RC and C- K- NC 
structures.
Interconnection No.l
This interconnection is  shown in  P ig .2.9. I ts  open 
cirexiit voltage transfer function is
Vq / ^12  ^ ^ ^^11 ^11  ^ (2.21)
I t  i s  shown in  H g . 2.10 and i t s  voltage transfer function
is
Vo / \  •  L y ii^  *  7i 2  ^ y i i  yii'*’y i2^yn ‘*’yi2^ /
^11^" y ig^ + (y ii)  ^ y^^+












































I at ^  connection N o. g
The Interconnection is  depicted in P ig ,2,11 and has 
the following voltage tranefer function
2 Yu(Y22^^23'*'yil‘*’yi2^ ” 1^2^ 1^2'*'^ 13^  j (2.23)
Interconnection No. 4
This circuit is  shown in Fig,2,11. Its  voltage transfer 
function is  obtained eus
0^ / ^ i * * ' ‘ ^ 14* ^12^13 / ^^ 22“^ yil^ I ^12* ^13^ ^23^ ^12^  / 
^^ 22*’3^ 11^  ^12^^23‘*‘ 1^2^  * ^13^^22*’ 1^1^  /
[(Y22‘^ yH^^“ ^^ 23*‘yi2^^-^ /IL ^1 1 *^1 3 / ^^ 22^ 1^ 1  ^
1^ 12“ ^13^^23^^12  ^ / ^^ 22+^ 11^  ] * L ”^ 13^ 2^3^ 1^2^  *
^12^^22^^11  ^ i /  ^^ 2^2^ 1^1^  *^^23^^12  ^ j> (^.^4)
Interconnection Ho.5
The interconnection is  illustrated in Pig. 2.11 and has 




















^0 / *  ^X2 ^13  ^/ ^1£^^11‘*‘^22^
^13^^14‘^ 2^3^ J ■*■ [ ^12^^14‘^ ^23  ^"  ^13^^11'^^22  ^  ^/
i ^^ll‘*‘^ 22  ^ /  i[ ^n^^n'*’^ 22  ^* ^13  ^ i /
^ I2(^n^^^2) -  ^13(^14^^23) ^13(^14-^23)“
Interconnection No.6
I t  le  shown in  J ig ,2.12 and I t s  voltage transfer 
fiinction is
Vq / a (yj2 ‘*’y i2 ) * yi2  f ®(yu'*’y i2 )‘*’^ 4   ^/
f7n 1. ^ 4  H** (y-]!T^y-tp) > ( 2 , 26)
. 'V"
The analysis o f the above c ircu its  i s  carried out using 
Eqns. (2. a ) -(2 . 26) fo r  d iffe ren t values o f M and^ i^n a 
wide frequency region, u. The interconnection No, 1, braves 
as a band»stop f i l t e r  fo r values of M ly ing in  the range
0.1 to 1, The c ircu it does not e A lb l t  these characteristics
fo r  too fimall or too large values o f M ly ing outside the 
specified  range. The characteristics o f this c ircu it for 
























baiui*8top cnaracterlBtics for smaller values of M lying 
in  the region 0.01 to 0,1, while such characteristics are 
lo s t  fo r  higher values o f M. A few of the characteristics 
fo r  th is c ircu it are p lotted in  P ig ,2,10, The interconnections
3 and 4 give band-stop characteristics fo r  values o f II lying 
in  the neighbourhood of 10, whereas these characteristics 
are lo s t  fo r  highgr and lower values o f M. One such 
characteristic fo r  each o f the circu it 3 and 4, is  depicted 
in  Fig, 2.11. The interconnection No,5 shows band'-stop 
bdiaviour fo r  values o f H in  the range 0,1 and 10, The
characteristics fo r  M a i  and 10, are also shown in P ig ,2.11.
C ircu it 6 has useful band-stop characteristics fo r  M in 
the region 0,1 and 1, The characteristics no longer 
behave in  a similar manner foir smaller values of II ( of
the order of 0,01). Some o f the amplitude characteristics
fo r  th is interconnection are shown in  P ig .2.12.
An observation o f 'ttie characteristics o f tiie various 
interconnections shows that sharper rates of cut o f f  can 
be obtained by c ircu it No, S as compared to others. This 
interconnection w i l l  also be chesqper as compared to others, 
i f ,  fabricated in  th in-film  form,
2.3.5 INTS^COOTECTION EEALIZING COMPENSATING CHAFACTIFISTICS
An interconnection o f uniformly distributed HC structures 
is  analysed in  this section. This interconnection is  shown
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in  H g. 2.13 and I ts  open circxiit voltage transfer function is
y ii® + £ y u (y ji+ y jg ) -  , (p.£?)
The vsrlation  In magnitude and phaeeof the voltage transfer 
function with noiTnalized frequency fo r  th is c ircu it, shows 
that the magnitude of the voltage transfer function does not 
yield  any useful characteristics, but, the phase sh ift has 
lagging characteristics. For smaller values o f M, the phase 
sh ift  is  too small, only a fraction  o f a degree ; while for 
values of M > 0.1, the phase sh ift  is  a few degrees. The 
c ircu it may, therefore, find  application fo r phase lag  
compensation in  control system design.
2.4 CONCLUSION
The chapter esgplains the explication o f the in d e fin ite  
admittance matilx tedinique in  the study o f Interconnected 
networks with a number of exan^les. The examples include 
various interconnections o f uniform BC, R* C- HR and 
C- R- NC IP networks. The fo llow ing can be concluded from 
the frequency response characteristics o f the interconnected 
networks studied in  this chapter.
Three interconnections rea liz in g  low*-pass characteristics 


























by c ircu it No.£ ae compared to others. Second Interconnection 
rea liz in g  high-pass characteristics has superior characteristics 
as compared to f i r s t .  Six interconnections rea liz in g  band- 
stop characteristics are studiedi but, the characteristics 
of c ircu it Ho. £ are superior to others as i t  has sharper cut 
o f f .  Interconnection No. 2, w i l l  also be cheaper as compared 
to otherB, i f »  fabricated in  th in-film  form. One of the HC 
networks int^connection has the characteristics suitable 
fo r  phase la g  oompensations. Thus, the intercozmected I>P 
networlcB may yidLd various useful characteristics. The idea 
presented in  this chapter can also be extended to study a 
large number o f other interconnected networks Involving 
multilayer \iniform and non-uniform IJP networks.
STODIBS ON R - C- HE AHL C- R* HC UNIFORM 
AND NON-UNI FORM DP NETWORKS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In  Chapttir 2, a zmmbtfr of interconnected networks 
Involving unlfonn RC, R- 0- NR and C -R -  1C structures 
were studied and their applications pointed out. In this 
chapter the frequency character!sties o f a nmber of sub­
networks derived from the uniform and non-uniform R -  C« HR 
and C-> R* NC DP structures, are studied. The chapter is  
organised as follows.
Section 3. E presents the current transfer characterlBtics 
of three notch f i l t e r s .  Two of them are subnetworks of tiae 
three-layer laniform R- 0- HR structure, while the third is  
derived from the uniform C- R- NC structure. The e ffe c t  of 
terminated loads on their notch characteristics is  also 
studied, A subnetwork o f uniform DP R- C- HR structure with 
dual input is  analysed in  Section 3.3 and i t  is  found useful 
fo r  notch f i l t e r  applications. In  Section 3,4, two w ell 
known configurations of notch f i l t e r s  derived as subnetowrks
CHiPXIE 3
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of uniform thinrfllm  DP R-C- HR structure are studied 
experimentally using a crude model obtained throu^ yacuun 
deposition technique. I t  is  also shown that the f i l t e r s  
can be made tunable simply by connecting a rariab le lumped 
res is to r in  series with the grounded terminal.
Two subnetworks are numerically analysed fo r band-pass 
characteristioB in  Section 3.5. Th« f i r s t  subnetwork is  
based on uniform R- C- HR structure| iriaile the second is  
derived from exponential R- C~ HR structure. The expon^itlal 
taper factor is  varied in  a wide range fo r the second subnetworic. 
The negative Values o f th is factor show better bazxd-pass 
characteristics, n iiile  the output tends to be zero fo r  higher 
t5 ve values.
The conclusion o f the studies o f the various subnetworks 
considered in this chapter, is  given In Section 3.6
3.2 CHAEACTJPISTICS OP UNIFORM R- C- HR AHD C-R-^C NETWORKS
In this section the current transfer characteristics of 
three notch f i l t e r s  are presented. Two configurations are 
based on three-layer uniform R- C- HR structure; while the 
third Is  derived from the 0- R- HC structure. The e ffe c t 
o f terminated loads on notch f i l t e r  characteristics le  also 
presented.
The applications o f notch f i l t e r s  in  communication and 
control systems are w ell known and a lo t  o f work is  reported
% : F ^ is : : §
%/>» U ^
in  the published literatur#^^’ ^®* But, in  a l l  the
above reported work on notch f i l t e r s ,  the characteristics 
comprise o f tibie magnitude o f voltage transfer function versus 
frequency curves. The comparison of performance of d ifferen t 
types o f notch f i l t e r s  is  also based on such characteristics.
But, as tile vacuum tube devices are voltage operated devices; 
while the integrated c ircu its  or solid  state devices being 
current operated devices, i t  seems a ttractive  to study the 
current transfer function vesus frequency characteristics of 
notch f i l t e r s  which are to be used in  conjuction with such 
devices. Hence, in  the present section, current transfer 
characteristics o f three configurations are presented. In 
the cases considered here , the current transfer 
characteristics are u t iliz e d  to compare their performance.
The e ffe c t  of res is tiv e  and capacitive loads on the performance 
of the R- C- HR and C- R- NC notch f i l t e r s ,  respectively , is  
studied. This is  essential in  load selection to achieve 
good performance in  a particular practica l application 
employing such f i l t e r s ,
3,2.1 CURRiaJT TRANSPBR CHARACTiRISTICS OP UNIFORM R-C-HP NETWORKS
The suhnetworks under study are shovm In P igs.3 .1 (a )
and 3 .1 (b ). The c ircu it numbers £fol and 20fl are in
accordance with the network code of Castro and Happ and
14is  the terminated load impedance .
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Pig. 3.1(b) 20 fl Subnetwork o f R* C- HR Structure
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Employing the E,qn. (2,7) of Section 2.3,1 and the techniques
14
of subnetwork generation due to Castro and Happ, one can easily 
find  out the current transfer function with terminated load 
inqpedance eu9
I 2 / I i  -  • (^14 "  2^,2 ^13 / ^22^/^^U* ^13^ ^22 * 1^ ^
(3.1)
where
for c ircu it 2 fo l and
^2^ 1 "  ”  ^^14* ^12 ^13 / ^22^/^^H* ^12^/^22 *  A  . Z^ )^ (3.2)
where
fo r  c ircu it 20fl,
The T elements are defined in  £qnc,(2,8). A substitution 
of these elements in  £qns.^.l)and (3.2) and a computer aided 
study fo r  nu ll transmission resu lts in
N > 0.0 86267 and
RC -  18.166087n n
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where U Is  the normalized notch frequency.
The amplitude of the short c ircu it current trazisfer
function, i . e . , fo r  «  0 yesus normalized frequency
U s wRC, of the suhnetworlcs E fd  and SOfl are plotted in 
Fig. 3. £•
There ex ist various defin itions to measure tbe quality 
factor or s ^ e c t iv ity  of the notch f i l t e r s .  The steepness as 
defined by KleinheLns and given bdow is  being used to compare 
the s e le c t iv ity  o f d ifferen t notch filters® ®  , The defin ition  
is  perhaps more convenient because, i t  can also be applied 
to notch f i l t e r s  having -tJie fu l l  d iaracteristies  which are 
unsymmetrical about the notch frequency, because, the bottom 
of the notch o f the characteristics is  generally symmetrical.
I f  T is  the voltage transfer function o f a notch f i l t e r ,  
the steepness of the magnitude response near the notch is  
defined as the slope of T(x) , x being the frequency 
normalized w .r ,t.th e  notch frequency.
dx
(3. 3)
Bn ploying tbe above defin ition , the steepness of the 
notch f i l t e r s  i s  computed as noted on the frequency response 





















20fl and 2fol Is  0.0846 and 0.068, respectively. Thus, i t  
i s  obvious that the performance of 20fl oibnetwork is  superior 
to that of 2fol subnetworJc.
The e ffe c t  o f re s is t iv e  loads on notdi b^aviour of 20fl 
network is  displayed in  H g. 3.3, irfiere ie  the ra tio  of 
the load resistance and the resistance of the top res is t iv e  
layer of the F -  C- HR structure i . e . ,  *» n^»E. The curves
show that the notch response improves fo r  (Jeereasing values of 
load resistance. The best performance is  obtained fo r  n^* 0.0
i . e . ,  under short c ircu it condition. I f  low height of shoulders 
in  the v ic in ity  of notch o f "ttie frequency characteristics 
curve can be tolerated, then higher values o f load resistance 
Fay be chosen depending on the particular application.
3.2.2 OURRSiT IRANSPBR C5HAEACT®ISTICS OP UHIPOFM C- R- NO 
NETWOSE
The subnetworlc under analysis is  shown in Fig. 3.4 and
it s  network code is  1220. Making use o f the Sqn. (2.3) of
14Section 2,3.1 and the tecdmiques due to Castro and Happ , 
the ciArrent transfer function can be obtained as



































































and iB capactdveload and the dement values are
defined in  Kqna»(S.10)
The analysis o f Eqn«(3.4) Shows that the null conditions 
remain same as obtained In  Section 3,C»1« but, the characteristics 
are a ffected  fo r  Tarlous values o f capacitive loads defined 
by ■ 1 / K in  uhloh K Is  a factor which rela tes ^ e
load with the film  reactance.
The characteristles o f the IS'SO tfoimetwork when I ts  
outpiit 1b teraiin&.ted In a capacitive load«are shown in  Pig. 3.4.
A look on the curves of H g ,3*4 diowo that the notch 
characterlstice o f th is c ircu it improves for higher vd.ues 
of K, The steepness of Uie characteristics fo r  K «  , or,
Z  ^ »  0 is ,  0.125. Oils figu re  is  higher than that obtained 
fo r  the R- C- HR notch f i l t e r s  imdtf* daort c ircu it conditions, 
discussed in  the la s t  section.
3.3 DDAL IHPUI R - C- NR NOTCH FILTffi
In  the preso it section a subnetwork o i  uniforMil^ W  
R- 0- HR structure with dual input is  analysed and i t  is  
found useful fo r  notch f i l t e r  etppllcations.
The mloro*»circuit considered here with appropriate
inputs and an output is  shown in  Fig. 3.5. The rea l number
19n can be reallEed by the c ircu it discussed by Ganguly •
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U
Pig. 3.5 Frequency Reeponse fo r  Dual Input R- C- NR 
Notch F ilte r
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The Toltag« transfer function o f the network under dlsouBBlon 
can be found easily  by employing the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix, 
of the uniform B- C* HR structure g lT « i  in  Section 2.3,1 and the 
techniques due to Castro and Happ^\ as fo llow s.
Terminals 2 and 4 o f the micro "structure beizig shorted , 
implies the addition of the 2nd and 41h rows and columns of 
tile £qzu(2.7) of Section 2.3.1 and noting that
, I j  -  I j ,  •  Tj t T j -  Tg, ^ 2 *  \  \
I *  ♦ ^4 -
Thus, we can obtain
^18
- ^ a *^ 4 1  ’^S8*’ S^4'*’^ 4«*'^ 44 ^8S*’’^48 nT,
! ^0 u .’‘^ 81 ^38*^84 ^38 , i
(3.5)
Using £qn.(3.5)
I ,  -  “ W  “ ^34) V  ^^ 88 \
Ther efore»
V© / + n Tgg + n T j^ /  T,33 (3.6)
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Subatltatlng tho Taluee of the elenentB o f the above
■^TOm
▼oltage transfer function. Eqns, (S .8) and e inp llfy ing the results
■ (Blnh e [H- n H>n H e [1 - n(cosh 0 + 1) ] }  /
(slnh e ♦ N e cosh 0) (3,7)
where the synbcaB are as defined in Section £,3.1. In Bqn. (3.7) 
let N * n H < f n « 0 » s o  that
Jl
(H- 1)
Substituting th is ralue o f n, £qn.(3,7) becomes,
(S .  8)
-  HO [1 -  H(coeh 0 ♦ 1) / (H- 1) ]/
(sinh 0 ♦ H e cosh 0) (3,9)
To have a transmission zero at a rea l frequency Bqn. (3.9) 
gives,
1- H (cosh 0 ♦ 1) / (H- 1) «  0 (3.10)
£<in.(3.10) on computer simulation y ie lds the follow ing 
null conditions.
normalized null frequency, »  w^ EC «  18.166089
and film s resistance ra tio  , fi *■ 0.086S67
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Ttaae, notoh f i l t e r  ohcpraottfrieties are aohiered Blmply by 
sa tis fy in g  Eqp.. (3.8) and adjusting the value of H. The 
frequency charaot«rletlcB of the null f i l t e r  are presented in 
Fig. 3,5. The steepness of th is f i l t e r  is  very poor and equal 
to 0.01£ as compared to the 0.0&46 and 0.068 fo r  subnetworks 
20fl and 2foa, respectively , of the f i-C -  HR structure and 
0.125 fo r subnetwork 1S20 of the 0- P - JIC IIP structure, studied 
in la s t  section. Thus, the dual input f i l t e r  has no advantage 
over the above noted notch f i l t e r s  discussed In la s t  section.
3.4 HOTCH PILTSi CHARACTERISTICS OP UNIPOBK DP R- C -  HR 
NSTWOBKS
This section i s  devoted to liie e:q;>erlmental study o f two 
notch f i l t e r s  derived as mbnetworts o f th in-flla i W  R-O-HE 
structure, using a crude model obtained through vacuum 
depositiaKi tedmique. I t  is  also shown that the f i l t e r s  can
"rncnAjt
^tunable, simply, by connecting a variab le res is to r in 
series with the grounded terminal.
I t  was Eiiown analytica lly  by Castro and Happ, that three
subnetworks derived from the uniform R-C-HR W  structure can
13
be used as null f i l t e r  conflgurationB . Recently, Ahmed and 
Agrawal, studied e:q>erlmentally one of these null f i l t e r
g
configurations . In  the present work, remaining two null 
f i l t e r  configurations are studied eiqperimentally.
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3.4.1 THE NOTCH PILTBB CONFTCTOEATIONS
The two notch f i l t e r  oonfiguratloxis o f tiie uniform
B- C* HR structure, under eoqperlmental study are shown in
?ig8 .3 .6 (a ) and 3 .6 (b ), respectively| lA iile  the fabricated 
structure is  depicted in  F ig .3 .6 (e ). The numbering o f circu its 
as 2f01 and 20fl, is  in  accordance with the network code of 
Castro and HaFp^^* C ircu it EfOl with a variab le res is to r, 
in  series with the grounded terEiinalt providing the 
fa c i l i t y  of tuning is  shown in  f i g . 5.9, with i t s  characteristics.
The follow ing open c irc iiit  voltage transfer functions of
the subnetworks under study, can be obtained by employing the 
matrix in  Sqn. (2 .7 ), with i t s  dements values obtained from 
Sg;n8. (S.8) and the tedmiques due to Castro and Happ^^.
Vo / «  (H cosh e ♦ 1)/ [ (N+1) cosh e ] (3.11)
fo r  the subnetwork SfOl and
V© / \  •  ( »  cosh e^l)/[H/(H-H)Blnh 9 (e - 2 tanh e/2) ♦
(H-1.1 ) cosh e ] (3.12)
fo r  the subnetwork £Ofl.
IroDi Eqne.(3.11) and (3.12), i t  is  obvious that the null 
conditions are seme y id d ln g
Sr «  0.0866
R
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Pig. 3.6(b) Subnetwork 20fl of Uniform R- C- NR Structure
dep osi te d  upon nichrome l a y e r
f ig *  3.6(c) Fabricated R~ C“ NR Structure
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and the normalized nu ll frequencjt
m 19.6 / (l-i-H) % EC .
3,4.£ PABRICATIOH OP THE UHIFOEM DP E- C- HE STRUCTUEE
The unifora IIP E- C- HE structure shown in  H g . 3 .6 (c ), 
has been fabricated in  the Laboratory as fo llows :
Niohrome re s is t iv e  f i ln s  of d iffe ren t thiolcnesses, are 
deposited on rectangular pyrex ^ ass  aubstrate* employing 
yacuum deposition method at a pressure o f 10*^ t^ ^  inside 
the b e ll* ja r  chamber o f ‘Uie raeuum ooating im it. The 
evaporated niohrome gets deposited on the glass substrate, 
kept inside the bell**jar, over a predetermined area. Using 
the same procedure, conductive th in-film s o f aluminium are 
deposited at both the narrow ends o f each rectangular nichrciBe 
film  fo r  ease o f d e o tr io a l contacts with the external copper 
lead wires, by means o f s ilv e r  conductive paint. A thin mica 
sheet of thickness 0.001 (as is  sandwiched between the two 
michrome film s o f d iffe ren t thiolcnesses to obtain the uniform 
R- C-* HE structure. The to ta l resistance, R o f the rectangular 
film  across i t s  two narrow ends and the to ta l capacitance C 
of “tile fabricated structure are measured, using ELC bridgei 
at 1 KHz giving R »  £.4 K-o. , C -  160 pP, H «  0.10, length 
o f film  d >• 6 cms. and br<adth of film  b «  1.9 oms.
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3. 4. 3 EZFSilMailiL BESULTS
The ei^gperlment on the fabricated structure was carried 
out using an esqperimtfital set up sisiilar to that discussed in 
reference [ 9 ] and as i^own in  Pig«3,7, The c ircu it is  fed 
from a standard signal generator, Cie sinusoidal supply is  
switched orer to the c ircu it input idiose llrequenoy is  varied, 
keeping the magnitude constant. The double been 0^0 is  
used to measure the input T0ltage» and the output voltage, 
simultaneously. Thus, can be obtained as a
function of frequency. The experimentally obtained characterietioE 
of both the null f i l t e r  configurations are shown in  F ig .3.8.
The theoretical curves obtained by Sqms. (3.11) and (3.1£), 
are also p lotted in  the same figu re. I t  is  observed from the 
frequency response curves, that, the null frequencies o f 
both the configurations are approximately same as obtained 
analytica lly , by Castro and Happ^^ • I t  can also be noted, 
that, the performance o f SfOl configuration is  superior to 
20 fl configuration, which is  in  a g rew e it with the theoretical 
resu lts derived by Castro and Happ.
The variation  o f external series res is to r, E^, connected 
in  the gro\mded terminal of 2f01 configuration (91g. 3.9), 
shows the a lteration  in  the null frequency, f^  ^ (the frequenter 
o f minimum output voltage) in  a narrow band o f frequencies, 
as shown in  P ig .3.9. The null depth, / 7  ^ corresponding 




i lg .  3*7 Schonatic Diagram o f the Eiperimental Set-up
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rtg . 3.9 Variation o f Null Frequency find Null depth with R
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The practica l resu lte are deriating from the analytical 
ones, beoesiBet tbe fabricated structure has the value of 
H «  0.1; while i t  should be 0.0866, as given by Castro and 
Happt fo r  perfect null^®* Hence, the output voltage Is not 
exactly zero at nu ll frequency. The other p o ss ib ilit ie s  of 
deviations between the theoretical and esqperimental character' 
is t ie s  may be due to f i ln  imperfections, measur^aent errors 
and variations in  parameter values at high frequencies 
contributed by stray parasitic  capacitance* i^ in  e ffe c t  and 
lead inductance etc. •
3.6 BAND PASS CHiHiCTEEISTICS OF UNIFORK ASJ> EZPOH^TIiL 
IIP R - C- HE HETWOBKS
The three layer uniform and esqjonential IF R* C* NR 
subnetworks under analysis, are shown in  Figs. 3,1C (a) and 
3.10(b), respectively. The in d e fin ite  admittoice matrix 
fo r  the exponential W  H-C-HR structure, is  presented by 
Woo and Bartlemay* vdiere the PUL parameters are defined as,
r (x )  -  R^ expCacx)
c (x ) ■ e x p (-  2Jcx)
R^ and are'the corresponding values at x «  0 and kd
20 ^is  ca lled  Hie esqponeatitial taper factor , and is  the length
ys
of the W  structure.
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H g. 3.10(a) Subnetwork 0102 o f Uniform Distributed 
R- 0- NR Structure
Pig. 3.10(b) Subnetwork 0102 o f Exponential Distributed 
R- C- NR Structure
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The vo lt i^ e  transfeir function o f the expoa&itieX 
dlstriteated subnetwork under study, is  evaluated, making 
use of liie in de fin ite  admittance matrix of reference [50  ^
and the tediniques o f r e f t f  ence [14 ] as belov :
\  / [ exp(2kd) -  1 ] •  «d exp(- kd)/ sinh sd } /
{ -  kd ♦ zd/ tazili zd ♦ 8kd I  / [ exp(2kd)- 1 ] }  (3,13)
where,
I  .  T{k®+ 1
i  m complex operator
w m angular frequency o f the input supply
N m film s resistance ra tio .
The subnetwork of the uniform B - C* HR structure, shown 
in  Fig* 3.10(a), can be treated as the special case o f the 
above re ferred  subnetwork o f exponoitial distributed P*C-NR 
structure. The voltage transfer function o f E<|n,(3.13), can 
tiierefore, be u tilis ed  with the modifications that kd «  0 
and
2kd /j;*xp(2kd)- 1 ] »  1 
fo r  this case.
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4 oonmoa oomput^ program is developed to etudy tbe 
chareusterlsticB of esqpozieiitial and iinifom QP R* C* HR 
subnetirorlcB, The oonputatlon resu lts fo r  magnltudet
pliaB® shift, jif®, of the voltage transfer fimctlon
p
versus freg^ency variable, U ^ w R ^ C ^ d  , are presented 
in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, in which the eurves for kd «  0 
coorrespoiiid to the uniform case. The numerieal analysis of 
Sqh«(3.13), is  carried out for vslues of H »  0.01, 0.1, 1,
10, 100, 1000 and 10000, while kd is varied as -10, -«,-6,
-7, -6, -6, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, It 2» 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 
10. However, for the satce of illustration, only a few 
results are presented.
The oonventi.onaX definition of the q^uality factor Q, 
for band pass filters i.e ., resonant frequency / bainM.dtb, 
is  utilised to compare the diffgrent oharaeteristics for 
various combinations of the parameters ebown in Figs. 3.11 
and 3.1£. The v^ues of the quality factors are calculated 
for a few characteristics and are noted on the same figures^ 
while other characteristics are very poor and hence, their 
Q value is  omitted. It is seen, therefore, that the (juali'ty 
factor for such filters is poor. However, it  can be 
mentioned that for a given value of fi, the circuit exhibits 
band pass response for negative values of Kd ) lAiile such 
oharact«risties are not obtained for positive values of kd.
Pig, 3,11 PrequeBioy Characteristics o f Subnetwork 0102 
f o r  D ifferen t Paraaeters
Fig. 3.12 Precjuenoy Characteristics of aibnetwork 0102
fo r  Dlff*»J'on-fc Pat a4-.aa>a
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I t  can also be noted that the band paSB respoase is  better 
fo r  negative exponential taper factor, as compared to uniform 
case i . e . ,  fo r  kd «  0. in  in teresting feature, which can 
be obserred froa  the char act e r is t ic s  o f Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 is , 
that the pass band sh ifts  to lower frequency region fo r  larger 
values o f N and fo r  d iffe ren t values o f kd.
3.6 CONCLUSIOH
The analyids of Section 3.2 shows that among *ttie networks 
20 fl and SfOl, derived f r omB*C*  SE etructure, the network 
20fX resu lts  in  better current transfer characteristics as 
compared to network EfOl, fo r  notdi f i l t e r  applications.
The e ffe c t  of r e s is t iv e  loading on current transfer charac'^er- 
is t ie s  of notdi f i l t e r  20 fl indicates that, lower the value 
of load resistance, better would be the oharacteriBtics. 
S im ilarly, fo r network 1220 o f IK! micro*struoture, 'Uie
capacitive loading a ffec ts  the current null characteristics. 
However, the notch frequency is  not disturbed by loading the 
above c ircu its , but, the se le c t iv ity  of the re^onse is  
affected.
The dual input teohniqiue cqsplied to use an H* C* HR 
Btructure «a notch f i l t ^  in  Section 3.3, is  possible, but, 
i t  does not g ive r is e  to  any advantage in  performance or 
fabrication , as compared to HR notdi f i l t e r s  discussed
in  Sections 3.2 and 3.4. In  th is  case the ra tio  of the 
inputs is  also to be adjusted in  addition to film s resistance
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ra tio , Ihus, tbe ^ a l  input teobziique eema adrantageoua in 
lumped c irc iiits i where tunable notch f i l t e r e  can be achieved 
ligr adjusting the ra t io  o f the inputs.
The experimental stuffy o f uniform P *  C- ISOR nu ll f i l t e r  
configurations o f Section 3,4, v e r if ie s  that both the 
configurations can fa ith fu lly  be u t iliz e d  as null f i l t e r s .
The f i l t e r s  can be made tunable, i f  required, by simply 
connecting a variab le res is to r in  series with the grounded 
terminal, A good agreement between tiieoretica l and practica l 
resu lts would have been achieved, i f ,  better th in-film  
fabrication  fa o i l i t i e s  weore available.
The analysis o f the subnetwork derived fron the uniform 
and expoaaential R* C* HR structures, diowsthat the suijnetwork 
can be emplqyed fo r band pass f i l t e r  applioations. The 
d iaracteristicB  o f the eo^onential tapered subnetwork are 
found to be superior as compared to the uniform case. Thus, 
fo r  practica l applications the esqponentiallor tapered structure 
with lower values o f N and negative value o f kd, is  to be 
preferred to achieve better characteristics.
In this chapter, uniform C«» HC subnetwork, fo r  notch 
f i l t e r  application and eii^onential R* C- HR subnetwoiic, fo r  
band-iMLSs f i l t e r  explication, have been studied fo r  the f i r s t  
time to -Oie best o f the author's knowledge, IHirthermore, 
e3q|>erimental ve r ific a t io n  of two notch f i l t e r s  based on 
uniform H- C- HE structure, carried out in  this chapter, has 
not been reported so fa r .
IMMZITiNCE PARiWETSlS FOB MULZILAYiB ClHCULiE 
GEOMEdSlT HEIWQRKS
4.1 IHIRODUCHOH
The la s t  chapter was devoted to llie analysis atad 
flpplicatlOKis o f uniformly distributed parameter B* C- HB,
C* B- NC and exponentially tapered R- C» NB micro-struotures.
I t  was observed that the escponential d istribution o f e lec tr ica l 
paramettfB resu lts in improved band-*paSB characteristics 
as compared to the uniformly distributed m* C- HB micro - 
stzucture. Xhus, non-uniformly distributed parameter thin* 
film  micro->&tructuxe8 often resu lt in  better characteristics 
as conpared to the uniform structures
A eystffiatic study o f the various network functions 
associated with e l l  the subnetworks to be yielded by a 
multilayer multiterminal UP netwoift» requires the a va ilab ility  
o f i t s  in de fin ite  immittance matrices. The present chapter 
is  intended to evaluate the in d e fin ite  immittance matrices 
of new miatili^yer circu lar geometry DP structures, p^r
this purpose a new tiiree-layer K- C- SB circu lar geometry
CHAPISl 4
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DP structure is  proposed and I t s  lii^efirL ite immittance natrices 
are deriyed using an equivalent one Viaensional fornulation 
leading to the modified Bessel's equation of second ordtfr. A 
network symbol to represent th is struc^ire i s  also suggested.
An identica l analysis is  extended to der|^Ye the in de fin ite  
immittanoe matrices o f a fiv e - la ye r  6^- E- BD- circular 
geometry IP structure liiich  i s  supposed be the dual structure 
of the aboTe re ferred  R- C- NR structure. A network: symbol 
is  also proposed to represent th is dual strvfcture and the nature 
o f i t s  duality is  dLearly explained v ia  i t s  ii^defin ite
■'v
imicittanoe matrices. The organisation o f th ie i^h^qpter is  as 
given below.
The three-layer circu lar geometry R- C- NR netiliprlc is  
discussed in Section 4.£. Section 4.3 is  devoted td the 
analysis o f th is three-layer structure resulting in  i t s  
in d e fin ite  edxBittance and imped&nce matrices. !Cbe five -layer 
circular geometry C - R -  BD- network is  given in  
Section 4«4; while i t s  analysis i s  carried out in  Section 4.5. 
The nature o f duality o f liie above two structures is  explained 
in  Section 4,6, v ia  their in d e fin ite  immittanc<9 matrices.
The concluding remarks are given in  Section 4,7.
4.2 THE THREE LAYER CIBdJLAR GEOMETRT E- C- HR HETWOEK
The proposed three-layer circu lar geometry E- C- HR 








i s  given in  Fig«4.£. Olhis micro-structure coneiete o f a 
reB istive  Ic^er (B ), a d id e c tr io  layer (C) and the bottom 
re s is t iy e  layer (HR), arranged in  that order and is  referred 
as R- C- HE netwonc. A ll liie three layers are circular in 
geometry,having inner and outer diameters as 'a* and *b* , 
resp ec tivd y . Highly conducting rings are deposited on the 
inner and outer peripheries o f tixe r e s is t iv e  layers fo r  talcing 
out the four e lec tr ica l contacts A, B, C and D, The PUL 
resistance o f the re s is t iv e  leorers and the PUL capacitance 
existing among the re s is t iv e  layers, are not fixed  but, are 
ra liier functions o f radial distance *r* measured from the 
centre of Hie structure* The thidcness o f the various film s 
are d iffe ren t and the PUL resistance o f the bottom film  is  
N times the PUL resistance o f the upper film , vriiere H is  a 
dimensionless constant,
4. 3 AHALYSIS OF !1!H£ HSTWQRX
Coneider an Aemental section o f the W  structure at a 
rad ia l distance r from the centre having a radial thickness 
dr, which is  represented by a network model as daowo. in  F ig .4.3
The equations cozmecting currtfits, voltage, r e s is t iv ity  
and unit cs;)acitance are
de(r)/dr •-ij^(r)Eg/£iir+ig(r)H (4.1)














P ig .4.3 Representation of an Elemental Section of the 
Circular Geometry E- C- NR Structure
81g(r)/8r »  Cg 27ir de(r)/dt (4.3)
wheret
e • vo ltage  between r e s i s t i v e  la y e r s
: the currents in  tbe respeotiye re s is t !y e  layers
: surface resistivity per square 
: c^aoltance per unit area 
t  : Ume
ItOB £qns.(4.1), (4.2) sad (4.3)
d^e(r)/9r^ ♦ i  d e (r )/ d r-R „ C„(l+H)de(r)/&t «  0 (4.4)* O 0
Jwt
AsGuming e time dependence* so that de/dt ■ jwe and letting
«  jwd-t-N) R C . in «hi(^ j is  Ihe c(»Bplez operator and wo B
is  the angular frequoioy o f ihe supply* Eqn. (4.4) becomes
r^ d^e(r)/dr^ + r  d e (r )/d r-Y ^  r *  e (r ) «  0 (4.5)
The solution o f Eqn. (4.5) is
e (r ) -  I^ (Y r) ♦ Ag K^(Yr) (4.6)
where and are constants. and are modified 
Bessel's functions o f zero order^. £qns.(4.2) and (4.3) 
can De written as
d l3^ (r)/dr «  -C g  £»r Jwe(r) (4.7)
dig(ip)/dr -  £»r jw e(r) (4.8)
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Integrating £(^b. (4.7) and (4.8)
1^ .  -  Cg 2»r jw [ A^Ij^(irr)- A^j^(Tr)J (4.9)
i g  -  Cg ate jw [A^l3^(tr)- A ^ i ( t r ) ]  A+Dg
wh«ret and are constants o f integration haring the 
difflensions of current, and 1-|^ and are modified Besed.*s 
fiuictions of f i r s t  order.
Referring to Flg£ul.£ and 4.3, we can define the follow ing 
to evaluate the constants Ag« and Sg




Iq ■ ^2^^) (4.11c)
r «a
I d - (4. l id )
r<■a





«  / -  i^Cr) / 2»r . dr (4.12c)
?BC •  / • I  Rg / 2iir . dr (4.12d)
AIbo,
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n^3 “ % (4.13.)
t*b - - h (4.13D)
' h (4.130)
■ ’ ’b (4.13d)
Ualng Bq s^. (4.6), (4.9) and (4.10) in £qns. (4.12)
,(TaJ + Ajj Kg(Ta) <4.14a)
’'aB ’  *1 + *£
'^ AD ■ »B ° e  i ♦ *2
{ K,(lfI))-Kj(Y.) } j A ® -R , ln(b/a)/ai (4.14c)
»B0 ‘  “  ® . °8  3 " [ 1 ♦  *2
{ K,(YI>)- K^dfa) 1 j A ® - H Eg Dg ln(l>/a)/ai (4.14d)
4.3.1 msmHIIB AHilllABCS HAIRIZ
Solve £qne. (4.14) for 1;he constants in tezma ot port 
Toltagee and e3q>reB8 then further in terms of terminal 
voltages using Sg;as. (4.13). A substitution of the constants 
in £qns.(4.U) leads to the indefinite admittance matrix 
defined bi^ow I
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’^U ^12 ^13 ^14 ■^ A
^21 ^22 ^23 ^24
^0
a
^31 ^32 ^^ 33 ^34
^42 ^43 ""44.
where*
H / la(b/a) ♦ T b^/n ]/  [ (1+H)E , 
Vln(b/a) -Y  bd/nJ/[
-  VlB(b/a) + T/n J/ [ (l+H)Ej 
Ti4 “  ^41 -  L -  H/ln(b/a) -  T/n j/  [ (X+H)B J
‘U
*  ^31
es 1/ [H ln (b/a)} ♦If bd/n ]/ [(l+B )B ]
‘23 ■ *32
^24 *  ^42
»  I ._  -  [ -  V l  H ln(b/a)i-T/nj / (UH)E] 
[ -  l/ln(b/a) ♦ T/n'j / [(X+H)E]
Ig j -  [ V {  »  la(t>/a)}» T ah/n] / I (l+ » )E ] 
- l 43={ VU i(Va) - r  a V n ]/  [(1*H)E ] 
-  [ H/ln(b/a) + If a Vn 1 / [(1+H)E ] 
where,
*  / £»
-  I<,(Ta) Kj^ (Yb) ♦ I;^(Yb) K^ Clfa)
-  Io('Tb) K^(ra) • I^(Ya) K, (^tb)







4.3«£ IHDXrZNITB IMPEDAHCE HATBIZ
To eraluate indefinite iapedanee natrix, the 
following port TOltagee and port currents as shown in Tig.4.4 
are defined,
- y ^  (4.16a)
Tj -Vjo (4.16b)
-  -  TdC <*•“ » )
T4 -  • (♦.184)
-  I j -  (4.1T«)
I j  .  Ig - I j  (4.17b)
lo -  I 3-  Ig (4.17c)
1], -  I 4-  I j  (4.174)
SolT* fox -ttie constants In teiBB of node or layer 
currants using Sqns. (4.11) and further e^^ress then in taras 
of port currants alloying £qns. (4.17) • A aubstltatlon of 
thasa constants In S<ps. (4.14) In conjimetlon wltt Eqns. (4.16), 
tba following indefinite impedance matrix oan be obtained.
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' i l g . 4.4 Labelling o f Port and Node Voltages and Currents 
o f a Pour Terminal Network
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* u *18 *18 *14
m
*£1 *88 *83 *84
»8 *31 *38 *33 *34
L'"*, *41 *48 *43 *44.
(4.18)
wlx«re,
2 ^  »  R(l^H)li / (Y l» )
*12 -  * a  *  ®
*13 ■ *31 ■ «/(Tl»)
*14 -  Z41-  » ( • -  i»)/(Yb»)
*22 ■ • ® [ »C«* h)+b(g- d) ]/  [Yatad+H);
♦ H H in  (b/a)/(l+N)
*23 -  *32 -  ® »  <«-
*24 • *42 ■ *  ^ [a (e -  h)+b(g- d) ]/[ 1fab«(l>K)]
• R H in  (b/a)/(l+H)
*58 “ ®
*34 “ *43 “ ^




B -  K j^(ra)-IjL (lfa) Kj(T6)
• -  Io (T « ) K i(Ya) ♦ I j (T a ) K^(ra) 
e -  I,(TD) Kj(t1>) + l^ ClTb) Kjdfb)
The other eymbols ace adready defined in  Section 4.3.1
4.4 ffiE FIVE LAT2R CIRCULAR GEOMETRT 0 .-  C -  R - HC- 0^ NETWCPK
The f i r e  layer circu lar geoaetry 0^- C» R- HC- 0^ 
distributed parameter micro-stPucture is  shown in  T ig .4.5.
I t  is  re ferred  to as G^- C - R -  BD- 0^ structure, beceuse 
i t  consists o f a conducting laytfr (G ^ , a d lideotrio  layer(C ), 
a re s is t iv e  layer (P ), a d id e o tr ic  layer (HC) and the bottom 
conducting layer (G ^ , arranged in that order. A ll the 
constituting layers are circu lar In geometry haring inner 
and outer diameters afl 'a* and 'b ',resp ec tiy e ly . The outer 
conducting layers (G^ provide d e c t r ic a l contacts B and D 
whilet terminals A and C are talcen out from the iziner and 
the outer ptfiphery of the re s is t iv e  layer (R ), respectively. 
The thidcness of the various film s are d i f f e r ^ t  and the
per unit capacitance o f the NO layer is  H times to that
n ^ w h e r e H i s a  dimensionless constant,
of the C la y t f
F ig .4.6 shows the f^ b o l ic  representation of G^- C - R -  HC- G^  




H g .4 ,5  Circular Geometry C- R- NC- Network
P ig .4.6 Symbolic Representation of Circular Geometry 
G^- C- R- NC- G  ^ Network
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4.6 ANALYSIS OF 1H£ HETVORK
Comsideir an cOLenental section o f Hhe n loro-stn ioturt at 
a rad ia l distance r  from the centrot having a rad ia l 
tiilclcness dr. This Is  Eboim by a network model of F ig .4.7.
The equations connecting current, voltages, surface r e s is t iv ity  
and unit capacitance can be written as
d l(r )/8 r »  • Ex r dr 9Tj^(r)/d-t- 2» r dr dVg(r)/8t
(4,19)
dvj^(r)/ftr «  »vg (r )/8 r .  -  l ( r )  / Eiir (4,20)
wheret
1 ; current In  the rea ls t lv e  la y ^
v^tVg : voltages between respective re s is t iv e  and
conducting layerv
B : surface r e s is t iv it y  ohms/square8
C. : capacitance per unit areaB
t  : time.
Jwt
Assuming • time dependence, so that 9v^/0t > jwv^
and dVg/dt m jwvg and applying Klrohhoff*s current law at 
the Jxmctlon J o f F lg.4 .7 , In conjunction with £qns. (4.19) 
and (4.20)
r^ d  ^ l(r)/dr* • r d l(r)/dr-*T® l (r )  -  0 (4.21)
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P ig .4,7 Representation o f an Elemental Seo-tion o f the 
Circular Geometry G -  C- R - NC- Structure
Fig. 4,8 Labelling o f  Port and Node Voltages and Currents 
of a Pour Terminal Network
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where T is  defined In  seetion 4.9. Equation (4 .El) is  
the modified Besael’ e equation o f second order irtiose solution 
is
(4. £2)
where A and B ars constants and I p  are modified Bessel's
funotionsof f i r e t  o rd tf. 
f
Substituting Eqn. (4.eS) in  Eqns. (4.80) and integrating
T ^ ( r )  -  / (arY) C A I ^ ( r r ) -  B K^^(Yr) ] ♦  Dg (4.23)
▼g(r):= / (»>^) [ A Io (Y r ) -  B K^^(Yr) ] ♦ (4.24)
where and are constants o f integration having the 
dimensicms o f TOltage an 
functions o f zero order.
d and are modified Bessel's
Referring to F igs ,4.7 and 4.8, we can define the 
follow ing to evaluate the constants A, B, and 2>^  .
i ( r )
r «a
B ■ • /  N 2r Jwr Vj^(r) dra






i ls o ,
b
• { < = .
- T j ( r )
- -
^5  ■ T i ( r )
^  ■ -  T j ( r )
■
-
^ 0  ■
■
’ a b  " ▼ l(» )
'fc B * ▼ l(r )
^AB ■ T j ( r )























'fcs “ ’ c * (4.£9b)
(4.£9e)
'fcs “ \  -  h (4,£9d)
4. 5.1 IITDBPIITITE ADMITTANC E MAIRIX
To obtain the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix of 
Cr^*C»E- 0^ circialar geometry UB network, solve 
Eqn8.(4.S8) fo r  the constants in  terms of port voltages and 
further express them in  terms of node voltages. A d irect 
substitution o f these constants in  Eqns.(4.25) y ie lds the 
in de fin ite  admittance matrix
' l * ' f u ^18 ^14'
H ^*4 »B
h ’ S^S ^34 \
h _ ^4£ ^48 \
(4.30)
where.
-  jwC(l4.H)h V (tn )
T “  ^ 2 1  *  3 ^  V (tn )
IE
Yi3 -  -  -  diKJ(l+H)a t/ ifn )
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Ti 4 "  ^41 "  a (« - h)/(Tn)
Tgg -  • jw C [ a (e- h)+b(g- dM Yn(UN )
♦ JwC H(b*« a^)/ [ 2(1+N)]
Tgg •  Ygg -  jw 0 H b (g - d)/(Yn)
Tg4 -  T^g «  •  jw 0 H [ a ( e -  h )+b(g* dj/^ Yn(l+H)] 
jw C H(b^- «2)/[ E(UN)j
Tg3 -  jw 0(UN)bd/(Ya)
^34 •  ^43 ■ 0 b (g - d)/(Tn)
T44 -  -  Jw C [a (e - h)+b (g- d) ] / [(1+H) Yn j ♦ 
3w C H(b^* a^)/ [£(l-»-H)]
0  -  a , 0 ,  .
The other «ynbol8 are defined in  Seotione 4.5.1 and 4.3.£.
4.5.S IKDEFIHITS IMPSDANf'E HAS?IZ
To evaluate the in d e fin ite  impedance matrix o f -^e
network; under dieoussion, solye S<|aB.(4.S5) fo r  the conBtants
in  terms of node currents and use Eqn8.(4.27) to express
44them in  terms o f port currents . A substitution o f these
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conatfiELts in £q^s.(4.£6) y ie lds the indefinite impedance 
matrix defined by
m «  
' 'l ■*n *18 *18 *14 ' A '
^8
.
*81 *88 *83 *84 ^8
*31 *38 *33 *34 ^3
»4. *41 *48 *43 *44 -^4.
wherei
ZjjL -  [ s H / (b * -  » * )♦  1f4/(» m)] / I (1+H)1»0 ]
(4.31)
h s  ■ *81 ■ [ «® )"ir<V '(« b ) ]/ [  (1+B)jw0 ]
*14 “  *41° t" “ /(*>*• » * ) - i r / ( «  b » ) j  / [ ( ! ♦ » )  J»0]
i j j  -  j- E/ » * )  ) +  I fd / («  » ) j  /  [(1+B) 3«Q ]
*SS -  *88 "  [ * */ ( b » ) ] /  [ (1+H) JwO j
*84 “  *48 "L  ■ a®)+1f/(a b ■) ] / [ ( I * * )  JwO ]'
Zjj -  ( N(b®- **)} ♦  1fV(b ■) ] / [ (l*S)3wO j
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*34 ■ *43 "   ^ a^) -  tVCto » )  3 / [ (l+N)jwC 1
Z4 4  -  L 2 * / (b ^ -  »*)♦ Th/(l» m) ] / [ (U N )iw C  ]
wli«re C »  £k C_ amd the raaalnlng eynbols d, a and8
h are defined in  Sections 4* 3.1 and 4.3. £ •
4.6 mJALITT OP B- C- HB and 0^- C- E- HC- CIEOULAB
GBOMEffiT NErW0Rk|^
An interchange o f r e e is t iv e  and d ie leo tr ic  film s of 
R- C- HR circu lar geometry network gives r i s e  to
C - R «  !C - network witJa the sapie geometry. Purthef- 
more, th e ir  goyerning Eqns. (4.5) and (4.21) dLso resemble 
each other. Thus, C- R- HO- G  ^ DP network is
considered as the dual network o f t h e R - O - H R  DP network. 
Iherefore, we must he able to obtain the in d e fin ite  
immittance matrices of the G^-(>R- HO- G  ^ network derired 
in  Sections 4.5.1 and 4.6.S from the in d e fin ite  immittance 
matrices of the B - C -  HR network derived in  Sections
4.3.1 and 4.3.2, and v ice  versa. A comparison of the 
immittance matrices shows that matrices (4.15) and (4.18) 
resemble matrices (4 .3 1 )  and (4.30), respectively . The 
conversion o f ihe in d e fin ite  immittance matrices o f one of 
the circular geometry networks to the oth^r is  not so 
straightforward as in  the case o f uniformly distributed
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Btruotur«8 , The fo llow ing modifications are to be carried 
out to achieve th is conversion.
To obtain the in d e fin ite  Inunittance matrices (4.30) and 
(4.31) of 0^- C^B-  HC- 0^ network from the in de fin ite  
immittance matrices (4.15) and (4.18) of R-C-HR network , 
replace R, ln (b/a), n, Ya, Tb and Y by 3wO,(b®- 2 ,
m, Y/b» Y/a and Y/abt respectivdy  and the terminal quantities 
are repleu^ed by port quantities. The procedure is  reversed 
in  order to obtain Eqns. (4.30) and (4.31) from Eqns.(4.15) 
and (4.18), respectively .
4.7 CONCLUSIOH
The three l a y ^  H- 0- HR and the fiv e - la y e r  C- R »
HC- 0^ circular gewaetry micro*structures have been 
investigated and tiie ir in d e fin ite  immittance matrices are 
eveluatedt in  this chapter. These matrices w il l  be u tilized  
to study the dtiar act e r is t ic s  o f the various subnetwork* 
associated with the S* C- HR and C * R -  MC- 0^ micro­
structures in  the next chapter. Thus, the a va ila b ility  of 
the in d e fin ite  immittance matrices o f these IfP structures 
is  considered to constitute the f i r s t  step in  undertaking 
a detailed study o f sudi subnetwork responses.
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ANALYSIS OP SUMBTWORKS OF MULTILATSR 
CIBCfULAR asOHEIEBT HSIffOBKS
5.1 IHTRODDCTION
Chapter 4, was devoted to the eyciLuation ot the 
in d e fin ite  imnittance aatrioes o t the R* C- NB and
C- E- BC- 0^ circu lar geometry micro structures. The 
present dtiapter utiiliEes IlieBe in d e fin ite  immittance matrices 
to study ihe frequency characteristies o f the rarious 
subnetworks derived f t  cm liiese structures. Ihe subnetworks 
g ive  r is e  to many useful oharaeteristieBt which find 
applications in  electronic c ircu its . The chapter is  organized 
as fo llow s.
Section 6,2, analyses a few o f the non»redundant sub- 
networks o f the three layer E- C- NR circu lar geometry 
network. A complete set o f 2-port 3*terminal and 2-port
4-terminal subnetworks, is  given in  Section 5.2.1. The
ri -li.
Yoltage transfer functions o f th e -^ n -redundaat subnetworks
in
are given/Section 5.2.2. The frequency response characteristics
CHilFTBi 6
-X08
fo r  the BubnetworkB under study, are plotted in  Section 5,1^ . 3.
A sim ilar analyBis Is  extended to study the frequency 
characteristics o f some o f *tiie non->redundant sulmetworks of 
the fire - ia y e r  0^- C- E- HC- circu lar geometry network in 
Section 5.3, Sections 5*3«£ and 5«3«3» include the
possible subnetworks, the voltage transfer functionsof 
non« r edundant suhnetwoiks and the frequency responses for a 
few subnetworks, respectiTd.y. f in a lly , the concluding remarics 
are given in  Section S.4,
5.2 ANALYSIS OF SUBNETWORKS OP THE THREB-LATS?
R- 0- HR CIRCULAR OBOMETOT HET«iOBK
Thifi Section deals with the possib le 2-port 3-tezsdnal 
and S*port 4-terminal, subnetworks o f  the three-layer 
R- C- NR circu lar geonetry network and the voltage transfer 
functions o f -the non- r edund«ttt subnetworks* Though there 
ex is t ^  non*redundant subnetwoiics, but, fo r  the sake of 
illustra-tton only a few subnetworks are analysed in  d eta il,
5.S.1 SUafETWORKS
itaplCQring the d e fin ition  o f subnetwork^^ and the 
operaticms to generate subnetworks, the possible 2-port
3-texminal and 2-port 4-terminal subnetworks o f  the three- 
layer E- C- MR c ircu la r geometry network are derived as 
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Pig,5.1(b) Subnetworks o f the Circular Geometry R- C- NR
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The network coding ie in aooordance with Castro and 
where each network is assigned a serial group of four quantities. 
The first one of the serial indicates the condition of the 
terminal the second indicates the condition of terminal B 
etc.f. These quantities are I
1, the input terminal 
2t the output temdnal 
0« the common terminalt and
f ,  the floating terminal as applied to S-port 3»terminal 
subnetworks* The terminals Q* and 9*' are used to indicate 
the input and output ref«r«u>e respeotirdyt ^or the 
2-port 4-terminal subnetworks. The first eubaetwork of 
•ai^ row is treated as a non*redundant subnetwork, thus, 
resulting in 15 non-redundant subnetworks of 2-port
S-terminal type and 6 non-redundant subaetwoiks of S-port
4-terminal type^®,
5.2.£ YOLTASE TRiMSPBR POHCTIONS OP SUMBTWOEKS
The YOltage transfer functions of the non-redundant 
subnetworks pointed out in last seoti(m» are obtainedy 
emiaeying tii^ e indefinite immittanoe matrices in Sqns. (4*16) 
and (4«18) of Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2* rei^ectivdy and the 
techxiiques due to Castro and Happ^\
-118
1. amiiHtwtffc n w f
<^84 ^41- %  l44)/<’f*S ^ 44- ^84 ’^4*) < ®* D
2. a > ia v w » it  w i
^  -  -  (T g i ♦ Tg^)/ Tgg (8.S)
3. a,g89
T , / Ti -  -  ( I g l* ’fsi)/<^8S^^88*^88»’f88) <®'®5
4. SutP«t»ork la w
V, / Tj. -  -  I j l  / ^88 (8.4)
5. SBm«twQrk 18 t  0
^0 / \  •  ^ ^^ 88 ^ a i"  ^81 ^ss”  ^es ^88^
<^14 ^48- h s  ^44 )/<h l \ 4 -  h 4  ^41> <»•«)
(*1 ^ *2 5 - *18- * *4 )/ (»js»244* *45> <«•’ >
a . s a i a t t y f f f c  ?0 M i
» ,  / ▼! -  -  (T ia  + T14 ) / %  ( 8-8)
9. Sutnetworli: M80
^0 / ^1 ■ -  ■^ 51 / *58 < »•»)
10. W a
U . Sulaetworlc a o i
%  / Tj -  -  d i g  ♦  T^4) / T j i  (6 .U )
le. a>tn»twarlc 180" O'




T„ / Ti -  -  lE4)/<’fll*^ lS+ ’fEl*^££) <®*“ >
14. SmnetwMft 18 O' 0 "
T, / Vj^  -  (Zjl+*45-  *25“ *4i )/ (*U **3 8 " *1s“ *S1  ^ (5.14)
15. Sutoetwort 0 »  8 O' I
(*1S+*E4- *14- *85>/<*SS»*44- *84* * 43) <*•“ >
16. Sutp«twoA M "  8 O'
%  / \  ■ <*84**31- *81- *34 )/ (*n **44 - *14* *41> <»•“ !
17. Sutentworic 8 O' 0 " !
T, / -  (ai4**3s- *18- *S4>/«*8£»*44- *2*- *48> ‘ “- I ’ )
18. StttnetwoTk 108 f
<^S4 ’^41- ■^al ^44)/f’ sS ^^44- ■'34 ^4s)
19. Sttbattirorlt 8001
▼o/ ■ ‘ ^ 1 4 / ^ U  <«•“ )
-U 7
Stttoietwork g t  P I
\ / \ -  (T ia Ig * -  ■^ 14 ^ss- ’ ' i z  ^£l) (5. SO)
a
e i. s ^ i^ , v , y x ,«! t\
^0 ^ \  “  ^^13 ^34* ^14 ^ss" ^18 ^51  ^ (S .a )
where the T and Z elements are defined In  Sections 4.3.1 
and 4 .3 .2« respeotlTely.
5.2.3 FREQUENCY RESPONSES OP SUBHEIWOBKS
A fe«r o f the voltage transfer functionsof the la s t 
section are numerically studied fo r their magnitude and 
phase versus normalized frequency fo r various N and b/a 
comhinations in  a la rge  range using -&e fo llow ing sim plificat* 
ions in  Ihe T and Z elements of Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
Y -  VE(1+N) jwBg 0^ 3 -  (G+30 )/V '2
where,
8 -  V[(l+H) w S , Og] -  y[(l+H ) w„]
-118
2
and u »  w Cjj a -  normalized frequency fo r a *  1.
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The modified Bessel's functions o f complex argument can
1
be expressed in t^nas o f K e lv in 's  functions as
Ij,(lfa) -  Bear (^Sa)+ 3 Bei^(Ga)
I^ (Yb) -  B«r^(Gb)4 j  Bei^,((Jb)
K^(Ta) -  Ker^(Oa)+ j Kei^(Oa)
K^(lfb) «  K«r^((Jb)+ j Kel^(Gb)
Ij^(ta) -  -  i  Beij^(Ga)
I^dfb) «  -  3 B«c^(Gb)+ Bel^(Gb)
Ki(ira) -  3 Kffl-j^ CGa) -  Keij^CGa)
Kj^dfb) »  j  K«r^(Gb)-K«ij^(Gb)
where, Ber^, B«t^, Ker^, Kei^j, Ber^ ,^ B eip  Ker^  ^ and Kei^^  
are Kd^vin's functions.
Qnploying the above rd a tion s  o f Bessd.'s functions in 
tem s of K elv in 's  functions, one can easily express the 
terms used in  the dements o f the matrices (4.15), (4.1 8 ), 
(4.30) and (4.31), fo r  ease in  d ig ita l computation euB,
d .  I^ rta ) K i(Yb) ♦  Ij^(Tl)) K^CTa)
-  ttt + 3 ni
-120
wharef
IE «  K«r^(Oa)Bel3^(ab)+KelQ(Oa)B«r^(Gb)-Kel3^(Gb)B«r^(Ga) 
-K«T3^ (Gb)B«l^(&a)
DI «  K6l^,(ffa)Bei3^ (Gb)- K«ir (^Ga)B«rj (^Sb)+Ke!rj (^Gb)Btfr (^Ga)
-  Kei^(Ob)Bet^(Ga)
e • I^(ra) K^(Ya)+l3^ (Ya) K^(Ya)
■ ]® ♦ i  El
where,
BP «  K«r^(Oa)Beij^(Oa)^Keig(aa)BeTj^(Oa)-Kei^(Oa)B«r^((Ja)
-  Kerj^(Oa)Bei^(Ga)
El ■ Kel Q(Oa) B e l (Ga) -  K«r^(Ga) (Ga) +Kar (Ga) Ber (Ga)
-  Kei3^(Ga)Bel^(Ga)
g -  I^ (^Yb) K^(Yb)+Ij^(Yb) K^(Yb)
-  (21 ♦ J GI
wh€3C9f
G® « Keir^(Gb)B«lj^(Gl))<.K6iQ(Gb)Bgr^(Gb)- K«l3^(0b)B«r^(0b)
-  Karj^(Gb) Bel^CGb)
(31 -  Keljj(Gb)Belj^(Ob)-KerQ(Gb)B«rj,(Gb)+K«r^(Gb)Ber^(Gb)
-  K«l3^(Gb)Bel^(Gb)
-IP I
h -  I^(Yb) K^(Ya)+I^(*ra) K^(Yb)
»  HE 4 j  HI
where
HR »  Ktf^(ab)B«lj^(Oa)>K«l^j(Ob)Berj^(aa)- Kei^(aa)Ber^(Ob) 
-KeT3^(0a)B«l^(0b)
HI «  Kei^({Jb)Bel3^(0a)- Ker^^(&b)B«r^(Oa)+K«rj^(Ga)B«r^(Gb) 
-K *l^ (ffa )B «lg (O b )
m m Ij^(Yb) Kj^CYa)- I^(Ya) K^(Yb)
«  HR 4- J MI
where,
m  m Ker3^(Ga)Bar^(0b)- K«i^(©a)B«lj^(Gb)- KeTj^(ab)B«rj^(&a)
♦ Kelj^(Gb)Bei3^(&a)
MI -  Keij^(Ga)B«r^(Ob)>Kerj^(Ga)Bel3^(Ob)-K«lj^(Gb)Berj^(&a)
-  Ker3^(Sb)Bet3^(Oa)
n «  I^(Yb) K^(Ya)- I^(Ya) K^(Yb)
«  NR j HI
where*
NR «  Ker^(Ga)Ber^(Ob)- KeiQ(&a)Bei^(Ob) -  Ker^(Ob) Ber^(Oa) + 
Kei^,(Ob)Bei^(aa)
NI »  Kel^((Ja)BerQ(Gb)4Ker^(0a)Bel^(ab)-KeiQ(Ob)Ber^(Ga)
-  Ker^(Gb)BelQ(Oa)
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Band PaBB *. Subnetworks l(1 2 0 f), 2(1201), 3(1220)
and 4(1200)
Ihe voltage transfer functions o f these subnetworks, given 
by £qn 8 .(5 ,l)‘- (5.4) are analysed fo r  the ir magnitude versus 
normalized fre(|aency u fo r values of N varying from 0.01 
to 100 and b/a ly ing  between 2 and 10,
The analysis of subnetwork 1 shows that i t  exhibits 
band*-pa8S d iaracterietice . F(xr low«r values o f N, the 
subnetwork output is  small and increases with b/a increase 
for a given value o f N. This point can be noted from 1^e
curves for H a 0.01 and b/a a 2, 10 p lotted in  H g ,5 .2 . A
few other curves are also p lotted in  the ssone figu re and their 
quality factors noted thereon. The band-'pass characteristics 
of the subnetwork deviate for high values (o f the order o f 10) 
o f N. A comparison o f the various curves plotted in  P ig .5.2, 
shows that the characteristic fo r  N m 0.01 and b/a »  10,
corre^onds with the highest quality factor Q eqjual to 1.23
and therefore, is  superior to others.
>
The behaviour o f the subnetworks 2 find 4 is  similar to 
that of subnetwork 1 fo r  lower vcaues o f N (in  the v ic in ity  
of 0.01) gold in  the higher region of N (o f the order of 100). 
However, bandnpass d iaracterieticB  can be obtained for these 
fiwbnetworks fo r values o f N in  the v ic in ity  o f 0.1 . A 
few o f the curves for them are p lotted in  F ig .5,3. I t  can be 
observed from these curves that a change in  b/a fo r  a given 
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their quality factor. The quality factor is  higher fo r  lower 
valuea o f h/a which is  a desirable feature, as i t  w il l  y ie ld  
a IP structure which is  email in  s ize  and weight.
Subnetwork 3 esiiib ita poor band*pass characteristics, 
fo r  large variations in  the values o f N and b/a. One such 
curve for N «  0*01 and b/a > 10, is  shown in  Fig. 5. 3.
A comparison of the characteristics o f the above foiir 
subnetworks shows that, better band->pass characteristics can 
be obtedned from subnetwork 1 as compared to sulxietworks
2, 3 and 4. As noted above, the subnetwork 1 has the 
quality factor equal to 1.23 and this is  a higher figure as 
compared to that obtained fo r exponentially tapered R- C~ NE 
structure (Q ■ 0.88 fo r  N m 0.01 and kd »  -  6) discussed in 
Section 3«5. Therefore* circular geometry R- C- HE DP structure, 
gives better band*paBS characteristics as compared to uniform 
and exponential G- HE structure.
Band Stop P i l t t f  8 : Subnetworks 5 (l£ fo ) ,6(201f) ,7(20*»0» 1)
and 8(2011)
The numerical anaLysie o f the voltage transfer functions 
given by Eqns. (5.5) -  (5 .8 ), is  carried out fo r d ifferen t 
values of N and b/a as in the previous case.
The analysis o f subnetwork 5 is  carried out using Eqn. (3.55}.
The resu lts that, fo r  higher values of H In the nelgh'bom'-
-lee
hood of 100 and for d i f f e r b / a ,  I t  exhibltB band-etop 
charactcrlBticS) wHlle such character is  t ic s  are lo s t  fo r  
aoaHer vaXues o f H and varying b/a* Two such curves fo r 
N »  100 and b/a «  9 and 10, are ^own in  H g .5 .4. These 
curves have v^ y  shsorp ra te  o f t e l l  of about 115,5 db./dec., 
(ev&i though the magnitude d iaracteristies  are p lotted as 
a ra t io  o f and » tu tf fo r  the saloe of comparison 
Iheir ra te  o f f a l l  i s  converted in to decibd.s/de cade), 
g ^ e r a l ly  d i f f ic u lt  to be obtained from the lumped components 
c ircu itry . Therefore, th is subnetwork may prove to be a very 
useful wide band-rejection f i l t e r ,
A few of the characteristics involving magnitude of the 
voltage transfer function versus nom alized frequency curves 
fo r  subnetwork 6 are j^otted in  Pig, 5,5* fo r  II m 0.01 and 
b/a £ 3f5,7 , This subnetwork shows band*^top characteristics 
fo r  such lower values of N» while the characteristics 
disturb out for increasing values o f H and b/a. The curve 
fo r N «  0,01 and b/a »  3, seems to be better one as compared 
to other eh a racth is tles  fo r b/a ■ 5 and 7, because o f the 
dLstrublng nature on upper cut o f f  side. I t  can also be 
noted from these curves that the f a l l  rate  i s  not so high 
on lower frequency side ( e , g , , 11,76 db./dec, fo r  N «  0.01 
and b/a* 3) as compared to 115,5 db,/dec,, fo r subnetwork
5.




















































odT V in the range 0.1 and 1,0 #but, no useful charaeterietlcs
are obtained for too miall or too large TaXuee of N outelde
the epeclfied range. Fig.5.5, displaye one of its eharaeter 1 sties 
for H «  0.1 and h/a «  3* The oharaeteristic is Blnilar to 
those for subnetwork 6 plotted in the sente figure.
The behaviour o f subnetwozk 8 is  sim ilar to that of 
subnetwork 6« Sone of the eurres fo r  H «  0.01 and 0.1 »
are p lotted  in  H g.5 .6  fo r  a few values o f b/a« I t  can be
observed that the height o f the shoulders o f these oharaoter- 
Is t ic s  decreases in  the h ightf frequency region fo r  increasing 
values of b/a.
A ocmparisciii o f Ibe bsfid*8top oharaoteristios o f subnetworks 
discussed above* shows that subnetwozk 5« is  superior to 
others as i t  gives cbarper rates o f out o f f  at lower and 
upptfT cut o f f  frequencies. Such sharp cut o f f  band»rejection 
f i l t h s  cflirmot be obtained fron the interconnections of 
unifoxn HC, R» C* HE and 0- H» KC DP structures, discussed in 
Section S. 3,4.
Phitflft Metworkg : Sulnetworks 10(e0S l),ll(S101)
and 12(12 0 » 0*)
1!he voltage transfer functions o f the subnetworks given 
by Bqns. (5.10)->(6,1 £) y are sta died fo r the ir magnitude and 
phase versus normalized frecpiflnoy fo r d i f f t f  « i t  combinations 
























!Ri« output TOltage of eutnetworlce 10 and 11 is too small 
for valuos of 9 in the vloinlty of 0«01; idille the outpat 
inoreases with inoreasing values of H, Therefore^ the sub - 
networks will attenuate the signals considerably, thereby , 
restricting their spplicatlQns for lover values of I. However, 
they can be used to modify phase char act eristics of some 
system for higher values of f ig ,5,7, shows a few of the 
oharaoteristios for subnetwork 10 for N «  100 and b/a «  £#4 
as well as, f<ff subnetwork 11 having 5 «  10, 100 and 
b/a «  &t osn be concluded tron these graphs that,
subnetwork 10 has legging oharaoteristios^ while subnetwork
11 can be utilised as lag*lead ooiq^ensating network. The 
cnount of phase shift csn be adjusted by proper seleotion of 
H and b/a*
1 few of the frequency dbaracteristios for subnetwork 
12, tfre plotted in 71 g.5.8. It  is observed that the phase 
shift ohanges considerably with frequency. Therefore, the 
subnetwork can be used to modify ^ e  phase characteristics 
of a c<mtrol i^stem by a large amount, unobtainable from 
subnetwork 10. The phase shift of this subnetwork varies 
almost linearly in the lower freqiiflncy region. One such 
curve is shown in Fig. 5.9. Hence, the subnetwork can also 
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Fig.5.9 Phase Characteristics o f Subnetwork 12 (120"0 ‘ ) 
in  the lower frequency region
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notch m t t f g  : SulmetworkB 19(S001},£0(2f01) and £1(20X1}
71xe a&alysia o f th«so sulaaetvorics y i i ld s  notc^ f i l t o r  
oharaotorlstioB. Tho dest^a euTTes are pro8«itod» uhleh 
ro la te  the top and bottom layer res ls ta n oo  and the nomallsed 
notch freq^ «lc le8  for d iffe ren t external and Internal dianeter 
ra tio s  o f -^e W  structure under oonsideration. The frequency 
re^onee ouryee are also p lotted  fo r  d iffe ren t dianettfr ratios. 
The coDparison o f these notdi f i lte rs ^  is  based on their 
steeiness Talues noted on the frequency response curves ,
The curres are fihifted to the sane notch frequency fo r the 
Bake of their oonparison, eventfaough, they hare d iffe ren t 
notch frequencies. A design e3B:PQ>le is  also given to 
illu s tra te  the seoie.
.A2,L^.fiai
To analyse the voltage trcfiBfer function o f th is sub* 
networlc» glT«a by Sqn. (5*19), i t  i s  s^aTated into i t s  rea l 
and isaginary parts Making use o f the simplificationB, given 
at the beginning o f th is section and the matrix dements 
values obtained from Section 4.3.1* lo  observe the 
transmission iteros fo r  the subnetwoxlc, the voltage transfer 
function must vanish at some rea l frequ^cy, fixis implies 
that, the rea l part and imaginary part o f  Sqn«(6.19) must 
be separately eerc» i . e . .
-136
 ^ ^0 / ®
I .  ( %  / \  ) -  0 (5,E3)
where B^  and , are rea l axid iaaginarj parts o f znaerator 
o f (5«19)t refipeetlTti.y.
Slie moierlcal computation is  carried out to search a 
particular freqcuenoy variable 0 t1e« ,  , to sa tis fy
Sqn.(5.£3)^ fo r  d iffe ren t b/« and the resu lts are shown 
g r i^ c a L ly  in  f ig ,  5.10.
Once the value o f i s  ohtainedf i t  oan he substituted 
in  S<pi. (5 .2S), to obtain the value o f H, fo r  d iffe ren t b/a. 
She calculated values o f N fo r d iffe ren t b/a «are shown 
in  Tig, 5.11.
As soon as« the notch conditions are obtained , the 
nagnltude and phase o f the voltage transfer ftmction versus 
freqiuency variable d can be obtained, These frequency 
response curves p lotted in F igs .5,12 and 5.15, are l i f t e d  
to the scene notch frequency by nornalizing the frequency 
variab le for the sake o f oomparison. But, only a few of 
the characteristics v iz . ,  fo r  b/a a and 6 are plotted,
becaitL&e, the d iaraeteris ties  for b/a »  d, are very close 
to those o f b/a «  4 and sim ilarly, fo r  b/a «  7,8,9 and 10, 
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F ig ,5,13 Phase Characteristics o f  Subnetwork 19(2001)
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b/a «  5,7,8,9 and 10, hare be«n onitted fron f ig .5.12. The 
phase ihlft 0 T«r8U8 Q/d^  ohaxaotfiriBtlee, plotted in 
Fig.6«l3, do not contain tht oharaeteristioB for b/a «  6^  
alBO, becflttse the curTe approziBatos to that for b/a «  4.
The steepneas o f the Tarlous ouryee p lotted In fig .5 .1£ , 
la  calculated uaing £qn. (3 .3 ) and noted thereon. I t  can be 
concluded that the steepneae fo r b/a = 2, i s  higher, nhich 
la  aleo desirable from fabrication  point o f v iev, aa 1cmer 
b/a requires Baaller s ize  and hence, the miniaturised 
structure*
The Yoltage transfer function given by £qn«(5«£0), ia  
analysed, using the procedure outlined in tiie la s t  caao .
The design curves comprising o f versus b/a and V versus 
b/a, are depicted in  7igs,5,10 and 5*11, respectively  { 
nAiereas, the fre<luc&ey response d iaraoterlstlce  for magnitude 
and phase versus nozmaliaed frequ^ioy variab le, a r« shown in  
Tigs. 5,14 and 6.15, respectively . Is  the characteristies 
fo r  b/a »  6, are v ^  close to those fo r  b/a ■ 4 and 
sim ilarly, the characterietios fo r  b/a »  7 and 8 approximate 
to those of b/a «  d { axid aleo fo r  b/a «  10, resemble ’tiiose 
of b/a tt 9, hence, the curves fo r  b/a »  £,3,4,6 and 9 only, 
are shown in  Figs. 5.14 and 5.15. While, the curves fo r  
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for
the naxlBiuB Talut of Bteepnees is  found to be/V &  *
Daalfln Eaai^ pla! Design a notoh f l lt t f  haTlng notch fxeqvivioy, 
m SO K Ugp using EfOl subnetwork of the R* C* 1C droular 
geometry structure*
For Bazinutt obtainable steepnesBi sdect b/a «  C« Thus, 
froB desi^ti ourres of Hgs«5,10 and 5*11*
1 « ^
0 • 3.99 and V «  0.0505.
Let UB have a resistlTe material o f surface resistlTlty*
2000-A./Bq,, and a dideotrlc aateriea of surfaee 
capcu;it8nce« *  0.6x10 ?/bb .
«  - v T n * T ! S  .
where, A ie  Hie surface overlapping area o f the film s. 
Therefore,
*  -  0®/ ( l  + H) E ,0 ,w ^
Substituting the values, we have.
A -  lOm®
the area o f tiie fllm e is
*  -  « (  b* -  a® ) / 4
whtire b and a « are the ou ttf and the Inner diameters of 
the H -C - NR oiroular geometry IIP structure.
fo r  b/a ■ £f b «  2a 
/. A •  % { 4  djL^  )/4 ■ 3» dj^V 4
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«  ( 4a^- )/  4 -  3k a^ / 4A «
The bottom layer surface r e s is t iv ity
*  H «  0.0606 X £000-n./sq. 
m 101 _n_ /sq,
Ihus, by selecting proper a a to r i^ s , the structure 
can be fabricated in  the th in-film  form.
The analysis o f IhlB subnetwork i s  carried out, usixig 
Sqn. (5. 21) and the procedure as esqplained fo r subnetwork 
2001. The design ourves rd a t in g  0^ and H versus b/a, are
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glT «n  in  F ig8«5,I0  and 5,21 resp eo tlrtly . The firequenoy 
reepanet ourrts dioirlng magnitade and phase yeraua noraallBed 
frequency Tariahlet «re  p lotted  in  VlgB.5,16 tfid 5.17, 
respeotire ly . The curyes fo r  b/a »  3f are oloaer to those 
fo r  h/a. m 2 and s ia ila r ly t  the ouryea for b/a > 6, are 
closer to those for b/a «  5* Also, the ourree fo r  b/a ■> 
7,8,9 and 10, have close proximity wl-tti each other. Thus, 
f i g s .5.16 and 5.17, contain the frequency responses fo r  
b/a «* 2*495 and 7 oxay^ while the characteristics fo r  b/a ■ 
3f6«8,9 and 10, are being omitted. Xhe ste^ness of the 
magnitude oharacteristio fo r  b/a ■ £« is  found to be highest, 
which i s  desirable from fabrication  point o f view, as the 
lower b/a reiiudFea a miniaturised s t r u c t u r e s m a l l e r  
weight and sise.
I t  can be oondluded that the ateepness increases for 
decreasing b/a for all the three notch filters. This is  
a desirable feature from fabrication point of yicw, as the 
lower b/aresuits in miniaturised size as compared to higher 
b/a.
Anongst the three notch filters, the steepness ralues 
for respectiTe b/a for 2f 01 subnetwork, are hii^er compared 
to other two subnetworks, and also it  has -Qie maximum 
ateepness of 0.514 for b/a «  2. Ihe values of steepness 
for b/a ■ £ of these circular geometry notch filters, can 
be ooapared with their uniform distributed B* C* HR notch
-147
G /Go
Fig. 5.16 Magnitude C h aracteristics of Subnetwork
a ( 2 0 f l )
G/G,
Fig,5,17 PhaBe Cha' terl& tlcs o f Subnetwork 21(£0n.)
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from ihe fo llow ing tabOLo.
Subnetwork
^teeinesB o f  





Th« 8te«pii«B8 of -ttie olroular geometry efOl notch 
filter for «  S, ie also hi£^«r as eoi^ pared to tho 
ateepnesB of the C* B- BC «iq;>onential UP notoh filter  
studied Broim^ ®, as it  Taries from 0,£ to 0 for 
exponential taper factor kd rarying fron 0 to S,
Thus, i t  can be con<£Luded that R- C* HR circu lar
geometry notch f i l t e r s  proride better 8 «leo tiir ity  as
compared to -Oae 8- C- HR and 0- HO uniform and
exponoitial IP notch f i l t e r s  and also avoid l^e use o f a
discrete res is to r as used with two la y ^  R C Circular
40geometry structure notoh f i l t e r  studied by Walkins .
6.5 AHiLTSIS 07 SUOIEIVOBKS OF THE KZVS’^ ATSa
C- R - HO* OIROirOAR OiDMElBT HKCfORK
A few o f the non*reAmdant subnetworks o f the 0* 
B* BC* 0^ circu lar geometry network cpre analysed fo r the
-150
B«gnitttd« and phase of their TOltage transfer funotions 
yersuB nozmalized frequenoj. There being no simple factor 
of oonrerslon between the Immlttanoe matrices of the 
R» C* MR and C- R- IC- 0^ circular geometry IP structures 
as In the case of three l^agrsr unlfornay distributed structures, 
and therefore* the characteristics of the subnetworks of 
C* B* HC- 0  ^ b1 or0structure oonnot be extrapolated 
froB these of structure's sabnetworks,
5 . 3 . 1  SUafETffGEZS
The possible subnetwoxks of ^9 fiTe*layer 0.* C- B- 
HC» circular geonetry structure, are shown in figs.
5 .18( a) * 5 .18( e) • The first  i^ubnetwork of eaibli '^^  ^ is  
^eonsiderW as^ t^tte non-redundant subnetwork, thus, resulting 
in ^  non-redundant subnetworks of S^^ort 3*termlnal type 
and^ non*redundant subnetworks of 2*port 4*ternlnal type.
The network coding Is In aocordanoe with Castro and Sapp^ 
as eoqplalned In Section
5. 3. e TDLTA08 TRANSFK TDHOTIOHS 07 SnarSTiORKS
The following Toltage trensfcr functions of t^h^ jrans* 
redundant subnetworks sre obtained, exploiting t^e techniques 
dae to Castro and Happ^^  and the indefinite inmittance matrices 
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P ig .5 ,18(c) Subnetworks of the Circular Geometry
G^- C- E- NC- Network
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Fig,5.18(d) Subnetworks o f the Circular Geometry
G -  C- R- NC- G  ^ NetworkOO CO
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Pig.5 .18 (e) Subnetworks o f the Circular Geometry
Gr^ " C- R- NC- Network
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5.3.3 IREQUBJOT RESPONSES OP SUMETWORKS
A few of ■ttie voltage transfer functione of Section 
5.3.£ are numerically analysed fo r their magnitude and phase 
versus normalized frequency fo r  various values o f N varying 
from 0.01 to 100 and b/a hetweoi 2 and 10» using the 
s im plificationeof Section 5. S. 3 and the matrix element values 
from Seotions4.5.1 and 4,5.2.
Band Stop f i l t e r s  ; Subnetworks 1 (120f) and 2 (20fl)
These subnetworks are analysed using £<pls. ( 5.S4) and 
(5. £6). Subnetwork 1, shows band stop characteristies for 
d iffe ren t values o f N and b/a. The oharacterist.ios are poor 
in  lower frequanoy region, because o f the lower Devcl of 
the frequency response curves as ebown in  Fig. 5.19. This 
l e v d  on lower frequency side further decreases fo r  increasing 
values of N and b/a.
The aneaysis o f the subnetwork S, shows that i t  behaves 
as a sharp cut o f f  narrow band-stop f i l t e r  fo r  N «  0.01 and 
b/a m 8; nh ile the chsu: act e r is t ic s  become poor fo r  other 
values o f N and b/a. This characteristic is  shown in  Pig. 
5.19. Por very la rge  values o f H , such characterietics 
are completely lo s t.
A comparison of the frequency characteristics o f sub­
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ra te  o f c »t  o f f  and higher l e v d  o f shoulder o f the frequency 
response curve 1b obtained for subnetwork 2. curve has
a f d l  of 117.8 db«/dec.t as compared to 115,5 db./dec.f for 
subnetwork 5 o f K *C *]]R  case« discussed in  Section 5. £ .3  . 
Th6refore« th is  subnetwork resu lts in  sharper cut o f f  rate 
than that of R- C- HR case. Such sharp cut o f f  bsaid'-stop 
flltcars Cannot generally be obtalned« using lumped components 
c ircu its .
Low Pass g ilte rs  ; Subnetworks 3(12f0) ,4(2101) and 5(1210)
The voltage transfer functions o f these subnetworks givmi 
by Eqns, (5 .26 )-(6 .28 ), are analysed as in  the previous case. 
The resu lts o f analysis are given below,
Subnetwork 3* eschibits low-pass characteristics and i t  
has almost similar characteristics for la rge  variations in 
N and b/a, A few o f the characteristics are ^own in  Fig, 5,20. 
These characteristics resemble Hiose o f Butterworth*s low-pass 
f i l t e r  characteristics.
The analysis of subnetwork 4, shows that the subnetwoxk 
gives r is e  to low-petss b^avlour, fo r  higher values o f N and 
b/a, A few o f the amplitude versus frequency response curves 
are shown in  Pig, 5, SO. An observation on these curves 
indicates ttiat, they are very much sim ilar to those o f 
Chettyshev’ s low-pa£>s characteristics. The f a l l  rate In the 






























very sharp cut o ff  f i l t e r .  Such a f i l t e r  rea liza tion  would 
require sixth order conventional d r  cults.
Subnetwork 5 alsot resu lts in  low*pa8s characteristics 
fo r  h l^ e r  values o f H and d lffe r& it b/a. Some of the 
ch ^ac te r is tics  for N »  100 and 10, are p lotted  in Fig. 5. SI. 
These characteristics are similar to thoBe for subnetwork 4.
H ^ce« the above ttiree subnetworks o f the C- P - NO- 3^  
circu lar geometry DP structure* resu lt in low-pass responses , 
sim ilar to those o f the Butterworth and Chebyshev lowpass 
f i l t e r s .  The characteristics of subnetwork 3, being similar 
to those o f interconnection 2, studied in  Section S. 3.2, there 
is  no advantage in going fo r subnetwork 3 o f the five^ layer 
circu lar geometry structure due to fabrication  d if f ic u lt ie s ,  
andf hence increase in  cost. However, subnetwa^k fc w i l l  be 
preferable to adb.ieve Chebyshev l ik e  low-pass characteristics, 
resu lting in  eharp cut o f f  rates*
High Pftfls F ilte rs  ; Subnetworks 6 (02 fl) and 8(0201)
The numerical analysis o f the voltage transfer functions 
given by Eqns, (5.29) and (5.31), for their magnitude versus 
normalized frequmcy fo r d iffe ren t N and b/a, y ie lds high- 
pass responses.























values of B in  the v ic in ity  o f unity. The curvesfor N *  1 
and b/a «  3 and 4« gfe  shown in Fig, 5,22, These characteristics 
are similar to those o f fiutterworth*s high*-paS8 f i l t e r .  I t  
can be noted frc»n these curves that, a change in b/a does 
not considtfably a ffe c t ttie performance.
The analysis o f subnetwork 8, shows that i t  behaves as a 
high«pas8 f i l t e r  fo r d iffe ren t values o f N and b/a. However, 
useful characteristics are obtained fo r  values of N o f Idie 
order o f 100. A few o f the characteristics fo r  d ifferen t 
values of N ,are shown in  P ig ,5.23. The curve fo r  N *  100 
and b/a ■ 3« resembles Chebyshev's high-pass f i l t e r  character- 
isticB* and has sharper cut o f f  rate, Therefore« fiv e - la ye r  
circu lar geometry W  strueturet cxplores the p oss ib ility  of 
replacing the conventional f i l t e r  c ircu its  by these thinrfilm  
m ioro-^ectron ic c ircu its .
5.4 CONCLUSIOH
The ansiLysis of the subnetworks o f the thre* layer :i-C-irR 
and -ttie f iv e » la y e r , C- E - KC- circu lar geometry DP 
structures, carried out in  the p r e s e t  chapter, shows that 
■ttiey g ive  r is e  to mgny useful dbaracteristies v iz . ,  low-pass, 
high-pass, band-paSB, band-stop, notch and lin ear phase 
f i l t e r  type o f characteristics in  addition to lag , lag-lead 
type o f responses.
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geometry Btructuret having band-paes f i l t e r  characterlsties, 
tbe eubnetwctrk 1| has superior characteristics. The character­
is t ic s  o f th is subnetwork, are e^eo found to be superior to 
those obtained -through the three-layer exponential DP P -  C- HR 
structure, studied in  Chapttf 3.
For band*8top f i l t e r  explications, the subnetwork 5 of 
the R- C- HE circu lar geometry structure, is  preferable fo r 
wide band elimination* while subnetwork 2 of the C -B - HC- 
circu lar geometry structure, can be u t iliz e d  for narrow 
band ^ im in a tion ,if,th e  higher manufacturing cost can be 
tolerated as compared to the R- C- HR case. I t  can also be 
concluded that, the characteristics o f these band-stop f i l t e r s ,  
are superica: in  respect of sharper rates of cut o f f  and high 
le v e l  o f frequenoy re^cn se curves, outside band-stop region. 
Such sharp out o f f  rates are d i f f ic u lt  to be obtained from 
the lumped oomponents f i l t e r s .  These characterietics are 
also superior as compared to -ttiose obtained through in ter - 
connection 2 o f uniform RC DP structures, discussed in 
Section S. 3.4 o f Chi^teir £; which perhaps seensto be a simpler 
and dieaper interconnedtion. But, the superiority of the 
d iaracteristics  obtained through subnetworks of E -  C- ME and 
C -E -  NC- micro-structures, may compete with the 
cost o f EC lin es.
Subnetworks 10 and IS, give r is e  to phase lag  character* 
is t ic s )  while sim ilar characteristics can be obtained from
■^69
th« lat«ireoxinoetloxi| dlsoaased in Section S. 3,6, wbiob inTolv«8 
unlfoni RC lines aind« therefore^ is pr^feratle becauee of ease 
in fabrication cod cost; instead of going for ciroular gecnetry 
R*C* HR structure* The lag*lead duaraoteriatioc tfe obtained 
from sttlmetirorlc 11, while* sutaetwork 1£ may also be used as 
linesr phase filter wilhin a liidted frequ«aoy regioa.
The study of the different subnetworks of the oireulaor 
ge(»ietry R* C* HR ml ero*s true tore gi'ving notch f i l t e r  
charaoteriBtics shows, that the ste^ness for subnetwork 
efOl haring b/a m E, is maximum as compared to other subnetworks. 
The steepness of this subnetwork i s  also h igh tf as cospared 
to that obtainable from tke uniform and exponential B* C- ML 
and C- R* K  W notch filters, studied in earlier Chapter of 
this thesis and Asewhere.
imong the Tarious low«pass filters, Butterworth like 
oharacteoristies, ctfi be obtained from subnetwork 5 of the 
SO* 0^  circular geometry IP structure, while, 
similsr response can be adxiered using Inttirconnection £ , 
studied in Section e»3»£ of Ohapter £ which seems desirable 
frcMB the fabrication and cost point of view and thus, there 
is no adrantage for going for subnetwork S of the C*R»
VO* circular ge<aiietry miero*structure. Howerer, sulmetwork 
4 will be preferable to achieve Chehyshey like low*pass 
characteristics, having sharp out off rates.
-1 7 C
The tfiaiLyaLB of the sabnetirorks o f 9^- C *B *  HC- 0^ 
JJB Blero•structure, fo r  hlgh*paBe charaoterletLce shoire that, 
autadttvoirk 6 has the oharacttfrlstles similar to those obtained 
fo r  interooxmeotlon S, studied in  Section £«3«S« This in te r- 
connection iznrolres un ifom  BO structure and« therefore* la  
pref«rah le beotfise o f ease in  fabrication  and cost, Hc«eTer, 
Chebysher l ik e  hi|^«pas6 characteristics can be obtained bj 
subnetwork 8 o f C* R - NC- 0^ structure, irtxich has got 
aharp cut o f f  rates.
Therefore* the anslysis o f the subnetworks o f the circular 
geometry OP structures, expleores the p oss ib ility  o f replacing 
the conreational c ircu its  by these th in-lilm  mi ore *e lec ironic 
c ircu its  haTing superior charaoteristies in  aaisy cases.




In  the prerious two chapters the evaluation of the 
in d e fin ite  iamittauce paTaveterB o f the fouroterminal 
R-C-HR and circu lar geometry UP structures
and their applications were discussed* I t  has betfi 
observed lhat these structures sometiines resu lt in 
improved characteristics as compared to their rectangular
distributed counterparts. I t  is  also noted in  the
10 Pft fiOlite ra tu re  * * that tapering o f UP structures improves
the performance ch aract^ is tics . However, the exponential 
d istribution  o f d e c t r ic a l parameters resu lts in  simpler 
analysis and ease in fabrication^^ as c(mpared to other 
non-\uiiformly £P thin-^ilm structures.
A networc having greater number of terminals is  capable 
of providing greater number o f subnetworics as compared to 
the networJc which has leaeer number o f terminals. The 
performance of these subnetworks may be d iffe ren t and may 
not be obtained from the subnetworks o f the lower terminal
- 1 7 2
network. With these objeotlreB in view, a new five * la yer  
fiTe*terB)inal eaponentially tapered W  structure is  
proposed and i t s  in d e fin ite  immittanoe paraneters are 
evaluated* The chapter is  organised in  the follow ing 
manner,
Ehe fiv e * la y e r  tapped disttibuted 
network is  disouseed in  Section 6.£. Section 6.3 deals 
with the mathcnatical analysis o f th is network and i t s  
in de fin ite  adnittance and impedance matrices are obtained 
in  Sections6.3.1 and 6.3.S resp ectivd y . Section 6.3.3 
disoussee tiie necessary modifications in  the resu lts of 
sections6.3.1 and 6,Z»2  in  order to take into account 
the stray parasitic  capacitance e ffe c t  existing among 
d iffe ren t film s o f the micro*structure at high fvequencies. 
Lastly# in  Section 6.5, concluding roaarks are given.
6,2 THE HTE-LATBa TAPERED DISTfilBUTSD
KJBTWOiaC.
The fiv e - la y e r  tapered distributed Rg» 
network having eaponential tapering i s  shown in  Fig.6.1 . 
The proposed q^b o l to r^ resen t th is network is  i^owxi 
in  P ig .6.2 . I t  i s  re ferred  to as Eg* 
network since i t  consists o f a re s is t iv e  layer ( ) «
a d ie le c tr ic  la y «r  a re s is t iv e  layer ( ) ,  a





















P ig .6.2 Symbolic Representation of the E:q?onentially 
Tapered Rg- Cg^ -^ R^ -^ C^q-  Network
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la y t f  ( )* arranged in  that ordtir. The layer is  in
perfect contact with the outer surface of the d ie lec tr ic  
layer arid thus proTides its  e le c tr ica l contact. In  
the present case the PUL resistance and capacitance of 
the d iffe ren t layers are e3Q)on^tial functions o f the 
length Beasured from one end, and can be obtained by 
exponentially tapering the width o f the Biicro-structure 
and are defined as
r j ( i )  - Rg exp(2kx) (6.1 a)
c g i(x ) - CgjL exp(- 2kx) (6.1 b)
- R^ exp(21cx) (6 .1  c)
Cio ( 6.1 d)
where and are the respect!ve values
of the parameters at xiO and x is  the distance measured 
froBi Idle iz^ut ^ d  o f the nicro»struoture« while led is  
called  Ihe teper factor and d is  i t s  length.
6. 3 ANALYSIS OF THE NETWORK
The tranamission lin e  modd fo r an demental section 
Ax, at a distance x from the input end o f the micro - 

















H g ,6, 3 Elemental Section o f the E3q)onentially Tapered
^2" ®2l" ^10* Network
~1?6
in applicatlaa ot the Kirohhoff *8 laws to the incremeatal 
model of F lg ,6 .3  which l6 Iz i it la l ly  rdaxed , glveB
0 0
1 «
0 -  r.
-P 0 0 0
10
(6.2)
where p stcoids fo r  complex frequency variable. In  
the above equations; i^  *  1^(3^ fo r xtel,£ represents the 
current in  the re s is t iv e  layer, and e^ *  and
e^ “  *g(3c) repres&it the port voltages o f the re s is t iv e  
la y t fs  andBg measured w.r.t.-Oie conductive layer 
(0^  and the re s is t iv e  layer respectively .
The characteristic equation corresponding to £qn.^.i2)
is
-  X 0 - r g ^1
0 -  X 0 •  0 (6.3)
P 0 -  X 0
P -  P Cio 0 -  X
-17V
or
X*- X® p(r^ Oio* C jj* rg  Cg^)+ P^r^XgCioOj^ -  0 .
Ttaae, the roots of tiae above biquadratic equation in
X are
• a» Xg « -  a, ^3 ■ P * - p
i^ «re
ct »  (b 4- if 1)2 • ^  ) / 2 
P ® - <»> -  Tfci .  4 ,) / 8
and
»> -  p ( * i  «10+ Ogi+ »8  On)
c -  p® rg Cj^ Q
H«ice« the general solution fo r port voltages (e^) and 
layer c\urrents (i^ ) can be esqpreased as
•3®(ax)+ e3qp(- ax)+ exp(px)+ «xp (-  px)
fo r  n «  It  £
and
ija -  \  •XP(ofx)-»'^ « c p ( - a x )+ C ^  e3qp(piO>I^ «3q>(- px)
fo r  m ■ 3t 4
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whtfe •te.y ar« boundary oonstants. Out
of these aizteea boundary conetefntSt ozay four are 
indeptfident and the remaining are esqpresaible in  terns of 
the four conetanto as girea  beloir.
Noir starting with
ej^  «  A eatp(ax)^B ea5><« «x)-*-C eacp(px)+]) e rp (»  px) (6.4)
and using the reilations b^ow, obtainable fr< »  S(pi8,(6.1)
ij^ *  -  exp(* £kx) / de^ / dx
ig  ■
•g -  [exp(2icx) dij^ / dx ♦  p ej^]/ p Cgj^  
in tumy we have
ij^  ■ “'JjLaA eaqp(a -  0c)x -  aB exp(- a • 0c)x ♦ pO exp(p» 2k)x
-  pD exp(- p - 2lc)x j (6.6)
i g  ■ - aA(lfmj^) exp(a* ac )x » aB(l»-Bg) e x p (-  a -  Ek)x
♦ pC(Xfn3^ ) exp (p -ac )x -p D d fttg ) exp(-p‘-21c)x j
(6.6)
•g «  exp(ax)+ a ig  exp (- ox)+ On^  ^ cxp(px)
♦ Dnp exp (^ px) (6,7)
w h& 9
i£ "  ^ IC ^ g l ]/  ®22. •
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-  °1(/®£1 • [  P (P* ^ ) ]  / (P Cgi H )  »
“ 2  • °1 </ °2 1  •tp(P-»'2Ic) j/ (p  Rj)
Heferring to 21g,6*3« we may defLie
XOT ■ a 1,£ (6.8)
— « ( * ) fo r  r  «  Ot4 o or responding to 
3v>d t - l , S  (6«9)
In  -  V * ) (6.10)
XmO
1^1 fo r  u »  3,4 corrospondlng to 
jpMd w = 2|1 (6.11)
Bnploying Bq|i8j(6.4) *(6,7) with Sq^sjC6.^ *  (6.U>, we get
Bg «  Afoig Bfnj  ^ 0<-ng D
(6.18^
(6.12b)
- 1 8 0
■ -  A txpU d )- B «xp (-  o d )-  0 exp(pd)- D «^ (-p d )
(6 .12c)
«xp (ad )- a ig expC- « d ) -  eaq?(pd)
-  3Hig Mcp(- pd) (6.1£d)




I ,  -
[ -  a (lf* j^ )A  ♦ a (l+ »g )B  -  ^{l¥Xi^)0 V p (l^a£)D ]A2 (6.13b)
[ad+ULi)
«xp( -  acd) /•xp(ad) A- a (iMftg) «sp( -  od) B
♦ •aqt»(pd)0-p(l+ag)«*p(-^d)D]/Bg (6,13o)
I 4 ■ tacp(-aDi) {a •aq>(«d)A-o «tp (-ad )B ^  p •xp(pd)C -
-  p •xp (- pd)D)/Hj^ (6.13d)
B «ferrizi£ to H g.6 ,4 » the node and port TOltages and
44currants can be e:qpree8ed ae
*1 •  -  0^ (6.14*)
*2 ■ »£ • (6.14b)
»8 ■ 3^ ‘ (6.14c)
*4 '  ^4 - (6.14d)
^  ■ To -  T4 (6.14.)
and
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l - ' l ~ h (6 .18.)
£ * ^ 2 - h (6.18b)
3 “  ^3 ••^4 (6.18c)
4 ■■'4 - ' o (6.18d)
0 “  ^0 - • ' l (6.15e)
AlfciO applying KirchhoIf*6 Le»ir6 to F lg,6«£  gives
Bg «  -  (E^ 4^.B^ ^K2+E^ ) (6.16)
(6,17)
6,3.1 IHDSHHITE iUXilTTtfrCE HAZBIX
Solving S<^«i5.1S) fo r  the conetante A, B, C and D 
in termB of port voltages and and fiir th tf
eoqpreasing then in  terms o f node voltages 
and Vq from Eqns.0.14),tbe fo llow ing resu lts are obtained.
A -  { T  ^r e35>(-ad) { (l+Hg) (ag-Mj^) •3qp(^d)-(I^H j^ ) (»g-ng)
eo5>(- pd) } ♦ (l«mg) : *
Vg[ exp(-ad) { (Og-Hi) •atp(pd)-(mg-Ug) e3cp(-pd) > >
33
Y^[ (Mg-ng) eacp(pd)-(B2-n^) e:q?(-pd)
-  eacpC-* od) J -
T^[ (a g iig ) sxpCpdJ^d^ng) (m g ^ ) « p ( - p d )
-  ( l+ » 2  ^ « p ( -  ad) j ♦
\ [  n3^(mgtig)(exp(pd)4-Mqp(- arp)d ) nig(agTij^)
(exp (- pd)+exp(-tt-»“^ -n£(nj^"ng) (•xp (n td )+ l) j }  / X
B «  { -  Tj^[ esp(ad) { (l+iXg) e x p (p d )-(l+ ii3^ ) (mi"n£)
e x p (- pd)} ♦ (nj^-ng) ] +
\ [  e35>(ad) { exp(pd)-(mj^nig) exp(- pd) } +
♦ J “
33cp(pd)-(iaj^iij^) eaqp(* pd)-(nj^iig)«3qp(ad) ] ♦
T^[ (l>n^) (» 2^ nig) exp(pd)-d+iig) •xp(-pd) -
-  (ttx*«p) •acp(ad) ] -
V©[ nj^(mj^nig)(e3qp(pd)+e3qp(o-p)d)- a2(ax“*h.^
(e3q>(- pd)+exp(a+p)d)-«j^(n^-ng) («xp (ad )+ l) ,} / X
• w  X
-  [ •ap(- pd) ( (l+Bg) exp(od)
(mg-ng)«xp(-ad) }♦  (l«.xig) ]+
Tg[ «3qp(- pd) { (mj^-ng)exp(ad)-(mg-ng)exp(icd) } +
(■ s '* ! )  J ■
Yj [ (ag-ttg) exp (ad) -(mj -^ng) «xp( • ad) -(agTij^) «xp( -  pd) ] +
^4 [ “^ £*“ 2^  exp(od) -d+mg) «xp(-  od) -
-  (Ifxig) (ag-«j^)®xp(- pd) ] -
?  ^[ aj^(mg-ng) (exp(ad)-»-eatp(- a-p)d)-^gUj^-ng)
(•xp(- ad)4-eip(a -  p)d)-*ig(mg-«j^) («xp(-pd)fi - ]}/x
and
D -  { T j[ .xp(pa) {
eacp(- ad) } ♦  (»g -»i) j “
Tg[ Mqp(pd) { ( « 3 -^n3^)«xp(ad)-(B2 -nj^)#xp(- ad) } 1 ♦
V3[ (mg-Oi) exp(ad) -(n^nij^) eatpC-  ad) -(mg-m^ )^ exp^pd) j -  
[ (1+ttj^ ) ®acp(ad) -(l>mg) (xbj^ Hj^ ) exp(- od) -
(Uxij )^ (ag-mj^ ) «acp(pd) j ♦
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V  212(1113^ -
(«x p (-  ad)+exp(a+p)d)- iii(ia2” “ 1 ) (e3cp(pd)fl)]}/ X
where
Im  (n^-w^) (aj^nig)[ exp (o-p )d fexp (-a+P )d  ] -  (agHg)
[•xp(o+p)dfe3q>(-a«^)d ]♦ 2(n.j^-ng) (mg-aij )^
A substitution o f the above constants in  £q;ns,^,l^ and
(6,17) gLves the In d e fin ite  admittance matrix for the network 







^28 *^ 28 ^24 ^20 »2
^32 ^84 ^30 '^ 3
^41 ^42 ^48 ^^ 44 ^40 »4
’^Ol ^02 ^03 ^04 ^00.
where*
^11 *  "  eatp(pd) e3qp(od)+(mg- n^) exp{- ad )}
-  il+n^) exp(- pd) { (m^- iig) e3qp(ad) + ( « 2-  n^) exp( -  a d )}
+ ( » l “  ng)(2fnj>iag) J ♦p/(JDRj^ ) [ (l+Bg) e3cp(ad) {(n^ -n^ )
eap (pd )> (m ^-ng)exp (-pd )} -  (1+oJj^ ) exp (-ad )
{ (B g -  nj )^ e3q)(pd)+(Bg- ng) ejqp(- p d )} + ( » £ -  m^) (Sfn^+Hg) ,
T l ,  -  .  /  ( ® i ) [  eaqpCpd) { ( bj^- n^)exp(ad) + (B g - n^) «xp ( -  a d ) } 
- e x p ( - p d ) {  (bj^ - n g )# x p (a d )^ (B g -n g )«x p (-o d ) }
♦2 (n j^-ng)j -  p / (XR] )^ [exp(ad) { (b^^-Hj^)exp(pd)
+ (bj^ -x ig )exp (-pd )} -  exp (-ad ) { (Bg-n^^) exp(pd) ♦
(B g - ng)e3q)(- pd )} ♦  E (Bg- Bj )^ ]
^ 1 3  *  "  ® / [exp(pd) (B^+Bg-2ng) -  exp(- pd) (Bj^ -^Bg- En )^ -
(n^^-ng) (e3qp(ad)>eacp(-ad)) p / (XR^ )^ [exp(ad)
(2ttg- ng) -  e x p (-  ad) (a »j^ - n^^- ng) - (B g -  b ^)
(eaq>(pd)+exp(- pd ) ) j
T i4 -  a / (XR^) [ (1+nj )^ 63qp(pd) (B^+Bg- £ng)-(1+ng) exp( -  pd)
(Bj^+Bg- 2n^)-(n j^- ng) { (l>».Bj^)exp(ad) + (l+ B g )e z p (-  ad)i j
-  p / (XRj )^ [ (1-i-Bj )^ exp(ad) (2Bg- n^^- ng )-(1+B g) e x p (- ad)
(2bj^- n^^- n g ) - (B g -  Bj^) { (l-».n3^)exp(pd)+(l*i-ng)exp(- pd)
*186
a /(XB^ )^ [n  ^ •ap(^d)(■^♦mg- JSiig)- e ^ ( -  pd) 
(ittl+Bg- 2 0 ^ ) ng) exp(- pd)
{ (bj *^ xig) «xp(ad) + (»g - Bg) exp(- ad) } -  iig exp(pd)
{ (mj^- xij^)«xp(ad) + (Big- nj^)e3qp(- od) } •  (n^^- iig)
exp(ad)+Big exp(- ad)}] + p / (XRj^ ) [ wl^  exp(ad) 
(aig- ng) -  mg exp(- ad) n^- iig) -(iig- jl^ )
I exp(pd)-mg exp(- pd) } + exp(- ad) {(mg- n )^ 
exp(pd)>(mg- xig)exp(- pd) } -  mg exp(ad) { (m^ -^ n^ )^ 
« 9>(pd) ♦ (m^ -^ ng) exp(- pd) } -  (mg- m^ )^ (n^+ng) j
 ^ (l+ng )e3q>(pd) { (1-KBg) (m^ -^ ixj^)exp(ad) +
( 1*^2)  (mg- XLj) exp(- a d )} -  (Un^^) eaq>(- pd)
{ ( 1-i-mg) (m^- iXg) exp (ad )> (l4«j^) (mg- iig) eaqp(- o d ) } 
•►2 (l-wij^)(l+mg)(xij^- xig)] ♦  p / (XEg) t (1+mg) exp(ad)
{ (Ung) (m^- n^) exp(pd) + (l-wij^) (m^ -^ xig) exp(- pd)} -  
(1+mj^ ) exp(- ad) { (1+iig) (mg- iij )^ exp(pd)-»-(l+Bj^)
(mg- zxg) exp (- pd) }  + 2 ( l+ n ^ )  (l+Hg) (o g - m^ )^ ;
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Ygg -  a / (XBg) [e jp (pd ) ( (H-mg) (oj^- n^) exp(od)+(l+a 3^ ) ( «g -  
exp(- ad)} -  exp(- pd) { ( l+ » 2  ^( » i *  ng)exp(ad)^
(l+mj^ ) (mg- ng)exp(- ad) (Hj^ - xig) (Efm^ +^mg) J -  
P / ( X R g ) [  exp(ad) {(l^n2)(B 3^ -Hj^)axp(pd) n^ )
exp(-pd)} -e3cp(-ad) { (l^iig) (mg-n^ )^ exp(pd)+(H-nj^)
(mg- xig)oxp(- pd)} ♦ (mg- m^ )^ (»fn^<fng)]
Tg3 * -  a / (ffig) [ eaqp(pd) { (Um^) (mg- ng)+(l4®g) (m^ -^ iig)} -  
exp(- pd) { (mg- + (m^ -^ xij) } -  (n^- iig)
((l>mg)exp(ad)+(l+mj^)e:q?(- ad)}] ♦ p / (IRg) [exp(ad)
(mg- ng) + (l+ng) (mg- n^ )^ } -  exp(- ad) { (1+Hj^ ) (m^ -^ n )^
♦ (l+iij^Xmj -^ iij^ ) } -  (mg-m^ )^ { (l+ng)exp(pd)+(Un^) exp(- pd)}
Yg  ^-  a / (XRg) [ ( l4-nj )^exp(pd) { (l+m^ )^ (mg- ng)+(l-».mg) (m^ -^ ng)}
-  (l-mg)exp(- pd) { (l+mj )^(mg- nj^ )-t-( l+mg) (m^ -^ xt^ )^ } -  
(Um^ )^ (l^mg) (nj -^ ng) (exp(ad)+e3qp(- ad))] -  p / (XRg) 
[(l+mj^)exp(ad) { (l+n^ )^ (mg- ng)+(l+iig) (mg- n^ )^ } -  
(Umg) exp(- ad) { (Unj^) (mj^ - ng) + (l+ng) (m^ -^ n }^ .
(exp(pd) ♦ e x p (-p d )) (Uxij^) (1+xig) (mg-m^^)j
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TgO «  -  a / (ffig )[ exp(pd){ (1+mj^ ) (* g -  ng) + (l-»-a2) (®j^- iig) } -
»2 •^P^* { (U o i) (»2* “ i )   ^ “ *^^ 1“ “2)
{mj^(l-mg)exp(od)+ttg(l+mj^)e3q?(-ad) }♦  exp(- pd)
{ (Umg) (mj -^ ng)e3qp(od)+(l-HBj^)(mg- xig)e3qp(- od) ; -  
ng e:q?(pd) [ exp(od)+(Uin^) ( » g -  iij^)exp(- ad)]
-  (nj^* ng) [ mj^«ig^anjmg } ]♦  p / (XEg) [ 1^  exp(ad) { (1+xij^ ) 
(mg- ng)-»-(lfng) (mg- ny)} -  mg «x p (-  od) ( {U n^) (m^- xig)
♦ (l*.x»g) (mj -^rij )^} -(ttg-mj^X n3^(l+ng)eaqp(pd)+ng(un^) 
exp(- pd)} + mj^  exp (-od ) { (l^ng) (mg- iij^)«3qp(pd) +
(l+nj )^ (mg- ng) exp(- pd)} -  mg exp(ad){ (l+Hg) (m^ -^ n^ )^ 
exp(pd) + (l#-n3^) (m^ -^ iig)«xp(- pd)} -  (mg- m^ )^
1 V *^ g  *^1^2  ) 3
-  a e3tp(- acd) / (2Rg)[ (ifxig) «xp(pd) { (X+m^ ,) (mg- n^ )^ ♦
(1+mg) (m -^ xij^ )} -  exp(- pd) { (l+m^ )^ (mg- n^ ) +
(1-HBg) ng)} 4 (l+m^ )^ (Ifmg) (n^ -^ xig) (eaq?(od)+exp(- od)) ] 
- p  exp(-2icd)^^(l-fmg)«xp(ed) { (l+nj )^ (m^-xig)4(l+ag)
(mj^ - nj )^} -  (Umj^)«:qp(- od) { (l+n^ )^ (m^- ng) + (l+ng)
(mg- n ^ )} ♦ (l+n^^) ( l « i g )  (mg- m^ )^ (exp(pd)*»-exp(- pd)) j
•'x89
T j g .  -  a expC- acd)/(XRg)[ •xp(pd){ (l+m^) (n g -n ^ )+ (U «g )
(■j^- nj^)}- 63qp(- pd) { ( l+ « i )  ( « g -  ng)+(l+Bg) (m^- xxg);
(Bj^- ng) { (1+Bj^ ) exp(ad)+ (1+mg) exp( • «d)} j ♦ 
p e3q)(- 2kd)/(2Rg)[ exp (ad) { (1+nj^ ) («j^-ng)-i.(l+ng) (m^-n^) 
-exp ( -ad ) {  (Unj^)(ag-ng)+(l«.xig) (Mg-nj^) }> (»2* “i) 
[(l-fnj^)exp(pd) ♦ (l+ng)exp(-pd)J]i
«  a «cp(- 2kd)/(XBg)[ exp(pd){ (Ua^^) (*g-ng) #xp(od) ♦
(l-^Bg) (b^- ng) exp(- ad )} -  «cp (-  pd) { U*n^) (mg- n^) 
exp(ad)^(l+Bg) (bj^- n^)exp(- od)} -  (a^- ng) (E-m^+Bg) ] -  
p «xp(-2kd)/(XBg)[ e:qp(ad) ( (l+n^^) (Bg-xig) exp(pd) ♦
(Ung) (Bg- n^ )^ «x p (-  pd)} -  exp(- ad) { (l^n^^) (b^- ng) 
exp(pd)+(1+ttg) (bj^- n^ )^ #xp ( -  p d )} -  (Bg- m )^ ( SfOj^+ng) ]
T34 *  -  o «xp (- acd)/(2Rg)I (1+nj )^ #xp(pd) {(l+B3^)(mg- ng) 
•xp(ad)-i-(UBg) (bj -^ ng)#xp(- ad)} -  (l-*-ng) exp(- pd)
{ (Ub^) (Bg- nj^ ) •aq>(ad)-»-(l+Bg) (bj^- n^ )^ exp (- od)} -  
(1+Bg) (nj^-ng) ] ♦ p «xp (-  2kd)/(XRg)[ (1+Bj )^ exp(ad) 
iU n^ ) (Bg- ng) exp(pd)+(Ung) (Bg- n^ )^ exp(- pd) } -  (Umg) 
«xp (-  od ){ (Un^) (m^ -^ n^) •xp(pd) + (l^ng) (b^ -^ nj^)«aq>(- pd)}
-  Ed+n^ )^ (Ifttg ) (b -  m )^ j
-1 ^ 0
^30 "  ® exp(- 2kd)/(}®g) [n ^  exp(pd) { (Umj^) (mg- ng)«xp(ad) ♦ 
(l+ «g ) (*j^- Hg)expj(* ad) }  -  iig exp (- pd) ( (1+Bj )^ ( « g -  
exp(od)-f(l<>mg) («j^- Hj^)exp(* od)} ♦ exp(- pd)
{ (l-Mttj^ ) (mg- xig)^(Umg) (mj^ - xig) ] -  ag •xp(pd) { (l+m^ )^ (mg-
♦ (l*mg) (mj^-xij )^ } -  (nj^-ng) (mgd+m^ )^ (l+exp(adJ)fmj^(l^mg) 
(Uexp(-ad )}} ] •  p «qp(- 2icd)/(XEg)[ m^^  eaq?(ad) { (1-^ n^ )
(mg- xig) •iqp(pd)+(lfng) (mg- n )^ exp(- pd)} -  mg exp(- ad) 
{(1+nj^) (mj^ - ag)exp(pd)*»‘(Xfng) (m^ -^ nj^)exp(- pd)} mj^ «jqp(- ttd) 
{ (1+nj^ ) (mg- ng)+(l+xig) (mg- n^ )^} -  mg ei?>(ad) { (1+n )^ (m -^ iXg)
♦ (1+ng) (mj^ - TLj) } -  (mg- m^ )^ { ng(l+nj^) (Uexp(pd) )♦ 
nj^d+ng) (l-i-®xp(- pd) )};
Y4X -  o «xp(- £kd)/(XB^)[ ( l 4.ag)«qp(pd)(m24mg- 2n^)*y«xp(* pd) 
(mj^«g- 2ng)+(aj^- Ug) {(l^ -mg) txp(ad)4(l+mj^)exp(- ad) i ] -  
p exp(- £icd)/(2R^}[ d4TO2)<Kp(ad)(£mj^-aj^-ng)- (Um^) 
exp(- ad) (aig- ag)+(mg- m^ )^ {  (Uag) exp(pd)-»-(2>nj )^ 
exp(- pd)} j
T^g -  • a «x p (-  21cd)/(XBj )^ [ exp(pd) (m^-fmg- 2n^)^ exp(- pd)
(mj^+mg- 2ag) + (aj^- ag) («35)(ad) -  ® xp (-ad ))] ♦pexp(-2kd)/(IRj^)
(•35) (ad) (a»j^- a^ -^ xig) -  •xp(- ad) (aig- a^- ag)+(mg- m^ )^ 
(exp(pd)+e3q>(- pd))]
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^ 4 5 - a exp(- &d)/(XRj^) [exp(pd) { (»g -x ig ) •xp(od)-»-(M]^-iig) 
exp(- ad)} -  exp (- pd) ((mg- n^) exp(ad)+(* 2^ - n^) 
exp (-ad ) } - 2 (nj^-ag) ] - p exp(-Slcd)/(XRj^) [exp(ad) 
(U g -  ng) exp(pd)-»-(«g- Hj^ ) «x p (-  pd) } -  exp(- ad)
{(mi* ag)exp(pd)+(aj^- x i y ) 9 x p { -  pd) } -  2(mg- m^) ]
T44 -  -  a exp(- £Jcd)/(XRj^)[ (l+n^^) eaq>(pd) {(*g -n g )exp (ad ) ♦ 
(a^* xig) eaqp(-ad)} -  ( 1 +ag) «aqp(-pd) Uttg* n^ )^ 
•xp(od)+(aj^-aj^) e x p (-o d )} -  (a^^-ag) (Staj^^mg) ] ♦ 
p exp(- 2lcd)/(XBj^) [(l+Bj^) exp(od){ (*g *  ftg) expCpd) ♦ 
(xiig-a^) eacp(-pd)} -  (l> «g ) exp (-ad ) { (a^^-ag) ®a3)(pd)■► 
(mJ^ - a^ )^ exp(- pd) } -  (fflg- aj )^ (E^a^^+ag)]
T^q * a exp(- EJcd)/(XRj )^[ a^  ^ exp(pd) 1 (ag - ag)•xp(ad)+(aj^- ag) 
•xp (- ad)} -  ag exp(- pd) { (mg- a^ )^ •xp(ad)-f (m^ -^ a^ )^ 
•:q)(-ad)} -  (a^ -^ ag) (aj^^ag)-».aj  ^ «xp (- pd) (mj^ 4.mg-£ag) -  ag 
•xp(pd) (mj^ +mg- 2bj^)-(Hj^- »g ) (mg •xp(ad)+mj^ exp(- a d ); j -  
p «xp(-£Jcd)/(ffij^)[ «ip(ad) { (mg-ag) «xp(pd)+(mg-a^) 
9xpi -  pd) } -  mg «aq>(- ad) { (m^- ag) exp(pd)i.(m3^- a^ )^ 
•xp (- pd) } ♦ e3qp(- ad) (Stag- a^ -^ ng)-mg exp(ad)
c^a. * ['(exp(ad)- exp(- acdJ(VRi+(l*»g)/®2) “^ l *
exp(pd)*(l<fn^) (bj^- rig)«xp(- pd) } ♦ (exp(- ad) -  exp(«2kd)) 
( lA i> (l+ «x )/ R g ) { ( l+ n g )(«2 *  nj^)exp(pd)-(l+nj^)(Mg- n^) 
eaqp(- pd) } +(nj^- iig) { (l>«g) (1-  «xp(a-2k)d) (lA i>(l+»i)/^g)
♦ d-i-Bj^ ) (l-«q)(-tt-2k)d) (a/^j+(l+Bg)/Rg) } ] • p/X [(«xp(pd)- 
exp(-21cd)) (VEx+(l'»'ttg)/R2) { (l«ig ) (m^ -^n^ )^ «cp(ad)-(1+Bj^ )
(Big- Oj^ ) «3q?(- od) } ♦(eag)(- pd) -  «q>(-Skd)) (lA j> (l+n 3^ )/Hg) 
((l^ag) xig) exp(ad) (Og- iig) « p ( -  ad) } ♦(Og- n^ )
{(l-fxig) (1- e3qp(p-2ic)d) (VSj+(lfnj^)/Eg)4'(l+n^) (l-exp(-p-ac)d)
(VRi+(l+ttg)A2) } ]
iQg -  -  o/X [(exp(ad)- exp(- 2kd)) (VK j> (U »g)Ag) {(a j- n )^
M t p ( p d ) n g ) e x p ( -  pd) } ♦ (exp(- ad)-,exp(- 2kd))
( { ( *g-  n^)  e:q) ( Pd) -(m g - ng) exp( -  p d ) } ♦
(nj^- iig) { (1-  •3qp(a-2k)d) (l/Ej^^(l+«j^)/Ilg)4( l -  exp(- a-Elc)d) 
(VHj^*(i^«g)A2) J ♦ P/Xgexp(pd)- «cp(- 2W))
( V R l^ (l+n g )A £ ) { ( “ i *  exp(ad) -(mg* \ )  exp(- a d )}
t(«cp (- Pd) -  «p(-EkdJ(VBi+(l*ni)^ 2  ) {(■ !- Dj.).xpCad)-
(« j , -n g ).,p (-«d )} ( (1.  «p(p-£lc)d)
(VB i*(l+n i)/»g )+ (i. «xp(-p-8lc)d)(l/Bj,+ (l+ng)/*j, )i ]
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Tq3 «  a/X [ (1- #xp(a -  2k) d) { (»g*
taEp(pd)*(mg-nj^)axp(-^d)} ♦ (1- t r p i ^  a “ 2k)d) 
(l/tlj;f(l+*2)/Rg) ng)e3tp(pd)-(mj^-Dj^)exp(- pd) } -
(nj^-iig) ((expCod)- e:qp(-2kd)) (l/Rj+d+mg)/^^) +
(e x p (-  a d )-  exp (-2k d ))(V R 3^+(l+»3^ )A 2 ) p A  
U-exp<p-2Jc)d) (l/Bj+(l-»-nj^)/Rg) { (*g -x ig ) exp(od) -  
(m ^^-ng)exp(-ad ) } ♦  (1 -  exp (- p-2k)d)
( (mg- taqpCad) -  (m^ -^ } *  ^®2* “ l^
{(# aq ? (p d )- «3 q p (-2 lc d )) (a / R j+ (l4 n g )/ R g )+ («p (-  p d ) - « a p ( -2kd ))
^04 -  -  o/X [ (1 - •^^oL -  2fc)d) (1/Rj^^(l4«3^)/Rg) { (UHj^) (Bg- ng)
exp(pd)-(1+iXg) (Mg- xij^ )«^ (- pd) } ♦  (1 - 63cp(- o-2k)d)
(lA i+(lt®g)/Rg) (mj -^ ng) e3cp(pd) -(U iig ) (m^ -^ n^)
exp(- pd) } -  (hj -^ ng) (^eiqp(ad)- exp(- 2kd)) (lAj^<-(l+«g)/^g)
(l-mj^)^( exp( -  ad) -  exp(-2kd)) (l+«j^)/Rg) (U «g ) } ] ♦pA
;(1- exp(p-2k) d) (l/^3^+(l*n3 )^/Rg) { (l+m^ )^ (Bg- ng) exp(ad) -
(U B g ) (B j^ -n g )e x p ( - a d )  } ♦ ( ! -  eaq?(-p-2k)d) (V R 3^ ( 1 +Bg)/Rg)
( (1+B^) (Bg- n^) «aq>(ad) -(1+Bg) (bj_- n^) «atp(- ad) W »£“ » i )  
{(«qp(pd)- w p (“«kd))(l/R2t(^^*^2)/^ 2^
•:q»(-Ekd)) (VR l+(l^n^)A£) (^ » g )  ) ]
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Yqo -  a/I [ (1* exp(a -  2k)&) ng)«xp(p(J)-
iigCmg- nj^)exp(- pd)} ♦ ( ! -  •*? (- a«21c)d) (VR3^ +(l+«g)/Eg) 
ri2)exp(f»d)- ng(»i- nj)exp(- pd) } -  (n^- n )^
I (exp(od)-eqp(-2kd))(V^j;f(l«»-»2)/Rg)»j^(exp(« ad)-«)(-0cd)) 
(lAj^(l>mj^)/Rg)M2 } -  («xp( ad) -  exp(-2kd)) (l/li3^ +(UiBg)/Rg) 
(Ml* n i)«3c p ( p d ) - n g ) e x p ( - p d ) }  -  («xp (-ad )- 
eaq?(- 3cd)) (lA ^+ (l+ »i) A 2) «*P(Pd) * ^ 2^
e3cp(- pd)} -  (xij -^ iig) {»2^^* * 2k)d)(VRjKl^mj^)/Rg)4-
mj^d- eaqp(-a •2Jc)d) (VRj^+(l+«g)/Rg)} ] -  p/X [(l-«xp(p-£k)d) 
(l/Rj+(lfnj^)/Hg) I a2.^ ®£* “g) exp(ad) “ » 2^®l" » 2^ «*p(- ad) ; ♦ 
(1-  Mqp(-p^ic)d) (1/Rj^4.(lfng)/Rg) { m3^ (»2* “1) •3q?(«d) -  
“ £^ “1" } * “^2* (nj^(exp(pd)- «xp(-a:d))
(l/Rj^+(l+ng)/Rg)4-ng(exp(- pd) -  « p ( - 21cd)) (l/lij4»(l+n^)/Hg) ♦
(exp(pd) -
eap( -2lcd)) (1/Rj+ (Un2)/Rg) {- Hj) «xp(ad)+mj^
“^2* ai)®3Q>(- ad )} + (exp(- pd) -  eaqp(-2Jcd))
{- « 2^*1* tt^«3qp(«d)+mj^(*g- ng)exp(- ad) } -  (*g- a^ )^
A 2)
 ^rigd- exp(p-2ic)d)(V®j;f(lfnjy+nj^(l- exp(-p-2Jc)d)
(l/E3^+(l+ng)A2)n
6 • 3. £ INDEFIfil S£ IHF£DAliD £ MAB I^X
Solving Eqptifi. (6 .13 )for the ooaBtante A* B, C soad C 
in  terms of node cfurreate I p  and 1^ wMoh are
fiorther ej^reseed in terne o f port cor rente and
froB £q;a8, (6.15). The foUowlzig resu lts are obtained.
A * -  1/tiL [ [ «xp(- ad) ( -(n^ -^ Mg) (Ifttg) exp(pd)-f(ng- Hg)
(l+nj^)e:q)(-pd)} ♦(l+Mg) (n^^-n^) ]+Jg [ exp(-od) { -(ng-*g) 
(Rg«f ( l4nj^ )R j^ ) exp( -  p d)> (n^ -^ (p d) •
(nj^- ng) rRg+(l-»-*g)Rj^ 2 [ “^ 2“  ®2^  (exp(p+2k)d ♦
exp(- a -  p)d)-(n^- *g) exp(-f+Ek)dfexp(- o-»f)d)-f(n^- ng) 
(exp(- o+2lc)dfl) e3q?(£lcd) { -(ng-Bg)(Rg^(lf-nj^)Rj^)
exp(pd)>(nj^- ■2)(Rg+(l+ng)Rj^)exp(- pd)-(nj^- ng) 
(Rg-f(l^ag)Rj^)exp(- od) } e*p(£icd) Rj^  { (ng- Mg) (1+a^) 
exp(pd) -(aj^- «g) (!♦»£) exp(- pd)+(n^- ng) (l«ig ) exp( -  ad)}}
B •xp (od ) [  -  (ttj^- m^) ( I f t t g )  eaqp(pd)^(ng- m^)
(l4.nj^)exp(- pd) } ♦  (1+m^) (n ^ - ng) ]  ♦ J g [  •3q>(ad) ( (n^^- m )^
(Rgf(JU-ng)Bj^)exp(pd)- (ng-ajexp(- pd) (RgfRj^(Unj^)) } -
“^ 1 “  *^ 2^  i 2[ *^^ 2* “ 1  ^(•xp(p-*-£k)d ♦
•xpia -  p)d)-(s^- tt^ ) (exp(-p>£k)dfexp(a+p)d)+(nj^- ng)
(exp(a+2k)d + 1) j ♦ exp(2lcd) { -  (ng- ) (Rg4(lfnj^)Rj^)
exp(pd)+(nj^- Bj^ ) (Rg+(l+ng)Rj^)exp(- pd)-(nj^- ng)
(Rg4.(l>Bj^)R^)exp(ad)} ♦ Jq eaqp(21cd) {(ng- Bj^)(ifnj^)
exp(pd)-(nj-m3^) (Ung)exp(- pd)4(nj^. (1+ai)•3Q)(ad)}}
C «  -  1/pX [w C - p d ) !  (iig* Bij^ ) (l+mg)eaq>(ad)-(ng-Big)
(l4 «j,) eacp(- ad)} -(l+ iig ) (mg* >  Jg [«x p (-  pd)
[- (n g - mj^ ) (Bg+(l+ag)R^«xp(ad)+(ag- aig) (Rg(l+Bj^)Rj^) exp(- ad )} 
♦ (»2 *  n^) ( Rg+(Ung)Rj^} ] *  J ^ g  [(iig -  mg) (•a5>(a-»-2k)d ♦
•xp(- a “ P)d)-(ng- mj )^(Mcp(- o+2k)d+exp(o " p)d)+(mg- m^) 
(exp(-p+21c)df 1) j ♦ exp(Ekd) {(iig- mg) (Rg^ (l-fmj^ )Rj^ )
exp (ad) -(ng- m^ )^ (Eg+(Umg)Rj )^ «xp(- ad)+(mg- mj)(^g+(l>ng)Rj )^ 
exp(-pd)} -J ^ ^ e x p (2kd) {(xig-mg) (l-fm3^ )exp(ad)-(xig-m^^) 
(l-i-ttg) 03q>(- od)#(mg- (l^Jig) ejcp(- pd)}}
D --V PX  {J ^ x   ^ exp(ad) * mg) (I+Bj^ )
•xp (- ad )} -  iU n ^  (m^- m^ )^ ] ♦ Jg [exp(pd) {- (n ^ - m )^
(R 2^ «3tp(ad)+(nj^- mg) (Rg+ (Um 3^ )Rj^ ) exp(- ad )} ♦
(mg- mj^ ) (Rg4(lfaj^)Rj^) ] *  {(n^ - Og) (•3cp(o^-2lc)d +
®xp(- a-*-p)d) -(nj^- mj^ ) («x p (-  «+2lc)d + •xp(a+p)d)-*.(mg- m^ )^
(•*p(p-».£k)d+ 1)} + «xp(acd) ((nj^-mg)(Rg+(Umj^)Rj^)
eatp(ad)-(nj^- m^ )^ (Rg+(Umg)R3^)*iq)(- ad)-»-(mg- m )^ (Rg+(Un^)Rj^) 
exp(pd)} -  J^ Rj^  e3q>(£Jtd) [ (Hj^ - mg) (l^m^) exp(od) -(n^^- m^ )^ 
(l-fmg) exp(- ad)+(mg- m^ )^ (l^iij^) exp(pd)}}
sue oibstLtutian of the above oonetante in Eq^a. (6.12)
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where
t (l+xig)eap(pd) { aij^)*xp(ad)^(n^- ag)e3q)(- ad)
• (Un^^) expC- pd) { (iXg- n^)exp(ad) + (ng- Og) exp(- ad) } -  
(nj^- ng) (E4.ittj+mg) j • Rj/CXp) f (l-wig) expUd) { (n^ -^ 
63qp(pd)-»-(ag-ittj )^exp(- pd) } -  (l-».«j^) exp(- ad) { (n^- iHg) 
e3qp(pd)*»'(ng- »g) exp(- pd) } -  («g - »j )^ (Sfiij^+ng) j
Zig ■ l/(Xa) [ -(Rg<f(l+ng)Rj^)exp(pd) [ (n^- m^ )^ exp(ad) + (n^- nig) 
exp(- ad) } ♦(Eg>(l*Mi3^ )Rj^)exp(- pd) {(iXg- mj^)exp(ad) ♦
(ng- mg)eai)(- a d )} iig) { ] j -
V (X p )[ ”  (Eg+(l-t-«g)Rj^)e:q)(od) { (n^^-«J^)exp(pd)•^
*^^ 2* pd)} ♦ (R 2 + (l+ * i)^ )«3 tp (“  ad)
{ (xij^- Big) ea5>(pd)^(zxg- aig) e iq )(-  p d ) } ♦  (nig- nij^ )
12(Ri^2)*»RiCai+»2)}
*13 * * «p(Skd) {wpCpdXaig- exp(- pd)
(Enj -^ (B2;fA£))>i'(n|^ * ng) (exp(od)+exp(- od))} -  txp(- pd)
{ (ttg* » i )  •xp(ad)^(ng- Big) «xp(- ad)} ♦ »xp(pd) { (n^ -^ m^) 
exp(ad)*».(nj -^ Bg) •*? (- od)} -  £(xij^ - iig) ] ♦ Eg/(Xp) 
rexp(£lcd) ( ©aEp(odjKnj^ ^ng* ^ g ) *  adXn^+ng* ♦
(■g- Bj^)(«3qp(pd)-**e^(- pd;) j ♦ exp(- od) { mg)
•3q>(^d)-i-(xig- ffig)«qp(- pd )} -  «xp(ad) { (nj^- aj^)Mcp(pd) ♦ 
(ng- m )^ exp(- pd) } ♦  2 (»g -  »j^) j
-  «cp(Ekd)/(Ia) [ (Bg+(lfr^)R i)«aq)(pd)(£ag*(m j+»g) )-  
(Rgf ( 1+Hg) Bj^ ) exp( -  p d) ( 8nj+ (m^ ^^ iBg))♦  ng)Rg
(e3Q)(ad)+®a?)(-' ad))4(Hj,-ng)Rj^{ (lf» j^ ) •xp(od)+(l*ag) 
exp (« ad) } ] -  «xp(£]cd)/(Xp)[l Rg^(lfmj^)Rj^ }exp(od) 
(nj+iig-ang)- {Rg4.(Umg)Rj^ }e x p (-a d ) (nj4^ng-aBj^)+(mg-Oj^) 
{ Rg(«xp(pd)-*-«xp(- pd))+R^((l+nj^)exp(pd)>(l-Mig)exp(- pd))
*  «xp(2kd)Rj^/(Xa) [ -(l4n3^)exp(pd) (2ng-(m j>ag))+(l+xig) 
eaqp(- pd) (Enj^ -(xaj^ mg)) -  (nj -^ ng) { (l+»j^) eacp(ad) ♦ 
(Umg)«aq>(-od)} j ♦ «xp(2icd)Rj/(Xp) [ ( 1-hb^ ) expCod)
(nj^^-ng- aig ) -(Ifiiig) e3tp(- od) “ * i )
{ (1+nj^) •xp(pd)+(l+ng) exp(-  pd)} ]
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’• 21 •  [ (!♦ »£ ) ®xp(pd) { » i )  ®3^(ad)4iaj^(nj^- «g )
e:q>(- od) } -  (l^nj^)exp(- pd) { MgCiig- m^ ) exp(ad)«»««^(n2- Bg) 
•aq>(- od ) } -  (nj^- xig) { (Bj^«g)4«aij«2} j -  Rj^/(Xp)
[ (U «g )  «xp(ad) { n g (n i* a^) exp(pd)‘fn3^ (ng- «iqp(- pd )} -  
(l-*-*j^)exp(- od) { agCn^ -^ mg) «xp(pd)-«i3^ (ng- Bg> •xp (- pd) } -  
(■ g -  {(n^+ng)+ 2 a ^ ^ }  [
Bgg «  V (Iot) C*(R|g«'(l+ng)Ri) exp(pd) { » 2 ( a i *  » i )  exp(od)4-m3^(n^- »g )
exp (- a d )} + (E ^ (lfn j^ )E j^ )exp (- pd) { ng (ng- Bj^)wcp(ad) ♦ 
Bi3^(ng-m g)#xp(-od)} ♦  ng) { (Rj^Rg) (aj^B ig)+ai^»^^i ]
-  1/(SP)[ •(Rg‘* '(l ‘* '»g )R j^ )«p (od ) {ng(nj^-*3^)exp(pd) ♦ 
n j^ (n g-»j^ )«xp (-pd )} ♦(R2^(l+m j^)R l)«xp(-od) {^gCxi^-*g) 
•xp(pd)+n3^(ng-nig)ea5)(-pd)} +(ng-m^^) { (Ej+Eg) (n^^ng) +
} ]
g g -  R|/(Xa)[ -  «q?(2M ) [eacp(pd){ ng(mj^^mg)-atj»g } -
ex p (-p d ){ n ^ (* j+ *g )-a ijB g  }♦  (n j^ -ag ) ( « 2  «xp(od) ♦
©aqpC- od)) ] -  « t p ( -  pd) {mg(ng- a^ )^ •39>(od)} ♦ eaq>(pd)
mj^ ) •3Q)(od)+aj (^ii3^- *g) Mq)(- od)} -  (n^ "^ »g) ( » 2;f«g) , 
+ Rg/(Xp) [exp(2kd) [exp(od) [ 2n^iig-»g(nj^+ng)} -exp (-ad )
{ 2n^ng- mj c^nj+xxg)} •►(mg- m^ )^ (xig •3tp(pd)+nj  ^ MtpC- pd))
«x p (-  od) {ngCwj^- m2)e3q>(pd)+H3^(iXg- m g)«cp (- pd) } -  
exp(od) mj^)exp(pd)+ii3^(ng-m j^)«xp(- pd) ]■¥
(mg-m^) (B^4Hg) ]
Z
^24*  «P (aEd )/ (lo ) [ (Rg>(l-^ni)E^)Mtp(pd)(ng(a^+njg)- -
(Bg+(lfng)R3 )^Mqp(-pd)(ii3 (^mj+mg)-aaj»g)4(xi3 -^iig) {
ivL^  •xp (- ad)<»-Bg •3q)(ad))+«jB j^j^(exp(ad)+exp(- a d ))}] -
(ad)
eaq?(acd)/(xp) [ (Rg-f(l^ittj^)Rj^) w i^adj^ng -  mg(nj^^ng)) -
A
(B^  (l^ag)R^) •xpC -  ad) ( S^Hg- ) ♦ ( “ £• ® i) I"*® 3)
(ng •aq>(pd)+a^ e3cp(- pd))^n2^n^j^(«xp(pd)+exp(- pd)) } ,
ZgQ -  MqpCacd) R j/ (Ia )[ -  (1+nj )^ (ng(nj^+mg) -  Ett^ mg) eacp(pd) -►
(l+xig) (nj^(»^^mg) -  2iBjmg)eatp(- pd)*(i»3 -^ ng) { (Bg •3q>(ad)+ 
«qp(-od))4>ij«g(«3qp(ad)-»-exp(-ad))} ] ♦ «cp(£kd)Bj/(Xp) 
[(l^Bj,) (a»ing* » 2 (»i+a£) «P (ad ) -(l^iBg) (2a^ng* m^(nj+iig)) 
63qp(- ad)4-(Bg- Bj^ ) { (ng txp(pd)+n3^ •3g>(“  pd))+n^ng(«xp(pd>4 
•aqp(-pd) )} ]
Z ji ■ Bj/(Xa) [ -d+ng) eaqp(pd) { e3q>(ad) (n^“ b ^^ ) (UBg)+e:q>(- od)
(n^^- Bg) (1+Bj )^ -  nj^(B^4Bg+E)+(Bj+Bg)+2BjBg 
exp( -  pd) { exp(ad) (ng- Bj^ ) (lf-Bg)+*xp( -  ad) (ng- Bg) (l-»«j^)-i» 
(Bj^ -i-Bg) ( 1 -  n g )-2 (BjBg^ng) } -(nj^- ttg) { -E(l*.Bj^+Bg+BjBg>f(l+m^] 
(1+bje) (exp(ad)+e;q)(- a d ) ) } ]  -  B^/(Xp) [ -(l^Bg)exp(ad) exp(p3) 
(n^- Bj^ ) (l+ng)+exp(- pd) (ng- (l*nj^)-i'2 (Bj^- n^ U^g) ♦
(n^+ng) (bj^- 1 ) } ♦ ( 1 +B3^ )«cp(- ad) { exp(pd) (n^ -^ Bg) ( 1 +ng) 
exp(- pd) (ng- Bg) (Unj^) - 2 (n^ng- Bg)-f(n3+ng) (Bg- 1 ) } -  
( » g -  m^) ! **> i j
~?01
Zgg «  V ( 2a) [ «p(P<i)(E2+(l+n2^ Rl) { exp(ad) ( n ^ ^ - ( U o g )  + 
eiqp(- ad) (n^ -^ mg) (l^m^)>(l- n^ )^ (m3^ 4.mg)42(mj^ Bi2- n )^ } -  
exp(- pd) (Rg4-(l+nj )^Ej )^ { eaQ>(ad) (xig* aij^ ) ( l4« 2)+Mqp(- ad)
(ng- mg) (H.mj^)-»-(X- iig) (mj^+mg)+2(mjmg- xxg) } -  (n^ -^ n^) 
{(Rj^^Rg) (2fm ♦mj^ ) -(l^m^) exp(od) "(l+mg) eacpC- od)4-Bj^
(aa^mg- m^mg(®xp(ad)+exp(- a d ))-  mg(eap(ad)- 1 )-  m^^
(e3qp(- ad) -  1 )) } J -  1/(XP) [ eap(od) (Rg+(l+mg)R^)
{•aq>(pd) (nj^- m^ )^ (l^ng)+eaq)(-pd)(n2- m^ )^ (Uxij^) -  n^{l^2n^) -  
ngfm^(2^nj^^ng) } -  exp(- od) (R2«f(l>mj^)Rj^) { «qp(pd) (n^-Bg) 
(U n g )4 «xp (-  pd) (ng- mg) (1+n^) *  iij^(2ng^l) -  ng^mg
(g+n^^^ng) } -  (mg- m^ )^ { (E^+Rg) (2+nj^ng- •xp(pd) (l-wij^) -  
e jp (-  pd) (l-»-ng))>Ej^(2n^ng- nj^ng(e3q>(pd)+cap(- pd)) -  
ng «tp (p d )- nj^  exp(- pd)+nj^+ng) } ]
Zgj -  R|^(Xa) [ «:q)(Elcd)(exp(pd) ( ng(2^mj^4-mg- exp(od)- mg 
ejqp(- ad)) -  mj+mg(mj  ^ *xp(ad)+mj^ exp(- a d ) “  1) *
(ng- mg) #xp(ad) -  (ng- exp(- ad) } -  exp(- pd) mg
+nj (^m^+mg) -  Sm^ mg- n^ (^mj^  eaq?(od)-«ig exp(- ad]^m,mg 
(«xp(ad)+ea3) ( -  ad))-(n^^- mg) e3qp(ad)-(nj^- mj^)exp(- ad) ♦
(n^- ng) { (l-*«mg)«qp(od)+(l+mj^)eacp(- ad) -  m^ -^ mg- 2 }) ♦ 
«c p (-  pd) { (ng- m^)e3cp(ad) (l+mg)+anjmg+(ng- mg)eatp(- ad)
0£
(l+Bi3^)-2iXg+(mj^mg)(l-ng)} -  e3cp(pd){ (n ^ - «3 c p (a d )  
(l-Wg)«*-aa2mg+(nj^ - mg) e3qp(- a4) aoj^ Cm^ +mg) (1-
(hj^- iig) [8fmj^(l -  e x p C a d ^ gd - •xp (- ad) -  exp(od)- 
• x p (- a d ) } j  ~Rg/(Xp) [e3ip(2kd) f exp(od) { (n^-i-ng-aijgfaa^ng- 
mgCnj+iig) -  n^ng(«xp(pd)-exp(- pd))+Bg(a^ «xp(pd)*i-nge3q)(-pd))- 
(ng- mg)ea?)(pd)-(xu- mg)cxp(-pd) }  -  wcp(- ad) { (nj^ i^ig-2B^+ 
En^xig-mj^(nj^ng) • n^xig(exp(pd)^exp(-pd))+iBj^(iij^ exp(pd) 
ng eap (-pd ))-(n g-■ j^ )e3^ (pd )-(n ^ -m j^ )«xp (-pd )} ♦ ( * 2*
! (l-».ng)«xp(pd)*»-(l4-nj^)exp(- pd)- n^,- ng- 2 }][-► exp(- ad)
{ (nj^- »g ) •3q>(pd) (l+ng) -  ng(l>2nj^)4-mg(nj+ngf £)+(iig- »g )
03q)(- pd) (l*-nj )^ -  } "  exp(ad) { (n^ -^ m^ )^ «qp(pd) (1+ng) -
ng(U2rij)♦Oj^ (ttj^ x^ig+E)♦ (iig- »j^) #aqp( -  p d) ( Ifiij^) -  } ♦
(ittg- Bj^ ) ( (S fn ^d - e3qp(pd))*ng(l- Mqp(- pd))- exp(pd)- 
exp(- pd ))}]
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m e:q)(acd)/(Xx) [ -  eaqpCpd) i ^ 2 *  “l ”
a a j* g -  ngCn^ •xp(ad)-**mg exp (- ad))^aj^ng(«xp(ad)*i-exp(- a d ) ) -  
(n g - m g)e3cp(ad)-(ng- mj^)exp(- ad )} ♦  « x p ( -  pd)
(B^^Rg+nj^l) { mg>nj^(*j^»g)-aB^iBg- n^{m^ exp(ad)+
mg exp(- ad))*fmjmg(«xp(ad)+exp(- ad))-(n j^- mg)*xp(ad) -  
(n^- mj^)«xp(- ad) } -  (n^ -^ ng) { Rj^ Cd+m^ )^ exp(ad)+(Umg)
cxp(- ad))+(Rj4Rg) (mg txp(ad)4-mj  ^ •atp(- ad)-mj^ -
* 2*  2)*»*(«ap(ad)+exp(- adJ^Rgt-m^mg Rj )^ -  Rj (^m -^fmg^anjmg) } j
-  exp(2kd)/(Xp) [ -  exp(ad) {nj^ -^ng-aBg+ai^ng -
mg(nj+ng) -  njng(exp(pd)>exp(- pdJ s^igCn  ^ exp(pd)-*-Ja-2 
eaqp(- pd))-(ng-ag)exp(pd)-(n^,-  mj^)exp(- pd) }♦
eaq? ( -  ad) 1 “ l  ^ “
a^ng(*xp(pd)+e3cp(- pd))-Wj^(nj^ •xp(pd)-»-Jig exp(- pd)) -  
(ng-mi)*3q?(pd)- (Uj^-Bj^ ) exp(« pd) } - ( m g - ( R j ( ( l * n ^ )  
eaq)(pd)+(Uiig) eap(-pdJ)f(B^+Rg) U g eap(pd)4nj^ •3cp(-pd)- 
iig- E)+(«xp(pd)+e3qp(- pdJ(Rg+n^nj^^) •fij^ (nj^ +ng4£nj^ iig) }
ZgQ «  ea5>(Ekd)Rj/(Id) [ exp(pd) (Unj^) { (mj+»g) (iig- l) i^Xg
(2 - •35>(ad)-»g wcp(-ad))-&ij«g+ajBg(exp(ad)-»-«xp(-od))
-  (ng- »g ) eacp(ad) - (n g - exp (- ad) } -  ®xp(- pd) (l*»*ng)
|(nj -^ 1) (a^+*g)-attjBig- •atp(od)+Mg exp(- ad )-2) ♦
Bj^Big(«xp(ad)+*:5)(-ad))-(ii2^-Bg)exp(od)-(nj^-Bj^)*xp(- od) |
♦ (nj^- ng) («*p(ad)+wtp(- ad) -B) (l+Bj^Bg^BjBg) ] -  
e3qp(£lcd)Rj/(Xp) [  exp(ad) (Ubj^) {  (a^+ng) (1* mg)-Mij^ ng 
(£ - exp(pd)- w p (-  pd))4ag(nj^ ei5)(pd)>wig exp(- pd) -  2) -  
(xig- nig) Mp(pd)- (Hj^- fflg) eaq?(- pd) } -  exp(- ad) (l>»g) 
{(n^+ng) (1 - mj^)+n^ng(2- e3q>(pd) -  •xpi* pd) )•«•mJ^ (Ii^ •3tp(pd)♦ 
ng mxp(  ^ pd) -  2 )-(ng- Bj^ ) eaqpCpd) -(n^^- Bj^ ) expC- pd) }
(Bg- mj^ ) (#3qp(pd) -  eaqpC- pd) -  2) (l+Hj^^ng+nj i^ig) .
Z41 -  Rj/(Xa) [ -(l>xig)«3q)(pd) { n3^ (»j+*g)-ai^»g} eacp(-pd)
{ ng(a^+*g)-aijMg} ng) { (bj  ^ esp(od)^Bg exp(* ad))-»-
“ l®2^ w (a d )+ «x p (-a d ) ) } ]  -R j/ (X p )[ -  (l+ »g ) exp(ad)
[En^Hg- Mj^Cnj+ng) } + (1+113^) «xp(- «d) { 2n^ ttg* ■g(n^+ng) } +
(mg-mi) { (n^ 63?>(pd)+ii2 «q ? (-  pd))+iiiiig(exp(pd)+exp(-pd)) !
Z ^ g - l/ (2 «) [ -  i^ g f(l+ n i)R i }e x p (-p d ){ ng(mi4mg)-aijmg} ♦
{ E g+ (l+n g )R i} « p (p d )  { n i(m i4M g)-aiim g} -  (n ^ - xig)
{(Rj+Kg) (m^  exp(ad)+Bg eacp(* ad))+mjm^l(exp(ad)+exp(-ad) )j 
-l/ (X p )[ Rgt(l+mg)Ri} exp(ad) {En^Hg-m^Cxii+ng) } -  
{Rjgf(l+mi)Ri} .apC-ad) [Eaj^iig-agCn^+iig)} -  ( « 2* » i )  
{(Rj+RgXxii exp(pd)+ii2 exp(- pd))+xiinj^l(eatp(pd)+*3cp(-pd)) >
^43 ■ [ 9xpi2kd) [  e3qp(pd) { a2^“ l  «»P(ad)+m g e x p (- a d )) -
m jm g(exp(ad)^exp(- a d )) -  eaqp(- pd) eaq>(ad)+
mg eacp(- o d ) ) -  mjmg(e3q?(ad)+«3cp(- a d ) ) }  + (x ii-  iig)(mi+mg)J ♦  
exp(-pd) (ng(mi+mg) -aa^mg) -  «xp(pd) { "Sai^g 1
(n^- iig) (mj^  •xp(ad)+mg expC- ad)) ] -Bg/(Xp) [ e3qp(2kd)
( «xp(od) { ning(eap(pd)4e3qp(-pd)) -  mgCn^  e3q>(pd)+xigexp(-pd))}
-  «3cp(- ad) { ning(exp(pd)+exp(-pd))-m i(ni«xp(pd)+nge3ip(«pd))}
* (mg- m )^ ( » ! ♦ » £ ) )  exp(- ad) { Snj^rig- mg(ni+xi2 )}-exp (ad )
{ Za^ng- m i(ni+ng) } -|.(mg- m )^ •atp(pd)<.ng exp(- pd)) ]
Z44 • •3cp(acd)/(Xa) [ -  [Eg+(lfn^)Rj^ } exp(pd) i ng(mj^  nxpiaA) ♦
»g  exp(- ad)) -  mj^Bg(«:q?(ad)«»'exp(- ad)) } ♦ {Rg+(l-*-ng)R^ > 
•xp (- pd) { exp(ad)-wig e3cp(- ad)) -  m^mg(eiqp(ad) ■¥
exp(- ad)) } -  (aj^- ttg){(Ri+Rg) (» i^ «g )+ 2«j^Bi^3  ^ } ] -e:q>(2lcd)/ 
(X^) [ • iR g (l^ » i )R i  ^ eacp(ad) { njng(eaqp(pd)+exp(-pd)) -  
mg(n^ exp(pd)-»-n2  exp(-pd)) | + { Rg<t(l*»-mg)Ru^ } exp(- ad)
{ n^n2(ejp (pd)-*.e3?>(-pd))-eaqE>(pd)-w i2 eaqp(-pd))} -  
(mg- m )^ { (Ri^Rg) } ]
-  R, ea?)(2kd)/(Xat) [ (1+%) eiqp(pd) { n p («i •xp(od)+«p exp(- ad))
-D^m (exp(ad)+exp(- ad))}
- (l+ x ig )e^ (-pd ) exp(ad)+mg e x p f-a d ))-  n^mg
(e3qp(ad)+exp(- ad)) } + (11^ - ng) {  (*j^<-mg)-f8iij^Big} ] -
exp(£kd)/(Xp) [ (l+m^^)e:qp(ad) { n3^ng(exp(pd)-»-e3q)(-^d)) - 
BgCxij^  exp(pd)-«-ng exp(- p d )) } -  (l^mg)exp(- ad) { n^xig 
(ei?)(pd)+e3q)(-pd))-mj^(n^«3q)(pd)+ng exp (-pd ))} ♦ 
{(a^^njj)+2nj^ag} j
*01 ■ *  exp(pd) (l4-ng) { }♦  eaqp(-pd) (l+iij^)
(EOg-Uij^+Mg)} iig) { ( 1 * « 2) exp(ad)>(l+m 3^ ) eaj>(- ad )} ] -
R^/(Xp) [ -d+ng) eaq)(ad) { (nj+xig) •Sm }^ + (Umj^) wsp( -  ad)
{ (Bj+ttg) -£ttg } ■►(mg* * 1 ) ( (l^ttg) •xp(pd) + (l+n) e3q?(-pd)} ]
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2q2 -  l/ (*a ) [ •  [Rg+(Un3^)R3^} exp(-pd) { 2ng-(»j^4-mg)} ♦
{Rg+(Xfag)Bj^} e3q>(pd){ 2Hj^-(*^+«g)} “ (n^-n^) { (B^+Rg) 
(exp(ad)+eaq?(« ad))**fi2^ (mg •aq)(ad)>mj^ e x p (-a d )) } ] -  
1/( ^ )  [ [ W3>(ffd) I iij+xig* ^
e3qp(-od)| njfxig- Stag} -  (m^- 
eacp(- pd))+E^(ng «tp(pd)+xij^ • x p (- fd ))}
*03 ■ ®35>(0cd)f exp(pd) {(i ig -  *g ) exp(ad)+(ng-
•xp (- ad) } -  exp (- pd) { (nj^- aig) e3q>(ad)-»‘ (n^- m )^ 
e3qp(-ad)} ♦ (n2^ -ng ).£ }+  expC-pd) { 2ng-(m^>>ig)} -  
eaqpjp d) { ^ (nx* *^ 2) ( « 15>(od)♦ eap ( -  «d ) ) ] -
Rg/(Xp)[ «xp (acd )( exp(ad) {(x ig - «g ) •3cp(pd)4(n^-«g) 
exp(-pd) } •  exp(- ad) { (iig- Bj^)«acp(pd)4-(n3^- Bj^)*xp(-pd)} ♦ 
(Mg- mj^).2} ♦  «XF<- a d ){ nx^*^2* ^ 2 ^  “  exp(ad) { xi^<fng-&ii }^
♦ (*g-*j^ )(«xp (pd )+M cp (- pd)) ]
2q4 ■ ^ ^ (S k d )/ ^ * ) [ • {  { (ng-B g) txp(ad) ■•■
(ng- Bj^ ) «x p (-  o d )} ♦  { Rg-fd+xig)®^^} txpC- pd) { (Hj^- Bg) 
•xp(«d )^(n 3^ - B j^)«cp(- a d )} -  rig) ( 2(R^4ag)4Rj^(Bj>Bg)}
-  eaq>(2kd)/(Xp) [ -  ^g+(l*Bj^)R 3^ } «qp(ad) { (ng-B g) «xp(pd) •► 
Bg) «xp(-pd) } ♦ { Rg4-(l*Bg)Rj^} #xp(- od) {(ng- Bj^ ) 
•xp(pd)-»-(n3^- B j^)«cp(-pd)} -  (Bg- Bj^ ) { 2(R3L+Rg)-»Rj (^nj^^ng)}
Zqo •  \  exp(acd)/(Xd) [ »p (p d ) { (xig- nig) exp(ad) + (ng-
•xp (* a d )} -  ( l fn g )«x p (-  pd) mg) exp(ad)>(ii3^ - Bj^ )
«xp (- o d )} ng) (8f*j^Mg) ] -  exp( filed)/(Xp) [ (1+*^ )^
•aq>(od) { (Bg- Mg) exp(pd)-»-(nj^- «g ) exp(-pd) } - ( l+ »g )
•xp (- ad) { (ng- mj) •xp(pd)+(nj^* exp(-pd) } ( » g -  n^ )^
(8fnj^4.iig)
6.3.3 CONSIOffiAHOH OF STRAT FiffiiSITIC CAFiCITANCS
At high frequencies the SP networlc under study w ill  
be subjected to considerable strey parasitic  cc^acltance 
ex isting anong the constituent layers o f the networlc. This 
e ffe c t  can be taken Into consideration by Introducing a 
capacitance OgQ. A z  at a distance z  between the re s is t iv e  
layer (Rg) and liie oondactlye layer (a ^  In the equivalent 
c ircu it modti. o f F ig .6.3. Shis modification Is  shown In 
?lg .6 .5 . Xhus, OgQ dtfiotes the PUL stray parasitic 
capacitance existing betwe^ the r e s is t iv e  layer (Eg) and 
the conductive layer (GJ where CgQ Is  defined as
•2kx
■  ®E0 •
whtfe CgQ is  ^ e  value o f c ^  fo r  x »  0 I . e . ,  at the Input 
end.
An application o f K lrchhoff's  Laws to the Incremental 
model of Tig. 6.5 w il l  show that the presence o f the stray 





















P ig ,6 ,5  Elemental Section of the Exponentially Tapered
^ 2 “ ^21* ^ 1 "  ®10" yiith Stray P a ra sitic
Capacitance
In  turn 1die values o f a and p o f Section 6.3 as given bdow
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b .  p (r j  ojQ + C jj + Cgp)
and c -  p® Tj rg(cj^Q Ojj^  + Cjq + Cgj^  Ogp)
Thus, to take into consideration the stray parasitic 
capacitance e ffe c t  existing between the layers o f the J2P 
network, the modified values o f a and p be used in the results 
of Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2
6.4 CONCLUSIOH
The in d e fin ite  immittance matrices fo r -title fiv e - la ye r  
exponentially distributed parameter Eg- 
network are evaluated in  th is chapter. The stray parasitic  
capacitance e ffe c t  inherently existing among tiie constituent 
laytfTB of the network, at high frequencies is  taken into 
consideration end the neceseary modifications in  the results 
due to th is e ffe c t  are pointed out. The immittance matrices 
derived in th is diapter serve as the f i r s t  step in carrying 
out a detailed study o f the various oibnetworku o f the 
fiv e - la ye r  tapered DP m icro-electronic c ircu it. The next 
chapter w i l l  be devoted to study o f aome o f the subnetworks 
of the pres&itly discussed network and to search out their 
possible applications.
AMilLTSIS OP THE PIVE-iATSl HCPOHEHIIiL 
Eg- Cgj:- C^Q- 0^ DP SIRUCIIDRE SUBHETfORKS
7.1 IHffiOUJCTIOH
The in d e fin ite  iamittamoe BUitrices fo r  the fiY e-layer 
Eg- «*ponentielly tapered micro-structure
were derived in  Chfl^tcr 6* The present ohapttir u t il is e s  the 
in d e fin ite  admittance matrix to study the performance 
d iaracterieticB  of two o f the sulmetworics o f ’& ie  miero- 
structure, to find  new behaTiour, i f  any» unobtainable from 
the 'Uiree-laytfr c irc iaar geoaetry structures studied in 
Chapter 5. The chapter is  arranged as fo llow s.
Section 7 .e, analyses iiie f i r s t  subnetworlc. I t  shows 
bazid-stop characteristics. The study o f the second subnetworic 
ie  carried out in  Section 7.3. This subnetwork gives notch 
f i l t e r  characteristics, fo r proper choice o f the network 
parameters, highly s d e c t iv e  notdi f i l t e r s  can be obtained 
which are not possible from Hie W  networks studied t i l l  now. 
fin a lly *  a few concluding remarks are giv& i in Section 7.4.
CHAPTHl 7
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7,2 IREQUaiCT RBSPOHSE OF fflE KRST SUBHEWORK
The anaLyels o f  one o f the subnetvorlce o f the flT e * la y «r  
exponentially dletritfuted Rg- Cg^ -^ network is
carried out In  this eeotlon and the reeu lte are presented 
graphically fo r i t s  TOltage transfer function versus nontallssed 
frequency variable.
7.2.1 TS3 SUBSETWORK AW) ITS VOLTAOE TRANSPH? PUNCTIOH
The subnetiroric under study is  ^own in  Fig,7.1.
Eartending the network coding due to Castro and Hiqpp, the 
subnetwork i s  naned as 01200 subnetwork^^. The coding 
indicates the terminal conditions o f the network w ,r .t . 
terminal se(]aenoe 1 »2 ,3,4 and 0, The TOltage transfer 
function o f the subnetwork undar considaration i s  obtained 
enploying the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix o f Section 6,3,1 
and the techniques due to Castro and Hepp. Thus, i t  y id d s
^0 / \  *  ^52 / ^33
where th^element values are given in  Section 6*3,1,
7.2.2 yREQDESCT CHARACTffllSTICS OP THE SOMET»ORK
The voltage transfer function obtained in  la s t  section 
and given by Sqn. (7 ,1 ), is  ancaysed fo r  i t s  magnitude and 
phase versus normalized frequency variab le, using the 






A v v v^ / yv . 3-o
’21
1>— — 9
F ig .7,1 Subnetwork 01200 o f the Five Layer Exponentially 
Tapered Structure
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Th% PUL paraaeters o f the micro*structure are defined 
In  Section 6,2 ae,
Tg -  Eg exp(acx)
Tj^  m esp(Skx)
®ei ■  ° ei 
*10 “  ° io
I*etf B •  / Xg *  Rj^  / Rg ■ R d  / Bg»d
ma »  -  <>10 / ® £ i"  ° J D / “ a * *
In  ordtf to fa c i l i t a t e  the study and presoitatlon  o f the 
freciaency respaaise o f tiie subnetworic, a new frequency variable u 
iB Introduced ae,
"  ■ ’  ®e ° a
where d Is  the lo ig th  o f the OP structure.
Also, le t t in g  p «  jw fo r  sinusoidal Input, we have 
from Section 6.3
b ■ ®io *  ^1 ®21 *•“ ^2 ®21^
-  Jw Eg Ogj^  (mn ♦ m ♦ 1)
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or bd^ ■ ^ ^ 2  °21
m jtt (mn 4> m ♦ 1) •
s ia iia r ly «
2
c ■ •  an (w Rg Cgj )^
4 &or cd •  •  m n u
d^ -  1 b d^ ♦V'(to  ^ d^ -  4c d^) j /  2
Mafcing uee o f the above eimplifloatioziB fo r  bd and 
od^, tile abOYe e(|Uatlon can be written aSt
d^ ■ Jtt 1 (mn«i4>l)<f V (m^n^+Ea^n- awM-m^^aa+l) j/ 2
Siisllarly,
d* -  s bd®* y^b® d^ -  4c d^)]/ E
■ Ju [ (nnfm+1) • («^®+ai®n» Eam ♦«^+£te+l) ] /2
Let, a® d* «  j  AL
where, AL «  u i (mnfa+l) + y  (m^n^+an^n- ] /E
ad -  yaE (1 + jiy yn ?
Also, le t  d® -  3 BL 
whert, t t  «  tt [ (a2»® + l) •  Y (* V + a i^ n -  ] / 8
. . pd «  yTE (1 ♦ 31) /
H«no«t
“ l  “  °10 / ®21* 2k)/(P Cgi Bj^ )
•  n -  [  « V -  2ad.kd j /  (Jv Cgj^ m Rg d^ )
«  n -  [3 AL- acd Y W 2  < l+3 i) j /  (3 »u )
-  » f  [ -  iL -  acd yTffTii ( 3 1*  1) ] / (»u )
» [  iM -(- JIr*>S)cd Y’aITS ) / ( « )  J •  3 2kd Y'K7$ /  (nw).
Sim ilarly,
*2  ■ ®10 / ®21 *  «(«^2k )/ (p  Ej^ )
- [  a f ( -  41.- £icd ySET? )/ («u ) ] ♦  3 8kd ^ 2 7 ?  / (»«»)
•  °10 / °21 •  °21 
a f ( •  BErfSkd Y^L/e )/(ibu) ] •  3 SkSfS^^ / (mu)
-£16
axid
iig »  ' [2i f ( -  HL* Skd ySE78 )/ (w i) ]  ♦ j  £kd yM / i / (mu),
Hfllclng use of the above slBtpllfications, the ^emente of 
the voltage traziafer function v ie . ,  and can non eafiily 
De expreosed in  a form suitaole fo r  d ig ita l computation.
Tme, the voltage transfer fiinction of the subnetwork 
g iv tfi by £qzu(7.1) i s  analysed fo r  i t s  maffiitude and phase 
versus normalized fre(]Uien(^ variah le u , fo r  various combinatiOKis 
of m and n and fo r  d iffe ren t values o f e3q;>onentid. taper 
factor kd. I t  i s  observed Hiat the oibnetwortc shows band* 
dim ination f i l t e r  character is  t ie s . A few of the character­
is t ic s  are shown in  FLg«7«£« I t  is  observed that as the 
value o f ccl changes fr<»B higher negative values to 
lower negative values and then to p os itive  values, ttie band­
width increa0es| while fo r  la rge variations in  'n* and *n* , 
the magnitude o f the voltage transfer characteristics, is  
not a ffected  considerably, and, 'dierefore, 9ig.7.E snows the 
magoitude characteristics o f the subnetworic fo r  a few values 
of Kd and m ■ n ■ 0.01, only.
A ccnparisan of tne cnaraoteristLoe of tills  subnetworic 
with tnose obtained tnrough tnree-laycir R- C- SB and tne 
fiv e - la y e r  G^- Q- R- MC- circu lar geonetry structures 
in  Onapter 4, shows that there is  no d e fin ite  improvement
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in  tfae 0Ut o f f  rates o f these eharacteristlcB* Ttme, there 
Is  no advantage In going fo r  Hie design o f band*stop f i l t e r s ,  
using the five^Xayer esqponential OP nioro*structure.
7.3 1R£(^SBC7 BESPOMSS OP SEIS SB70HS SUOrSTWOBK
She seiaLysis of Ihe second sutnetworlc o f the fiTe*layer 
es^onential distributed Oj^ q-  0^ network, is
carried out in  tiiis  section and i t  i s  obserred 'ttiat the 
subnetwork: g ives r is e  to notdi f i l t e r  characttiristios. The 
resu lts fo r  d iffe ren t paranettfs are presttited gregphically 
fo r  magnitude and phase rersus noraaHsed frequency, A design 
exaoqile i s  also included in  th is section,
7,3.1 THE SUHIEIWOBK AHD IIS  YOLTAOE TRAHSPffi lUHOTIOK
The subnetwork under analysie is  shown in  n.g,7,3. The 
subnetwork is  named as flS fO  subnetwork, in  accordanoe with 
the network coding, due to Castro &nd Happ , Thus, terminals
1 and 4 are floa tin g , terminal 0 is  grounded, while terminals
2 and 3 are being used as ii^u t and output terminals respectively*
The follow ing voltage transfer function o f the subnetwork 
can easily  be found using the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix, 
of Section 6,3,1 and the techniques due to Castro and Happ^^.
^0 / \  (^42*^11* ^12*^41^ ^^34*^11* ^ 1 4 * ^ 3 1 ^ 3 2 % “Y12 Y31
^^44*^11 * ^4*^41^ ^ ^ 3 8 *^ 1 3 *^ 3 1 ^
^^44*^11* ^14 ^41  ^*^^43'^1 1 "  ^13 ^41  ^










Fig.V.S Subnetwork flE fO  o f the Five Layer Exponentially 
Tapered Structure
where the element yaluee are defined in  Section 6 .5 .I.
7.3.E I®EQaH!KT CHARACTHilSSICS OP THE SUBHETWOHK
Tne Yolta^e transfer function obtained in  la s t  section 
snd glTen by Sqn.(7«2)f i e  analysed fo r i t s  nagoitude end 
plxase y& m s  normalieed fregiuenoy fo r la rge  yariations of 
m and n fo r a g ivtfi value of led , to obserre nu ll transmission* 
A few o f tbe frequency re^onee curves including volte^c 
transfer function, gain and the phase sh ift  versus frequency 
va3?iable *u* for various degrees o f the e ip o n ^ tia l taptf? 
factor kd fo r  Doth p os itive  and negative values, are p lotted 
in F lgs .7 .4 (a )*  7 .4 (d )• The steepness o f the magnitude 
curves, is  calculated, usipg the de fin ition  given by Bqn«(3.3) 
and '^e  values are noted on the same figu res. I t  can be 
noted that, fo r  a given value o f kd othor possible 
comblnatians of m and n can be found to obtcOn notch f i l t e r  
charachteristlos, but, fo r the sdce o f sim plicity, only one 
set of ■ find n is  calculated. Xhe curve fo r  kd »  0, 
corre^onds to the subnetwork o f uniform J3B £g-* ^10*
structure* I t  can be concluded that, the t ie r in g  either 
in p os itive  or, negative d irection imporoves the steepness 
in  most o f the cases as coshered to uniform case. I t  can 
be noted from the steepness values fo r  various kd 's, that 
no generalization can be made about the eteepness w .r.t.kd , 
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J lg .7 .4 (a ) Magnitude Characteristics o f Subnetwork fl2 f0
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M g.7 .4 (c) Magnitude Oharaeterletlcs of Subnetwork
r i2 fo
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and f o r  led ■ X« tiie  8teQ>ne88 I s  found to  b « e « 66, i^ ic h  i s  
tb e  H ighest f l 0u r« anong th e  cu rr«8  Ebovn in  F lg 8, 7 . 4 (a } and 
7. 4( c ) .  ▲ low er va lu e  o f  kd ( le a e  than 2) ,  i a  a lso  d e s ira b le
fr o n  p r a c t ic a l  p o in t o f  v iew  ae p o in ted  out t>y B ro im ^  .
This value o f  ete^nese i s  far better as compared to steq)ne8s 
T ^ u ^ o f  notch f i l t e r a ,  obtainable from the B- C* NR and 
C- R» NC uniform and exponential IP s tru c tu ree^ *^  and 
circu lar geometry H- C- HF: structure, studied in  Ohapter 5. 
The la rge  phase sh ifts  «dilch can be obtained frcm this 
structure can U.so be noted from T igs.7 .4(b) and 7 .4 (d ).
Desi/m SxaBBPle
Let us design a notch f i l t e r  having notoh frequency 
f^  *  16 Kfls using Eg» Cg^- ®10* ®  structure's
subnetworlc of f i g . 7.3.
Selecting Jed «  1 and Hius,
m »  0.01 
n «  0.01 
u «  £0
where, m «  ® i / ®2 
n «
“  -  *0  ° e i  0*
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Let UB iiaTe the realBtaace of tbe upp«r most leorer^
Rg d «  eOOO OlBie.
Th«reforet
<’ £ 1 *  -
«  80 / (8* X 18 X 10® X 8000)
~ 0 . 1 ^  V
therefore, Fj^d *  a Eg d «  0.01 t  2000 •  SO -n.
C^Qd -  n d ■ 0.01 X 10*^ -  10*^ T
THUS, selecting suitable materials fro® -Qie fabrication  
point o f view, the D? otructure can be fabricated with 
appropriate l^ ^ t i i  and surface area, keeping taperiisg factor 
kd a 1.
7.4 COHCLUSIOI
The ohaptfio: analyses only two aibaetworke o f the f i r e *  
layer exponential H* V  ®2i- h -  °ifl- ®- Bicro-'structore , 
beodase o f tii6 lengthy computations involTed| eventhough, a 
laxge xombtfr o f £-port 3-terminal and P-poact 4-tenalnal 
Bubnetwarka* can be analyeed^^. The f i r s t  subnetwork gives 
r is e  to the band-stop type cliaracteristies ; ^ i l e  the second 
Bubnetwork exhibits notch f i l t e r  characteristics.
-£P8
For the f i r s t  subnetwoirk« I t  can be concluded, that 
there 18 no ep ec lflc  improrement in  out o f f  r&tes o f the 
cend*etop eharactereticF, as c<»ipared to thoeeobtainable 
from the threerlayer E- C- HR and f i r e  layer C- H- JTO- (3^  
ciretaar geometrj etnictureB dlBcussed in  Chapter 5, inspite 
o f having more number o f layers, resu lting in  fabrication  
d if f i f iu lt ie e  and increase in  cost.
The second subnetwork of the otructure results in 
better s d e c t iv ity  fo r  proper selection  o f paraaieters, as 
conpared to the ea r lie r  studied notch f i l t e r s  o f the W  
structures, Hmce, i t  i s  desirable to design xiotch f i l t e r s  
o f the present mioro*structure resu lting in  better sd .ectiY lty .
SUHKiRT m >  SUOasSTIOKS KSR TOTUBS WOBX
8,1 IHIROIJDCTIOH
The multilayer th in - f l la  SP aicxoelectranie c lreu ite  
being a ttrao tire  fo r  present electron ic deBigas, TbuB« a 
keen in terest is  erinced in  the study of these c ircu its .
The present thesis includes the inyestigation o f nev 
su ltila yer  SXP aicrociLedtronic structures and the study of the 
characteristics and e^pUcatians of suteetvorks o f t^tiese 
structures eniO.Qying Iheir in d e fin ite  immittance Batrices . 
The thesis also presents the characteristics and applications 
of d iffe ren t interconnections and subnetworks o f soae w ell 
known W  structures. The present chapter outlines the 
suamary o f tbe thesis work alongwi'Oi soce suggestions fo r  
further inTestigations in  th is area.
8. e SUMMiHT 0? THE THESIS
In  Chapter 1, a reriew o f the rarious inTestigations 
in  the area o f multilayer UP networks is  giyen. Chapter 2 
extends tiie application o f the in d e fin ite  adaittance aato iz 
to analyse the Yarious interconnections involving uniform
CHAPTIE 8
RC, E«0->HR and C- R- HC UP mlcro-structures. Th« analysis of 
such interconnected Iff Btructuree ie  not yet reported in 
tile lite ra tu re* The charaoteristios o f these interconnected 
networics are inTestigated and are found to esdiibit low-pa8s« 
high-paaa and band*8top responses in  addition to compensating 
d iaracteristios  find ing applications in  oonnuni cation and 
control syetAS,
In  Chapter 3, a number o f subnetworks o f im ifom  H- C- 
C-> R- BG and exponential R-C-BR Iff mioro-etructuresare studied , 
resu lting in  notoh and band-pass ch aract^ is ties . The frequency 
characterlBtios o f the unifona H-O-BR and C-RHIC notch f i l t e r s  
are p rese ted . I t  i s  also noted that the terminated load lowers 
their se leo tiT ity* The dual input tedmique is  applied to use 
an R* C- HR structure as notch f i l t e r  but does not seaa 
adTantfl^eous in  Iff c ircu its . Two subnetworks o f uniform R- C- HE 
structure are studied e3q)erinentally fo r  notch f i l t e r  i^plicaticaia 
using c^d e  mod^s obtained through Tacuua deposition tedinique.
A good agreement between theoretical and practica l results 
would haye been aohicfred i f  better fabrication  fa c i l i t i e s  were 
ayailcU>le. I t  is  also ehown that the f i l t e r s  can be made 
tunable simply l:iy connecting a yarinble res is to r in series 
with the grounded terminal o f these subnetworks. Tne analysis 
of tbe subnetwork derived from the uniform and exponential 
B- C* HR structures diows that the subnetworks can be 
employed as band-pass f i l t e r s .  The exponentially te^cred
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Btruotuxe reeu lte  in  ohtfacterlBtloB as ocn^ared to
uxiiforB case.
In Chapttf 4» tli« tlirM l^agrtfr H- 0* HR and the flTB- 
lay«ir C*K* K-* oireuXar geoBetry nloro^tetronlc 
8tructur«6 ar« lmre8tlgat«d for the flTBt time and their 
indefinite inaittanoa aatrioee are preeented, abieh are 
published in the literature®^* • Ohaptar 6» inoludeB the 
analysiB of sone of the non«redundant ButanetworkB of the 
mioro^eotronio structures inrestigated in Chapter 4, which 
are not yet reported in the literature, fhese suhnetworks 
are found to e:3^ b i t  low-paast high*pa88» hand-pae8» band* 
stop* notch and linear phase filtar charaoteristies in 
addition to phase lag and lag*lead reQ>onse8. It is  observed 
that iBiprored band*pass (^araotsristios are obtained by 
circular geoaetry R* C- HR structure as coiqpared to those 
of unifoTB and esqponential R** 0* HR structures. The three- 
layer and the fiye»lay«r circular gecnetry IP structures 
result in eharp cut off btfid«rejection filters ahich are 
generally not obtained froa the luaped ooaponents circuits 
or the interconnection|of unifora BC » R* 0* HR and 
C»R* HC W structuree studied in Ohaptar S. Higher 
slectirity notch filt t fs  can also be realiaed using P* C- HR 
circular gecaetry flP structure as ooiq;)ared to the R- HR 
and C*R-  HC imifora and esqponential W notch filters.
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In  Chapter 6, a nonnuilfom •xpon ^ tia lly
taptf ed Eg- Cj^q-  0^ DP network i s  Inv’eetigated fa t
the f i r s t  time and i t s  in de fin ite  iooBittanoe matrices are 
formulated) id iile  Chapter 7, ie  deroted to the analysis of 
two o f tile sahnetworks o f th is network fo r  hand*stop and notoh 
f i l t e r  applicatLons, I t  i s  oonduded that there is  no 
improTCBient in  band*stop f i l t e r  oharacteristios as compared 
to those obtained fo r R - C- HR and C- R » WD- circular 
geometry S  structores, studied in  Chapter 5, insp ite  of 
having more number o f layers resu lting in  fabrication  
d if f ic u lt ie s  and hcsicet increase in  cost. Howerer, the other 
subnetwork having notch f i l t e r  characteristics resu lts in  
better sd ec tirL I^  fo r  proper choice o f i t s  parameters as 
compared to tiie other notch f i l t e r s  o f the JDP structures 
discussed in  th is thesis or elseahere.
8.5 SUGa£S!i!IOHS lOE FU&SBSl IIVSSZiaAIIQH
The fo llow ing are the suggestions fo r  further inrestigation  
in  the area o f multilaysr VP structures.
In  Chapter £, a few interconneotioxis o f uniform RC,
R* C- HE end C-R-* HC netwoxks are studied, A sim ilar approach 
can be extended to study the characteristics and applications 
of other interconnections involving uniform and non-xiniform 
multilayer ISB structures which might show some other useful 
applications.
1!be present work is  oonoerned with the investigation  of 
E - C- NR and 0^- C- R- MC- circu lar geometry and the f iv e -  
layer Eg- Cgj^- Cj^Q- 0^ exponentially tapered micro- 
structuresand the study of their eabnetwoncs. in  iden tica l 
analysis cen be extended to other multilayer nonnuiiformly W 
mi or 0-structures and the study o f tiie characteristics and 
applioatians of their suhnetworlcs. E ll ip t ic  geometry B- C- NR, 
0- R* 0^ end the f iv e - la y e r  Hg- Cgj^- C^ q^- R^ 
exp<mentially tapered micro-structures are a few exias^les 
towards th is dlrectlcn.
In  Chapter 5, only a few subnetworics o f C- NR and 
C- R- ac- 0^ circu lar geometry m icroelectr onia a<tructures 
are studied. The remaining sulaietworics can also he tsdcen up 
fo r  their study and applications in  iriiich, subnetworks lOSf, 
1220 and 2011 o f C- R- NO- network are l ik e ly  to 
resu lt in  notch f i l e r  characteristics. S im ilarly, Chapter 7 
investigates the characteristics o f only a few subnetworks 
of the f iv e - la y «r  esqponenti a lly  tapered Iff mioro-straotures.
A la rge  number o f remaining subnetworks can be taken up fo r 
further investigation.
JlXie to non-availab ility  o f the good experim ^tal 
fa c u it ie s ,th e  present work is  mainly based on the theoretical 
investigations o f the characteristics o f the subnetworks of 
the multilayer UP structures. I t  is  suggested that the 
subnetworks be fabricated in th in-film  foun and their 
cnaracteristios be v e r ified  experimentally.
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She present worlc Is  re lated  to the steady state anaXysls 
with sinusoidal exloation8{ while the transient analysis of 
these subnetworks is  completely ignored, thus leaving an 
important area fo r  further in restigation .
She synthesis o f isu ltilayer W  networks is  on the basis 
of lumped networks through frequency transformation, but, no 
suitable method is  available. The work can be ezt^aded to 
find  out new techniques in  consistent with the novel character­
is t ic s  o f UP networks, which are not obtainable, with lumped 
networks. Thus, the frequency response graphs can be u tiliz ed  
to find  out new synthesis techniques.
In  the present analysis the network models represent
one dimeneicmal fornulatJLon, while an accurate analysis w il l
xtqvdre a two dimensional modelling o f the micro^struotures.
Therefore, a two dimensional analysis can be taken up for
future work and to compare the disoripancies in  the resu lts
with one dimenaionaL m odeling o f these micro-structures.
Although the two dimensional model fo r  three«layer IP
S3
BtructuXt has been attempted by Hattori ,
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